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GENERAL 

The Armed Forces of Malta (AFM) continued with the execution of its primary roles; that of maintaining 
the territorial integrity of the Maltese archipelago and safe guarding national interests, constant 
surveillance on land, air and out at sea. 

Also in 2012, the AFM continued its development in terms of capabilities, infrastructure, equipment and 
human resources.  Today the AFM is a leaner, but more efficient Force that has constantly proved that 
tantamount to its national duties it can also contribute to peace and stability abroad. 

ROLES 

The AFM is tasked to perform two defence roles: 
• Primary Defence Role: AFM is responsible for the external security and integrity of the Maltese Islands in 

peacetime and in crisis. 
• Secondary Defence Role: AFM provides military support in specified areas to the Police Force on a 

regular basis and to other government departments when required. 

Primary Defence Roles 

• Maintain territorial integrity (particularly at the Malta International Airport and other sensitive locations). 
• Maintain integrity of the Maltese waters (physical and electronic surveillance against smuggling, illegal 

trafficking of immigrants and law breaking at sea). 
• Provide for the limited surveillance of the Maltese Airspace. 
• Provide search and rescue services in Malta and its Search and Rescue Region. 
• Provide Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) and Improvised Explosive Device Disposal (IEDD) cover. 
• Contribute towards international peace and stability by participating in overseas crisis management 

operations. 

Secondary Defence Roles 

• Provide military assistance to government departments and the civil community. 
• Provide civil emergency protection support (explosives, marine pollution, floods and other disasters). 
• Provide military aid to Malta’s Police Force and the Security Services (Internal Security, Anti-narcotic 

patrols and vehicle checkpoints). 
• Provide state ceremonial and other public duties. 

OPERATIONS 

National 
 
Security  

Between 28 September and 1 October 2012, AFM provided heightened security at select key areas and 
additionally deployed maritime assets to provide security in light of the 5+5 Heads of Government 
Meeting being held during that period. 

Armed Forces of Malta 
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Fisheries Protection  

During the course of 2012, AFM maritime assets conducted almost 200 fisheries inspections on a variety 
of craft, including large commercial fishing vessels as well as smaller craft engaged in artisanal fisheries. 

Search and Rescue  

SAR operations continued at an elevated tempo with a total of 451 cases being handled by RCC Malta 
during 2012.  These included 61 cases involving irregular migration by sea, eight medical evacuations 
from vessels, 35 medical evacuation flights from Gozo, and 29 cases in which towing assistance was 
provided to craft with technical difficulties.  

Particular SAR cases that stood out during 2012 were the rescue of 246 irregular migrants in a single 
operation on 9 November 2012, the rescue of a part-time fisherman on 21 September 2012 after an 
extensive three-day search, and numerous rescues from local pleasure craft following injury of persons or 
technical difficulties. 

Safety at sea inspections during 2012 saw the AFM conducting administrative boardings of numerous 
pleasure and fishing craft in Malta’s territorial seas.  While the vast majority of craft and operators were 
found to be in full conformity with the relevant regulations, a number of contraventions were detected and 
reported to the Police for further actions. 

Support to the Detention Services (DS)  

Upon a request by Commander DS, AFM and the DS mounted a joint operation to relocate a number of 
detainees from Safi Barracks to Lyster Barracks, Ħal Far in preparation of a repatriation process. 

Explosives Ordnance Disposal (EOD) 

Following considerable disruption at the Law Courts, the Ministry of Justice requested AFM expertise in 
supporting the Malta Police Force and the Law Courts in drawing proposals to counter bomb threats. 

Frontex 

In October 2012, AFM deployed a B200 Maritime Patrol Aircraft to Malaga, Spain, in support of 
FRONTEX Joint Operation Indalo.  During operational activities, the Maltese aircraft was instrumental in 
detecting five cases of attempted migration at sea, three cases of suspected narcotics smuggling and 
intervened in two SAR cases involving migrants with over 20 lives being saved as a result.  This 
represented the first operational overseas deployment of an AFM aircraft. 

The AFM continued its contribution to Frontex coordinated Joint Operation Poseidon Land (JOP) 2011 
and 2012.  These deployments focussed on a rolling deployment involving 18 members of AFM, mostly 
prevailing from C (Special Duties) Coy, supported by other personnel hailing from 1st Regiment and 
Maritime Squadron.  As in previous years, the deployment was centred on the Greek-Turkish border 
region of Evros in Greece, considered to be one of the main illegal migration routes into Europe. 

Consulate Security in Tipoli, Libya 

Also in 2012, following a call for support by Ministry of Foreign Affairs, an AFM security team was 
deployed to Malta’s Consulate in Tripoli with the task of delivering a safe and secure environment at the 
Consulate. 
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TRAINING 

Exercises (Local and Overseas)Exercise Canale 2012 

Exercise Canale is an annual maritime Live Exercise (LIVEX) organised bilaterally by Malta and Italy, 
which has for the past 17 years been alternatively led by one of these two nations.  This year’s edition was 
hosted by Italy between 18 and 22 June in Augusta.  The aim of the exercise was to promote cooperation, 
peace and security in the Mediterranean Region, with particular emphasis on further strengthening 
cooperation between countries lying on both shores of the Western Mediterranean littoral.  Exercise 
activities focused on training in Maritime Search and Rescue and Maritime Law Enforcement (MLE) 
combined operations.  AFM participated with two patrol craft as well as with the maritime patrol aircraft 
which was used in the Search and Rescue phase. 

Phoenix Express 2012  

Phoenix Express is an annual maritime exercise held under the auspices of the United States of America. 
The exercise is intended to bring together countries from Africa and Europe to work together in various 
scenarios.  In 2012, Malta participated in this exercise by providing the planning and execution phase of 
the SAR module, during which the AFM Operations Centre situated in Luqa Barracks was in charge.  
AFM participation included the releasing of targets by a Maritime Squadron patrol boat that had to be 
searched and recovered by the exercise participants.  During this exercise, the AFM’s King Air AB 200 
Maritime Patrol Aircraft was used as a search platform.  An AFM officer also participated in the 
Combined Joint Maritime Operations Centre (CJMOC) as an intelligence analyst and was stationed in 
Oran, Algiers. 

Exercise Griffone 2012  

Exercise Griffone is the main annual Search and Rescue exercise for the Italian Air Force.  This year’s 
edition of the exercise took place during the month of September in Sardinia, Italy.  In this exercise, the 
AFM participated by providing a pilot and a rescuer as part of the AB212 helicopter crew which is 
stationed in Malta.  The exercise brings together various Italian rescue entities and trains them in how to 
respond to national disasters. 

Additionally, and definitely a highlight in 2012, was the co-joint naval exercise between the AFM and the 
Libyan Navy off the coast of Tripoli, Libya.  This exercise was held at the end of August where the 
Maltese Flagship P61 sailed to Tripoli and held a maritime exercise which consisted of co-joint ship 
manoeuvres between the two entities as well as maritime law enforcement activities, where the AFM 
soldiers provided training to their Libyan counterparts.  An Explosive Ordinance Disposal team was also 
part of this contingent and trained alongside their Libyan counterparts. 

Education  

In 2012, the AFM concluded arrangements that saw the Army Certificate of Education (ACE) placed at 
par with a Level 1 qualification set by the Malta Qualifications Council and consequently recognised as 
national educational qualification.  A decision also bearing effect on the Force’s strive to ameliorate the 
education level of its personnel was that as from 2013 AFM personnel will no longer be given the 
opportunity to attend ACE courses but will pursue EU-funded education programmes recurrently 
organised by local councils. 

AFM is also seriously committed to train its personnel in non-military skills and for this purpose it has 
been working closely with MCAST in the field of civilian trades and skills.  A considerable number of 
AFM officers and soldiers have, throughout 2012, attended both full- and part-time courses at MCAST.  
The courses that were made available in the period under review cover a very wide spectrum of training 
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ranging from courses related to the sectors of building and construction engineering, maritime and 
mechanical engineering, especially the aviation sector.  

Trades 

During the year, a total of nine Trade Testing Boards were convened to assess AFM personnel.  These 
boards were mainly aimed at those soldiers who were relatively new to the force and who were undergoing 
initial training in their trades (Class III level ), or on the other hand long-serving members who were 
seeking to better their trade qualification (Classes I and II levels).  

The nine Trade Testing Boards were preceded by trade courses specialising in Key Point Protection, 
military driving, military clerical work, combat engineering, rescue, and defence photography. 

Training Overseas 

The ongoing overseas training for officers and other ranks during 2012 continued to be a priority for AFM.  
Courses were held amongst other in the US, UK, Italy, Ireland and Czech Republic and covered a variety 
of subjects which included Staff Officer training both at the junior and senior level, specialised infantry 
courses, flight training, engineering and maritime courses.  

Furthermore, as per previous years,  a number of AFM Officer Cadets attended commissioning courses at 
the prestigious Royal Military Academy in Sandhurst and the Britannia Royal Naval College in 
Dartmouth, as well as the Irish Infantry School at Curragh Camp in Ireland, and for the first time an 
Officer Cadet commenced his commissioning course at RAF Cranwell. 

Maritime Safety and Security Training Centre (MSSTC) 

As the primary state actor for maritime safety and security in Malta, AFM ensures the highest levels of 
preparedness and standards are maintained through a dedicated Maritime Safety and Security Training 
Centre (MSSTC).  The role of this centre is to train AFM personnel and international students in the latest 
operational techniques and essential maritime related subjects. 

During 2012, the MSSTC delivered a number of courses, not only to AFM members, but also to foreign 
entities such as the Libyan Armed Forces, the Tunisian Armed Forces which were sponsored by the Swiss 
Government, as well as students who are members of the International Maritime Organisation (IMO).  It is 
intended that for 2013 this programme, which proved to be a success, will be repeated and also extended as 
the need may be, since other entities have shown interest in having their personnel trained at the MSSTC. 

Training Provided by the AFM to Libyan Armed Forces 

At the beginning of 2012, senior staff from AFM and the Libyan Armed Forces met in Tripoli, Libya 
wherein AFM proposed to the Libyan Armed Forces a comprehensive package of training to be delivered 
by AFM to Libyan military personnel during 2012.  This package included the deployment of an AFM 
Mobile Training Team (MTT) in Tripoli, followed by further training for select Libyan students at the 
AFM’s Maritime Safety and Security Training Centre (MSSTC) in Malta in the fields of SAR, Operational 
Maritime Law and Basic Boarding Operations. 

The AFM’s MTT travelled to Tripoli in March 2012, and delivered an intensive one-week training 
programme in Tripoli to students hailing from the Libyan Navy, Naval Coastguard and Air Force.  The 
remainder of 2012 saw a total of 32 students receiving specialised training in SAR and border control at 
the  MSSTC using a variety of funding sources including financing from the Libyan Ministry of Defence 
and sponsorships from the US Government. 
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INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 

EU Common Security and Defence 

During the year under review, AFM strove to carry on with its commitment to participate in overseas crisis 
management deployments.  These deployments are planned and executed by the International Affairs 
Branch of the AFM.  Four AFM personnel (including the first ever deployment of a female non-
commissioned officer) were deployed to the EU Monitoring Mission in Georgia as monitors.  Another four 
commissioned AFM officers served as members of staff in two separate Operational Headquarters, namely 
EU Naval Force Atalanta’s Operational Headquarters in the UK and EU Training Mission Somalia 
Headquarters in Uganda.  Additionally, six infantry instructors contributed also deployed to Uganda in 
support of EUTM Somalia to train Somali Security Forces.  Throughout the year  in review, the AFM 
maintained two members on a 14 day notice-to-move period in preparation for deployment in support of  
the EU Border Mission along the Gaza strip (EUBAM Rafah).  The International Relations Branch also 
supported the deployment of an AFM Staff Officer to Libya in conjunction with an EU-led Integrated 
Border Management Needs assessment into the same country. 

The International Affairs Branch, HQ AFM, co-organised a module of the European Security and Defence 
College’s High Level Course in Malta for the first time.  Around 60 high-level participants from all EU 
member states attended this course. 

NATO/Partnership for Peace (PfP) 

In 2012, AFM continued to engage on a case by case basis with NATO through the Partnership for Peace 
programme.  AFM also attended the following activities organised by NATO under the PfP umbrella: 

• Defence Planning Symposium held in Oberammergau, Germany 
• Military Cooperation and Coordination Workshop, Chisinau, Moldova 
• Generals, Flag Officers and Ambassadors Course 
• Chiefs of Defence Meeting. 

5+5 Defence Initiative 

Malta became a member of this Defence Initiative in 2004 when, together with the other nine Western 
Mediterranean littoral countries, it signed the declaration of intent that established this initiative.  The latter 
provides a framework for dialogue and cooperation in the field of security between member states. 

During 2012, a number of AFM officers participated in Steering Committee meetings and training 
activities and exercises organised under the umbrella of this initiative.  This participation also included the 
Commander AFM’s participation in the meeting for Chiefs of Defence of Member States held in Morocco 
in November. 

United Nations (UN) 

AFM deals with all UN originating military related correspondence and completed all UN related national 
returns that involve defence and military matters. 

Malta was also represented by an AFM Staff Officer at the United Nations workshop on Defence Strategic 
Matters that was held in Tripoli in May. 
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Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) 

Throughout the year, Malta continued to support the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe 
(OSCE) by deploying AFM officers as assistants during Verification Inspections in the Balkans held under 
the Dayton Peace Accords.  AFM officers participated in two such missions in 2012.  

FINABEL 

After a visit to Malta by the Luxembourg Chief of Defence Staff in December of 2007 in his capacity as 
Chairman of FINABEL to brief the AFM on the benefits and obligations of membership in this 
organisation, AFM formally joined the organisation in 2010, following a two-year stint as an observer. 

Malta Quota Post (EU Military Staff) 

Malta’s quota post in the EU Military staff was continued to be held by an AFM officer, who deals with 
Civil and Military Cooperation (CIMIC). 

Visits 

The year under review saw AFM hosting numerous high-level military delegations commencing with a 
one-day visit by the Libyan Chief of Defence Staff, Major General Youssif el Mangoush on 23 January. 
The purpose of General Mangoush’s visit to Malta was to celebrate the official handover of the two Libyan 
Mirage F1 fighter Jets that defected to Malta in February 2011.  Apart from the handing-over ceremony of 
the Libyan fighter jets, the Libyan Chief of Defence paid courtesy calls on the Prime Minister of Malta and 
held staff talks with Commander AFM and his senior staff.  This visit, a first by the highest echelons of the 
Libyan Armed since the end of the Libyan Revolution, paved the way for new ventures between both 
Forces, most notably in the field of training. 

Additionally, in July 2012, AFM hosted the Qatari Deputy Chief of Staff, General Ghanim bin Shaheen al-
Ghanim, who paid an official visit to Malta that marked the closure of the Qatari/Maltese/Libyan 
Humanitarian Programme for Libyan Children.  Also July, August and September AFM hosted brief visits 
to Malta by the UK Chief of Defence Staff, General Sir David Richards, the UK First Sea Lord Admiral 
Sir Mark Stanhope and the UK Air Chief Marshall Sir Stephen Dalton, respectively. 

Also in September, AFM hosted the Director of Foreign Affairs within the Chinese Ministry of Defence, 
Major General Qian Lihua.  During his visit, Major General Lihua paid courtesy calls on the Prime 
Minister and the Deputy Prime Minister in his capacity as Minister of Foreign Affairs.  Highlights from 
this visit were also the senior level staff talks with the AFM, during which a military bilateral agreement 
between the AFM and the People’s Liberation Army of China was signed.  The agreement provided the 
framework for the eventual procurement of varied military equipment for the AFM from China. 

LOGISTICS 

Major Procurement Projects 

During the year under review, the EU External Border Funds (EBF) Project 2010 for the procurement and 
delivery of the second fixed-wing maritime patrol aircraft (MPA), which further enhanced the AFM’s 
operational capability, was concluded, and the aircraft was commissioned on 3 April 2012. 

The EU External Border Funds (EBF) Project 2010 for the construction of a new hangar at Air Wing Base 
in order to house the two new Maritime Patrol aircraft referred to above was completed and inaugurated on 
3 December 2012. 
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Also, another two projects were underway utilising EBF 2011 funds, namely, the procurement of three 
RHIBS, complete with towing vehicles for the Maritime Squadron, which is near to completion with the 
delivery scheduled for January 2013, whilst the second project, the Integration of a Maritime Patrol 
Helicopter aboard AFM Patrol vessel P61, has encountered some major challenges that might result in its 
cancellation. 

Besides the EU-funded projects mentioned above, AFM’s Logistics Department was busy working and 
coordinating on another three important EBF projects: the procurement of a twin-engine helicopter, which 
project is currently at the technical offer evaluation stage (EBF2012); the procurement of night vision and 
thermal imaging equipment for the land component and the upgrade of the AFM Fast Response Maritime 
Craft (EBF Specific Actions 2010); and the support to AFM aerial patrolling activities (EBF Specific 
Action 2011). 

In addition to the above, another two project submissions were also made in 2012, one for the 
refurbishment of an ex RAF Hangar at Air Wing (EBF 2012), and another for the upgrade of support 
facilities and equipment at Maritime Squadron Base (EBF Specific Action 2012). 

The programme for the modernisation and standardisation of the AFM vehicle fleet continued last year. 
Although there was no procurement of new vehicles, withdrawal of unserviceable vehicles was conducted.  
It is planned that the funds recovered from the sale of these casted vehicles will be re-invested on the 
procurement of more new vehicles in the near future.  

Projects 

During the year, a number of projects were terminated, some were ongoing and some were commenced.  
The works on the extension of the quay, the completion of the Maritime Squadron’s Headquarters Block, 
and the construction of a new slip way and storage space to house fuel tanks at Maritime Squadron Base 
were successfully completed with the result of enhanced berthing and support facilities.  The refurbishment 
works at the medical centre within Luqa Barracks, the AFM chapel, the Astra Cinema, other ranks 
canteen, Dingli post, and works related to the Safi park project within Safi Barracks, were also completed.  
In addition, the Maritime Safety and Security Centre was relocated at Hay Wharf Base. 

During the last quarter of 2012, refurbishment works were also initiated on Pembroke Ranges in order to 
bring these in line with the specifications stipulated in the UK Gallery range design.  

Also during the year, AFM sought MEPA permits in order to carry out necessary refurbishment at Luqa 
Barracks Guard Room.  Works were practically completed by the end of the year.  A development 
notification was filed and endorsed by MEPA in order to extend the existing yard at the rear block of the 
Headquarters AFM and converted it to two offices. 

The Logistics Department is coordinating planning of projects scheduled for 2013, which include 
improving the AFM ground support facilities at Air Wing (EBF2011 – Phase 2) and refurbishment of ex 
RAF Hangar and the replacing of deteriorating roof slabs at the Officers’ Mess Luqa Barracks. 

The Estate and Management Department has also favourably acceded to requests to transfer a parcel of 
land situated between AFM facilities at Luqa Barracks and 1st Regiment’s ‘A’ Company premises within 
Malta International Airport to the AFM.  The land and building in question will in 2013 be converted into 
a guardroom and quarters for ‘A’ Company personnel tasked with providing round the clock security at 
MIA. 

During 2012, the AFM’s Logistics Department issued a total of 62 tenders and call for quotations, with 
five tenders being EU-funded projects. 
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Occupational Health and Safety 

The AFM Occupational Health and Safety cell within Logistics Branch resubmitted for approval the AFM 
Health and Safety policy originally submitted in 2008.  A first set of Occupational Health and Safety 
Standing Orders regulating this issue within the AFM were also drafted and submitted for approval during 
the period in review. 

During the last quarter, following a joint effort made by the AFM, Civil Protection and the Occupational 
Health and Safety Authority, the Caesium Source partially buried at the former EOD base in Manoel 
Island was extracted and transported and stored within the new AFM Radioactive sources storage room at 
Safi Barracks. 

The Occupational Health and Safety cell followed and supervised an electric audit carried out at the 
Officers’ Mess by a private company in order to bring the electrical system up to the required standard.  
Works conducted by private contractors on the project of the construction of the new hangar referred to 
above, on the Luqa Barracks Guard room project, and on Pembroke Ranges including asbestos removal 
from site were also supervised during the year.  

ADMINISTRATION AND PERSONNEL 

Enlistment and Discharges 

During 2012, AFM enlisted a total of 90 personnel, the majority of who consisted of soldiers recruited to 
beef up 1st Regiment’s ‘C’ (Special Duties) Company.  Included also were a number of tradesmen required 
to maintain equipment in supporting the AFM’s ever more specialised roles.  In this regard, a number of 
pilots and seagoing officers were recruited.  For the first time, a lawyer as a non-combatant AFM officer 
was recruited to bolster the AFM Legal Branch.   Another first was the enlistment of soldier athletes in the 
AFM Sports Scheme set up in collaboration with the Kunsill Malti għall-Isports.  A second recruitment 
drive was initiated during 2012, aimed at enlisting an even larger number of soldiers, including bandsmen, 
together with a number of officers in land, sea and air roles. 

On another note, two promotion exercises were concluded in 2012, including one that had carried on from 
the exercise initiated in 2011.   In total, the promotions of 462 officers and men were authorised.  A 
statistical breakdown of enlistments, promotions and discharges is as follows: 
 

Enlistments  Discharges 
Officers 6  Discharged on termination of engagement (55 yrs) 24 
Lawyer (non-combatant officer) 1  Retirement after 25 years of service (Officers) 4 
Pilot Officer Cadets 3  Retirement after 25 years of service (Other Ranks) 138 
Seagoing Officer Cadets 1  Discharged in the interest of the service 4 
Soldiers 74  Discharge by purchase (Other Ranks) 2 
Sports Scheme Recruits (Soldiers) 5  Discharge by purchase (EVRFs) 3 
   Discharge by purchase (Officer Cadets) 4 
   Discharge by purchase (Recruits) 16 
Promotions  Discharge on medical grounds (Other Ranks) 7 
Officers 13  Discharge on medical grounds (Recruits) 1 
Other Ranks Promotion Exercise 2011 135  Deceased  3 
Other Ranks Promotion Exercise 2012 314  Other resignations 1 

Sports 

AFM enlisted five new members under the AFM Sports Scheme, of whom three remained serving by the 
end of the year under review.  Two have already undergone the full recruitment course. AFM also 
continued to play an active role in the Conseil International du Sport Militaire (CISM).   In November, the 
AFM Football team, which over the past years achieved great success in the Malta Employees Sports 
Association (MESA) tournaments, participated for the first time in a competition abroad, namely the 
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qualifying round for the World CISM Football Cup.  Although the team did not qualify, the players gave 
an extremely good account of themselves, and portrayed AFM’s professionalism and discipline when up 
against full-time footballers who by comparison did not show the same level of military nuance.  In 
October, the AFM Sports Committee was set up.  The aims of this committee are to organise inter-
regimental sports events and to propose and implement changes in sports policy in order to allow sport to 
be more widely practiced in the AFM and performances to improve in general.  

Ceremonial 

During 2012, the AFM was once again the main pillar in assisting the National Festivities Committee with 
the performance of ceremonial parades to commemorate national public holidays and state ceremonial 
events to welcome foreign Heads of State.  The latter included the state visits of the Emir of Qatar and the 
President of Austria.  State funeral commitments were carried out with the passing away of President 
Emeritus Dr Censu Tabone and of the former Prime Minister Perit Dom Mintoff. 

Ceremonial commitments this year focused also on commemorating the 70th Anniversary of the George 
Cross.  A special ceremony was held in Valletta to recall this poignant part of Malta’s history, with a 
number of war veterans giving an added significance to the event. 

The AFM Band continued to entertain the public, both locally especially during the ceremony of the 
Changing of the Guards which is held regularly outside the Presidential Palace, and overseas, when it 
participated in the Monchengladbach Military Tattoo. 

Public Relations 

The main objective set by Headquarters AFM for 2012 was to complete the AFM website project and 
launch it by June.  Another goal was to have a solid presence on social media.  The Public Information 
Cell designed and went live online with both virtual platforms in June.   Both are now updated on a daily 
basis and reach out to thousands of online users.  A highly adaptable and positive relationship with the 
media remained a priority in 2012 and a number of projects featuring the AFM were carried out on all 
local media. 

COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

Core Servers Project 

The year under review saw the AFM commissioning a number of back-end servers and ancillary computer 
equipment, which signified the strategic thrust advocated by the AFM intended to give the Forces the 
capability to administer and manage CIS-owned resources to deliver efficient, effective and secure 
communications and information systems in support of AFM’s operational and administrative objectives. 

Deployment of the European Border Surveillance System (EUROSUR) in the AFM 

EUROSUR is a pan-European border surveillance computer system connecting EU member states and 
Frontex Head Office to provide access to a secure and decentralised information-sharing network resulting 
in a full picture of events at the EU external borders.  AFM, as the designated Malta National Contingency 
Centre, is currently hosting and operating one of these EUROSUR nodes, which was successfully installed 
and deployed in the AFM in December 2012.  

Conclusion 

The year 2012 was again an eventful year that underlined AFM’s commitment at all levels to achieve the 
Government’s desired goals.  Our constant endeavour to improve our operational capabilities for both 
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national and overseas operations, the Forces’ continued infrastructural development, and our investment in 
human resources, were definitely highlights that shall leave a positive impact in the future.       

 

 

BRIGADIER MARTIN G XUEREB 
Commander, Armed Forces of Malta 
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Mission Statement 

To formulate, develop and promote progressive human resource policies, strategies and for the delivery of an efficient 
service to the public. 

THE ORGANISATION 

The Public Administration HR Office is led and coordinated by the Director General (PAHRO), supported 
by the workings of three important directorates, namely, Resourcing, Employee Relationship Management 
and HR Management Systems.  PAHRO is primarily focused on developing and sustaining its strategic 
role at the centre of HR Management across the Public Administration.  In 2012, PAHRO continued to 
progress from the traditional concept of micro HR management, towards a macro and comprehensive 
outlook to workforce planning, change management, guidance and support provision to line ministries and 
departments, monitoring the implementation of HR management in line ministries and departments, as 
well as promoting leadership development. 

PAHRO will continue to spearhead the implementation of the provisions of the Public Administration Act, 
progressive human resources strategies and policies, the increased decentralisation of procedural processes 
to line ministries and departments, and the ongoing streamlining of the business of Government in the field 
of HR management. 

The Director General (PAHRO) provides continuous support and advice to the Principal Permanent 
Secretary and through him to the Prime Minister as Minister responsible for HR management in the Public 
Administration. 

DG (PAHRO) directs, supervises and coordinates the functions and activities of the directorates 
constituting the Public Administration HR office and oversees the implementation of the provisions of the 
Public Administration Act, as far as public administration is concerned.  Whilst providing central direction 
to line ministries on the strategic, tactical and operational functions of HR management, this office 
contributes to the collective management of the Public Administration by contributing towards the creation 
and formulation of HR policies that address both organisational and workforce needs.  HR systems and 
processes are constantly streamlined with the aim of reducing the bureaucratic overload and to increase 
efficiency.  This office also formulates and implements innovative HR management ideas, methods and 
techniques. 

Whilst further developing PAHRO’s regulatory and advisory role by directing and assisting line ministries 
and departments in assuming greater responsibility for the day-to-day management of HR functions, this 
department also manages the delegation of certain powers of recruitment to line ministries.  Advice and 
assistance are provided to line ministries and departments for the effective management of human resource 
and also, in line with central policies and Public Service Commission regulations. 

PAHRO encourages a positive Client-Service interface by supporting the diffusion of better/smart 
regulation practices and fosters a culture of improved knowledge and information management. 

On the EU dimension, the Director General and two PAHRO directors actively participate and represent 
the Public Administration in the European Union Public Administration Network (EUPAN) working 

Public Administration HR Office 
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groups, namely the Human Resources Working Group (HRWG) and the European Personnel Selection 
Office (EPSO).  Malta’s participation in the EUPAN network does not only ensures that Malta’s national 
position in the HR field is adequately represented but that the Maltese Public Administration is kept 
abreast on the developments occurring on the European platform. 

GENDER MAINSTREAMING 

In line with OPM Circular 15/2012, the PAHRO strives to take a proactive approach to gender 
mainstreaming when establishing regulations, policies and guidelines in the areas of recruitment, selection, 
appointment, transfer, promotion and progressions.   The requirements emanating from the Public Service 
Commission (PSC) Regulations, the Employment and Industrial Relations Act (EIRA) and any other 
pertinent laws and legislations are, in turn, regulated in the Public Service Management Code (PSMC).  
Moreover, through appropriate clarifications in the PSMC, further responsibility is devolved onto 
ministries and departments so as to ensure that their operations are gender neutral. 

A Consultative Committee, between Government and Trade Unions, has been recently established.   One 
of the topics scheduled for discussion is the adaptation of specific nomenclatures to reflect more gender 
neutrality. 

In 2012, PAHRO was awarded the Equality Mark Certificate. 

RESOURCING DIRECTORATE 

INTRODUCTION 

During 2012, the Resourcing Directorate focused on the following tasks: 

• Striving to finalise the preparatory work needed to gear itself and the line ministries for the coming into 
force of the delegation of the issue of the call for applications and the appointment of the Selection Board; 

• Carrying out a number of policy reviews with the aim of strengthening its increasing regulatory role, 
ensuring conformity with pertinent legislation, simplifying processes and increasing consistency and 
fairness across-the-board; and 

• Continuing the assimilation exercise of public officers who were granted indefinite status as Officer in 
Scale. 

SECTORAL ANALYSIS – PROGRAMMES AND INITIATIVES 

Delegation 

One of the main initiatives undertaken by the Resourcing Directorate in the past months reached fruition 
on 24 July 2012 through the publication of LN 246/2012 entitled the Public Service Commission 
(Amendment) Regulations, 2012.   This legal notice enabled the delegation, from the Public Service 
Commission to the respective head of department, of the issue of the call for applications and of the 
appointment of the Selection Board. 

As from 14 September 2012, Permanent Secretaries were empowered to establish, with the approval of the 
Public Service Commission (PSC), (i) Standing Selection Panels (SSPs) per Ministry composed of retired 
public officers and other persons from the general public, and (ii) heads of department were empowered to 
directly appoint the Selection Board from amongst persons listed on the SSP and/or serving public officers.  
This initiative promotes the inclusion and the participation of citizens in particular aspects of 
administrative life, while reducing the administrative burden on the operability of particular central 
functions of the Public Administration fostering greater visibility on the workings of Government.  As 
from 15 November 2012, heads of department were empowered to issue calls for applications, subject to 
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established parameters, under their own authority, thus freeing the Resourcing Directorate from a major 
bulk of its operational aspect and enabling it to dedicate more time and resources towards undertaking an 
advisory, regulatory and monitoring role.   

Persons interested in forming part of the Standing Selection Panels (SSPs) and/or Standing Disciplinary 
Panels (SDPs) were identified through the publication of adverts in various media.  Eligible persons were 
assessed by a Selection Board composed of officers from the Resourcing Directorate, the Employee 
Relationship Management Directorate and the HR Branch, OPM.  Following approval of the Selection 
Board report by the PSC, successful candidates were invited to attend for a training session on the 
Selection Process for the Filling of Vacancies in the Public Service.  Concurrently, and since response to 
the published call fell short of the desired level, public officers who retired during the last five years in a 
salary scale between Scale 1 - 5 were identified, and asked whether they would be interested in forming 
part of SSPs/SDPs, with a view to including them on SSPs following a formal submission of interest, 
assessment and training. 

Concurrently with this process, the Departmental Grades Section of the Resourcing Directorate focused on 
its outreach, regulatory and monitoring role.  The Section provided ministries with the appropriate tools 
required for the drafting of calls for applications, namely through (i) the drawing up of simplified specimen 
calls for applications which were placed on the website and are available for download, and through (ii) 
training vis-à-vis the new process, which was carried out by staff of this Section during day-long sessions, 
each consisting of a detailed presentation and practical exercises on the new templates of the calls for 
applications.  Seven sessions were held, for a total of 73 officers, at the CDRT and the Ministry for Gozo.  
The sessions were followed by a joint DCS and HR Forum as a follow-up to the training.  More training 
will be held in 2013. 

POLICY REVIEWS 

Following extensive consultation with the Attorney General and with the Director General (Social 
Security), the PSMC provisions regarding retirement and retirement age were reviewed (i) to take into 
account the provisions of the Social Security Act regarding retirement and pension age; (ii) to make certain 
clarifications regarding various instances of employment with the Public Service/Sector after the statutory 
retirement age, and (iii) to clarify that persons beyond the statutory retirement age, even if employed under 
any of the instances at (ii), are not eligible to apply for vacancies in the Public Service/Sector, unless the 
respective call is issued specifically for the engagement of retired persons in areas of acute shortage of staff 
as determined by the PPS.  The PSMC amendments will be uploaded in due course. 

The policy regarding tenure in a higher grade was reviewed with the aim of ensuring consistency and 
fairness across-the-board in the treatment of such cases.  A number of amendments to the policy were 
approved, while others are still under discussion with the PSC.  Agreement has been reached so that 
tenureship arrangements are extended to (i) officers who have competed and been successful in a selection 
process for a permanent post but who have been appointed to fill the vacancy on a temporary basis, and 
who have been so appointed for not less than six years, subject to satisfactory performance and to (ii) 
officers serving in secretariats in positions in Scale 10 upwards.  Consultation with the PSC was initiated 
and is still underway regarding proposed extensions to the tenure policy to extend tenureship arrangements 
to cover posts/positions in the level of up to Scale 20 and across the Public Service. 

Instructions and Guidelines regarding the Recruitment and Selection Process 

Instructions were issued to line departments drawing attention to the provisions of LN 461/2010 entitled 
Temporary Agency Workers Regulations, which came into effect on 5 December 2011.  The regulations 
oblige the user undertaking to make available to the temporary agency worker any information regarding 
vacancies by displaying such information in a suitable place and in a timely manner.  In this light, line 
departments are responsible to ensure that appropriate mechanisms are in place so that all calls for 
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applications, whether advertised through an internal circular or a public call for applications, are displayed 
in a timely manner and at a prominent place. 

New arrangements were introduced whereby written letters of reference by public officers in favour of 
other public officers are allowed, subject to a number of provisos to ensure that situations of conflicts of 
interest in the course of a selection process do not arise.   

Detailed guidelines were issued to Selection Boards regarding the award of marks for recognised 
qualifications submitted by candidates.  These guidelines distinguish between (i) those qualifications 
presented by an applicant which form part of the eligibility criteria and on the basis of which the 
applicant is considered as being eligible as indicated in the relevant call for applications, and (ii) 
additional qualifications for which marks may be awarded in accordance with the sub-criteria as 
established by the Selection Board and notified to the PSC. 

Instructions were issued to line ministries to nominate not only selection board members in their 
recommendations to PSC, but also to concurrently nominate for the PSC’s approval substitute members 
who may be appointed to sit on the board should a conflict of interest evolve. 

Guidelines were issued informing Selection Boards that oral selection interviews may be supplemented 
with additional mechanisms for the assessment of candidates, subject to the provisos that:  

− such mechanisms are to be used as part of the selection process to be undergone by all eligible candidates, 
and not as a qualifying stage on the basis of which candidates could be excluded from the interview, and  

− PSC approval is sought by the board prior to the commencement of the actual assessment exercise. 

Following consultation with the PSC and the Operations and Programme Implementation Directorate 
responsible for Data Protection issues, detailed instructions were issued to Selection Boards regarding 
the retention period of the notes and workings relating to a selection process. 

Updates to the Public Service Management Code (PSMC) 

Various updates to Chapter 1 of the PSMC concerning resourcing policies and procedures were made to 
reflect policy changes and to secure the availability of up-to-date information on the online version of the 
Code. 

Increasing the Participation of Disabled Persons in Employment within the Public 
Administration 

The PSC approved the draft Instrument of Delegation submitted by Resourcing for the engagement of 
disabled persons in the Public Service in scales 16 to 20 directly from the ETC register of disabled 
unemployed persons.  The Instrument of Delegation was subsequently cleared by the Data Protection 
Commissioner, in view of the sensitive nature of the data involved when the ETC forwards details of the 
persons on the said register to departments.  The Instrument of Delegation was cleared from all aspects, 
and a recommendation was submitted to the PSC, in order that the PSC may make a formal 
recommendation to the Prime Minister for the approval of the Instrument.  The Prime Minister approved 
the publication of the Instrument of Delegation on 26 November 2012.  The Instrument of Delegation and 
the concurrent initiative to widen the existing reasonable accommodation arrangements in calls for 
applications, to allow for special arrangements during public examinations in line with those applied by the 
University of Malta, where calls for applications specify the sitting for a public examination for entry into a 
post/position, is to be announced through a letter-circular to Permanent Secretaries.  
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Matters related to the ‘Contracts of Service for a Fixed Term Regulations’ 

Discussions were held amongst the pertinent stakeholders (PAHRO, PACBU, UHM and GWU) 
concerning the assimilation of public officers who were granted indefinite status as Officer in Scale on the 
basis of a contractual position in terms of LN 51/2007.   

Following the signing of an Agreement between the Government, General Workers Union and Union 
Ħaddiema Magħqudin Agreement on 3 December 2012, a recommendation was submitted to the PSC so 
that officers who held a contractual position as Cook or Butcher, and were given indefinite status on the 
basis of said position, may be assimilated into the corresponding grades.  This recommendation was made 
in terms of regulation 4 of LN 51/2007, as subsequently amended, regarding fixed-term work, based on the 
fact that the officers engaged on such contracts held the same nomenclature, pre-requisites, salary and 
duties as those pertaining to the grades of Cook/Butcher. 

Conditions affecting Assistant Director Positions 

The current policy that officers on a performance agreement as Assistant Director who utilise unpaid leave 
will have their Assistant Directorship terminated was reviewed in the light of the provisions of the Parental 
Leave Entitlement Regulations (LN 225/2003 as amended by LN 427/2007, 430/2007, 175/2010 and 
204/2011).  The Regulations stipulate a minimum statutory entitlement of four months unpaid parental 
leave on the grounds of birth, adoption, fostering or legal custody of a child to enable employees to take 
care of that child until the child has attained the age of eight years, to which Assistant Directors are now 
entitled. 

With the aim of increasing the catchment area for potential candidates for Assistant Director positions, the 
Directorate gave consideration to extending eligibility parameters for Assistant Director positions to (i) 
public sector employees holding a position for a period of four consecutive years at a level which is 
comparable to Scale 7 or higher of the public service grades, whenever so recommended by ministries and 
approved by PAHRO in exceptional circumstances and for cogent reasons and to (ii) public officers who 
are detailed/deployed for duty with public sector entities provided they have held a position comparable to 
Scale 7, or higher, within the Public Service and/or the Public Sector for a period of four consecutive years.  
This will be subject to the setting up of a comparability framework in consultation with PSC. 

Centrally-issued Calls for Applications 

The Directorate continued to take an active role in the filling of crucial vacancies in various ministries.  A 
centrally-operated public call for applications for EU Fund Officers was issued for the filling of vacancies 
in this position to bolster the EU fund management function across the Public Service.  A service-wide call 
for applications for the position of ICT Contracts and Services Officer was issued to fill an approved 
vacancy. 

Matters Related to Recruitment in Other Sectors to Address Particular Exigencies 

In order to increase recruitment in critical areas within the education and health sectors, where interface 
with pupils/students and patients respectively is involved, arrangements were introduced, following 
endorsement by the PSC, so that these two ministries may engage retired Teachers, Kindergarten 
Assistants and Adult Educators, and Nurses, Midwives and Medical Practitioners over the age of 65 by 
means of a direct recommendation to the PSC without the need for PAHRO’s verification, subject to 
Finance clearance. 

Furthermore, two Instruments of Delegation were finalised for the engagement of on-call Supply 
Kindergarten Assistants and on-call Supply Learning Support Assistants, respectively.  Hence, MEDE 
may effect engagements in these two categories without the need for a recommendation to the PSC and 
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subsequent PAHRO verification, which facilitates the recruitment of such officers according to the 
immediate needs of schools as they arise.  

Public Sector Recruitment 

During the year, 520 requests for the recruitment of staff, and involving 1,446 public sector employees 
were submitted by 58 different government-funded entities.  272 requests were for the filling of 932 
vacancies in new positions, whilst 205 requests were for the replacement of 460 employees who had 
resigned or retired from service.  43 other requests for the filling of vacancies in positions involving the 
recruitment of 54 employees for a definite period were approved in connection with ESF and other EU-
funded projects.  Approvals were granted for the commencement of recruitment procedures with the 
Employment and Training Corporation (ETC). 

The 272 requests to fill 932 vacancies for new positions were filled by 553 full-timers and 379 part-timers 
respectively.  Full-time staff who resigned or retired in 2012, and for whom a replacement was required, 
totalled 249, and a further 211 part-timers were also replaced.  EU-funded projects resulted in the 
engagement of 49 full-timers and five part-timers. 

In liaison with the ETC, the Department also issued approvals to entities for the extension of the statutory 
validity periods of work permits which had already expired. Before approvals for extensions of work 
permits were issued, the Directorate investigated the reasons behind the extension of the selection process 
and eventual recruitment beyond the stipulated time period. 

After careful consideration, approvals to requests for recruitment of staff on short definite contracts or on 
replacement basis, as in the case of temporary replacements, were also given on several occasions. 

EU Recruitment 

Recruitment at EU level concerned the filling of vacancies in the positions of Technical Attaché and 
Research Officers in accordance with the Permanent Representation of Malta in the EU (PREU) Staffing 
Details Document, and the Secondment of National Experts, together with calls for Temporary Agents 
with EU Institutions. 

A request for a new position of a Technical Attaché for Social Policy and Employment – Horizontal 
Support, was processed and completed following the issue of the call through the PSC. 

Four public officers were nominated by line ministries as Seconded National Experts (SNEs) with EU 
institutions and forwarded to the PREU for onward transmission to the relevant EU institution following 
OPM clearance.  These were: one nomination from MGOZ for a Director General (Strategy & Support) 
with Unit D1 of the Directorate General Regional Policy (REGIO), three nominations from MHA for 
placing with the DG-Justice, Freedom and Security, a Police Officer with EULEX Kosovo Support Team, 
and another with FRONTEX. 

Deployment of Public Officers with Entities 

During the year, 172 public officers were detailed and 28 public officers were deployed with public 
entities, whereas 19 officers had their detailing order deployment revoked as a result of demand driven 
requests or through officers’ selection for posts in the Public Service by virtue of their inherent rights as 
public officers.  The total of public officers who, on 31 December 2012, were deployed or detailed with 
public entities amounted to 1,620, as shown in the tables hereunder: 
 

Public Entity Detailed 
Officers

 Public Entity Deployed 
Officers 

Water Services Corporation 550  Barriera Tax Warehouses Ltd 3 
Aġenzija Żgħażagħ 6  Employment and Training Corporation 1 
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Authority for Transport in Malta 91  Fondazzjoni Centru ghall-Kreattivita’ 1 
Directorate of Educational Services  23  Foundation for Educational Services 1 
Directorate for Quality & Standards in Education 5  Foundation for Medical Services 14 
Enemalta Corporation 2  Foundation for Social Welfare Services 67 
EU Programmes Agency (EUPA) 2  Foundation for Tomorrow's Schools 1 
Heritage Malta 126  IPSL 1 
Housing Authority 11  Local Councils 66 
Kunsill Malti ghall-Isport 35  Local Councils Association 1 
Lotteries and Gaming Authority 3  Malta Council for Science and Technology 2 
Malta Communications Authority 11  Malta Enterprise 1 
Malta Competition and Consumer Affairs Authority 70  Malta Information Technology Agency 2 
Malta Council for Culture & the Arts 19  MIMCOL 2 
MEPA 93  Malta Tourism Authority 4 
Malta Libraries 70  Maltco Lotteries 1 
Malta Resources Authority 3  Management Efficiency Unit 2 
Malta Standards Authority 0  Manoel Theatre 1 
Malta Statistics Authority 57  MCAST 46 
MCAST 3  MEUSAC  4 
Medicines Authority 31  MEUSAC/MCESD (Gozo Regional Office) 1 
National Archives 8  Office of Commissioner for Voluntary Organisations 1 
National Commission for the Promotion of Equality 1  Public Broadcasting Services (PBS) Ltd 1 
National Commission Persons with Disability 5  St. John's Co-Cathedral Foundation 1 
National Commission for Further & Higher 
Education 1  University of Malta 1 

OHSA 5  WasteServ Ltd 29 
Office of the Attorney General 21  Malta Air Traffic Services (MATS) Ltd. 115 
Superintendence of Cultural Heritage 7  Total 370** 
State Colleges 6    
Total 1,247*    
*  Detailed Officers: 11 officers have retired, five took up permanent employment with their respective entities, and 19 had their contract 

terminated. 
** Deployed Officers: one officer retired 

Ongoing Ancillary Activities 

Data on ongoing ancillary activities during 2012 is shown in the following tables: 
Calls for applications issued for Departmental, Technical 

& Industrial Grades and Contractual Positions 
Type of advert No 

Government Gazette 220 
Service-wide PAHRO Circular 253 
Departmental Circular 7 
Expressions of Interest 22 
Deployment 0 

 

Appointment in Departmental, Technical & Industrial 
Grades and Contractual Positions 

Method No 
Following public calls for application 1,909 
Following selection from service-wide calls  381 
Following selection from departmental calls  97 
After a number of years service in the grade 108 
Direct recommendations 0 

 

Recommendations to PSC in respect of Departmental/ 
Technical/Industrial Grades and Contractual Positions 

Local Personnel 325 
Expatriate Personnel 12 

 
Pension Files processed by the Department 
Departmental, Technical & Industrial Grades 345 
General Service Grades 19 

Other Movement of Staff 
Type of Movement No 

Reversion to former grade in terms of para. 
1.1.7.2 of the PSMC 

5 

Re-employment 6 
Re-instatement 6 
 

Movement of Staff to & from Private Secretariats 
General Service Grades 2 
Departmental Grades 0 
Technical Grades 0 
Industrial Grades 0 
Others 0 
 

Movement of Staff approved by PAHRO 
General Service Grades 81 
Departmental Grades 24 
Technical Grades 15 
Industrial Grades 15 
Others  0 
 

Others 
Assimilations 5 recommendations involving 77 officers 
Re-designations 3 recommendations involving 24 officers 
Renewals of 
contract 

65 recommendations involving 227 
officers 
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Category ‘A’ Appointments 
Position No 

In an Acting Capacity 13 
Assistant Director 42 

 
General Service promotions to a higher grade in terms 

of the relevant provisions of the Addendum and the 1993 
Classification Agreements 

Position No 
Assistant Principal to Principal 6 
Executive Officer to Assistant Principal 16 
From Clerk to EO 1 
Clerk to Senior Clerk 167 

 
General Service Appointments 

Grade No 
Clerk 66 

 

General Service progressions to a higher salary scale 
with the same grade 
Position No 

Senior Principal (Scale 7 to 6) 9 
Principal (Scale 8 to 7) 
(Scale 9 to 8) 
(Scale 10 to 9) 

8 
0 

10 
Assistant Principal (Scale 11 to 10) 23 
Executive Officer (Scale 14 to 13) 3 
Clerk (Scale 16 to 15) 6 
Officer i/c Minor Staff (Scale 13 to 12) 10 

 
Movement of Staff within same Ministry approved by 

respective Permanent Secretary 
General Service Grades 9 
Departmental Grades 1 
Industrial Grades 1

EMPLOYEE RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT DIRECTORATE 

INTRODUCTION 

The objective of the Employee Relationship Management Directorate is to provide support and advice on 
human resources management, particularly in the sphere of employee relations.  The formulation, 
implementation and monitoring of policies are also priority areas aimed at enculturing modern 
management methods, that best respond to the programmes of Government and the needs of the public. 

The Directorate acts as catalyst for gender mainstreaming,occupational health and safety policies in the 
Public Service.  In order to create a culture of integrity and excellence, the Directorate also formulates 
guidelines on ethics and conduct for public officers. 

PSC Disciplinary Regulations  

The PSC Disciplinary Regulations were amended by virtue of a legal notice.  The most significant 
amendment introduced a new arrangement regulating the selection of members appointed on Disciplinary 
Boards set up in line departments to investigate disciplinary charges issued against public officers.  This 
new arrangement provides for the setting up of a Standing Disciplinary Panel (SDP) in each ministry 
composed of suitable and competent former public officers.  

Heads of Departments may appoint a disciplinary board to investigate a disciplinary charge from amongst 
serving public officers and/or former public officers serving on the SDP of the relative ministry. The 
involvement of former public officers in this new arrangement is in line with Government’s thrust towards 
the promotion of inclusion and the participation of the general public in particular aspects of administrative 
life.  Apart from this, this new arrangement is intended to relieve serving public officers from the arduous 
task of serving on disciplinary boards while enabling disciplinary procedures to be concluded more 
expeditiously.  

Apart from the introduction of this arrangement, this legal notice delegated more disciplinary control to 
line ministries and fine-tuned a number of provisions.    

Subsequently, a circular (PAHRO Circular No 249/2012) was issued highlighting the salient points of this 
legal notice. 
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Standing Disciplinary Panels 

In order to implement the arrangement concerning the Standing Disciplinary Panels (SDP), the 
Directorate, in conjunction with the Resourcing Directorate, issued a call for expression of interest inviting 
interested former public officers to form part of the SDPs.  Eligibility was limited to former public officers 
who held a post/position not below Salary Scale 5, and whose employment with the Public Service was 
terminated during the last five years.  Eligible applicants were interviewed and ensuingly, a training 
programme for the successful applicants focusing on the current disciplinary procedures pertaining to the 
Public Service was organised in collaboration with CDRT.   

The next step forward is that the line ministries will be asked to form their respective SDPs from amongst 
the successful applicants.  Heads of departments will then be in a position  to appoint a disciplinary board 
either from serving officers or from the persons listed on the SDP of their ministry. 

Temporary Suspension 

PAHRO Circular 47/2012, dated 5 June 2012, announced that the PSC had directed that when considering 
whether interdiction should be recommended or otherwise, Heads of Department should take into account 
a number of criteria and consider these criteria against the potential hardship that the officer concerned 
would undergo whilst on temporary suspension, as well as the burden that such temporary suspension 
would have upon public funds and the Public Service in general. 

The criteria that Heads of Department should take into account include: (i) the gravity of the criminal 
charges; (ii) the correlation between the criminal charges and the officer’s duties; (iii) whether the officer 
would be placed in a conflict of interest if s/he continues to report for work; (iv) whether the officer would 
be in a position to tamper with any evidence in the Department’s possession and/or any witnesses might be 
subject to influence or intimidation; (v) whether other members of staff or the general public would be put 
at risk if the officer continues to perform his/her duties; and (vi) whether temporary suspension is 
necessary to uphold public confidence.  This circular also stated that although one or more of the above 
criteria may apply, Heads of Department may also propose that instead of temporary suspension, the 
officer concerned may be assigned alternative duties that are commensurate to the officer’s grade/position. 
A specimen declaration that Heads of Department should submit whenever they report a criminal case to 
the PSC was also attached to the circular. 

In relation to the issue of temporary suspension the following policy decisions were taken: 

• public officers who are unable to utilise their accumulated vacation leave because they had been 
temporarily suspended shall be entitled to utilise their accumulated vacation leave after their temporary 
suspension is lifted, provided that they had been acquitted from the disciplinary/criminal charges; and  

• upon the lifting of the temporary suspension, and provided that they were acquitted from the 
disciplinary/criminal charges, public officers shall be entitled to the pro-rata vacation leave entitlement that 
they did not avail themselves of during the calendar year in which they were temporarily suspended.  
These officers shall also be entitled to the remaining pro-rata vacation leave entitlement in respect of the 
calendar year during which they resumed their duties.  The pro-rata vacation leave entitlement in respect of 
the period during which the officers were temporarily suspended shall however be forfeited, irrespective of 
whether or not the officers concerned were acquitted from the charges against them.  

Moreover, a seminar entitled Beyond a Zero-Mistake Tolerance on Temporary Suspension was organised 
by PAHRO on 12 September 2012.  The aim of this seminar was to discuss the appropriateness of 
temporary suspension (formerly known as interdiction) as a mechanism that is applied when a public 
officer is charged with a criminal offence and up till such time that a court ruling becomes definitive.  By 
bringing together stakeholders from the political sphere, the Public Administration, the unions, and 
individual case studies, this seminar served as a precursor to revise the current policy on temporary 
suspensions. 
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Following this seminar, the Directorate held meetings with directors responsible for HR matters in line 
ministries and trade unions in order to formulate a set of concrete proposals for the updating of the 
Disciplinary Regulations, particularly those related, but not limited to, the issue of temporary suspension.  
A number of proposals that were made by the unions and by the line ministries intended to mitigate the 
financial and psychological hardship of public officers under temporary suspension, as well as other 
discipline-related matters, were evaluated and submitted for consideration.  

Once the final proposals are agreed to by all stakeholders, the PSC Disciplinary Regulations will be 
amended accordingly. 

Other Disciplinary matters 

The Directorate continued to extend its support to line departments in the management of disciplinary 
cases.  This was done in various ways, namely through: 

• the issuing of directives, advice and instructions to line departments on the interpretation, management and 
processing of various types of disciplinary cases; 

• the auditing of the application of the Disciplinary Regulations in line departments and the undertaking of 
corrective action, whenever necessary; 

• consultation with the PSC on the interpretation of a number of provisions of the Disciplinary Regulations; 
• the delivery of short seminars/training programmes to newly-appointed clerks on the salient features of the 

Disciplinary Regulations, which were organised by CDRT, and participation in fora for directors 
responsible for HR matters, HR Managers and other officers responsible for the processing of disciplinary 
cases, on certain aspects of the Disciplinary Regulations; 

• the delivery of a training programme for officers responsible for the processing of disciplinary cases in the 
various units/sections of the Ministry for Health, Elderly and Community Care;  

• the issuing of PAHRO Circular No 55/2012 requesting Heads of Department to ensure that disciplinary 
boards draw up their reports on the basis of a template which was attached to the circular.  This circular 
also included a set of guidelines which are intended to assist officers who are appointed to serve on 
disciplinary boards.  These guidelines outline the responsibilities of the members of the disciplinary boards 
before, during and after a disciplinary board. 

Permanent Employment  

The Directorate carried out an exercise to identify the pensionable public officers who are 
detailed/deployed with public entities and who reached pensionable age by the end of 2012.  This exercise 
also identified those pensionable public officers who either were medically boarded out or deceased whilst 
they were still detailed/deployed with their entity.  The serving officers were offered the opportunity to 
take up permanent employment with their entities whereas those who were medically boarded out or 
deceased were to be considered as having taken up permanent employment one day before their retirement 
or death.  The aim of this exercise was that these officers (or their heirs in the case of those officers who 
are deceased), would benefit from the provisions of Article 8B of the Pensions Ordinance, that is, they will 
benefit from a Treasury pension based on their analogous public service grade and not on their substantive 
grade.  The officers and the former officers who accepted the offer were given permanent employment 
with their respective entities.    

Three legal notices were issued declaring the Malta Resources Authority (MRA), WasteServ and the state 
colleges as entities falling under Article 8A of the Pensions Ordinance.  By virtue of these legal notices, 
service with MRA, WasteServ, and state colleges performed by pensionable public officers who take up 
permanent employment with these entities, is considered as service performed with the Public Service, for 
Treasury pension purposes. 
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The Directorate was involved in four separate Classification Boards which were set up to establish the 
analogous Public Service grade of a number of public officers who took up permanent employment with 
the Water Services Corporation, Transport Malta, Heritage Malta and the Malta Resources Authority. 

Employee Support Programme (ESP) 

In line with the objectives of Government to promote the physical and psychological well-being of its 
employees, in 2011 PAHRO launched the project entitled Employee Support Programme for Public 
Employees (ESF 4.97), which is co-funded through the European Social Fund. 

During the first six months of the year, this project registered further progress with all the components 
being on schedule.  The mapping exercise aimed at identifying the psycho-social and disability issues 
within the Public Administration was finalised in six ministries.  A number of training sessions addressing 
all levels of employees aimed at increasing awareness on an array of psycho-social and disability issues, 
together with training to HR Managers, officers with people management responsibilities and middle 
management were delivered.  An addendum to the Grant Agreement was finalised.  This addendum 
provided the inclusion of a component for indirect costs, and this permitted the issuance of payments for 
indirect costs to the respective partner organisations.  Additionally, in view of the fact that the EU-funded 
project ends in September 2013, the Directorate submitted its proposals as to the sustainability of the 
programme which proposal included estimated budgets in this respect.  

In August 2012, the responsibility for the implementation of the ESP Project was re-assigned to the 
Corporate Projects Directorate within the Centre for Development, Research and Training. 

Donation of Vacation Leave 

The policy of donation of vacation leave was fine-tuned allowing also the donation of time off in lieu. 
Eligibility for donated leave was extended to members of the same household and public employees 
undergoing residential rehabilitation programmes.  The amendments include also the creation of a Central 
Fund, managed by the Employee Relationship Management Directorate.  The amendments also provide 
for the accumulation of hours of donated vacation leave and accumulated time off in lieu, thus unutilised 
donated vacation leave is not forfeited but accumulated in the Central Fund for eventual future use. 
Amendments to the PSMC reflecting the policy amendments were published in November 2012. 

Equality Mark Certification 

The Equality Mark Certification identifies and awards those organisations that demonstrate a commitment 
towards gender equality.  Once organisations obtain such accreditation, they are certified as true equal 
opportunities employers.  This certification recognises an organisation’s efforts to ensure that all rights and 
obligations, policies and family-friendly measures, among other opportunities, are offered to all members 
within the respective organisation.  This also includes equal opportunities for all, and that career 
progression is based on the individuals’ capabilities, irrespective of gender and caring responsibilities.  

After liaising with the National Commission for the Promotion of Equality (NCPE) and after having 
submitted the necessary documentation in connection with the Equality Mark Certification, PAHRO was 
approved the award of the Equality Mark by NCPE in September 2012.  It was presented the Equality 
Mark Certificate at the Award Ceremony held on 11 December 2012. 
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Family-Friendly Measures 

Maternity Leave 

As from 1 January 2012, maternity leave was increased from 14 to 16 weeks, with an increase of a further 
two weeks in 2013.  Public employees who were on maternity on 1 January 2012, whose maternity leave 
commenced before the said date, were automatically entitled to an uninterrupted period of 16 weeks 
maternity leave (18 weeks for public employees who were on maternity on 1 January 2013).  Employees 
who avail themselves of maternity leave beyond the paid 14 weeks are entitled to the applicable benefits 
payable under the Social Security Act.  PSMC provisions were updated accordingly. 

Adoption Leave 

With effect from 1 January 2012, adoption leave was increased from five to 16 weeks, with an increase of 
a further two weeks in 2013, bringing this leave at par with maternity leave.  Public employees who were 
on paid adoption leave on 1 January 2012, but whose adoption leave commenced before the said date, 
were automatically entitled to an uninterrupted period of 16 weeks adoption leave (18 weeks for public 
employees who were on adoption leave on 1 January 2013).  Public employees are entitled to their full 
salary for the first 14 weeks paid adoption leave.  If the employee chooses to avail oneself of adoption 
leave beyond the first 14 weeks, the additional weeks are considered as special unpaid leave and payable at 
a fixed weekly rate equivalent to the maternity leave allowance payable at the time.  In 2012, the 
applicable weekly rate was €160. 

Leave to try alternative employment in the Private Sector 

In May 2012, the provisions regarding special unpaid leave to take up alternative employment in the 
private sector were amended.  The revised provisions increased the maximum applicable duration from 
three years to five years, renewable yearly, subject to a maximum of four renewals only. 

Collective Agreement Provisions  

The PSMC was amended to reflect provisions of the Collective Agreement for Public Employees in the 
Public Service 2011-2016 which was signed on 15 October 2012.  The main highlights are shown below: 

Overtime payment for public holidays  

Employees eligible for overtime payment, who are required to work on public holidays, are remunerated at 
double the basic hourly rate for every hour of work performed on a public holiday, which amount should 
not be less than the minimum of a day’s pay. 

Official engagements abroad during public holidays  

Officers requested by superiors to attend duties abroad, including seminars, conferences and meetings shall 
be compensated at double the basic hourly rate for every hour of actual work performed or for every hour 
of attendance to seminars, conferences and meetings. 

Planning of Vacation Leave  

Effective management and the continuity of operations call for the regular utilisation of vacation leave 
across the calendar year.  In this regard, a vacation leave planner was developed to assist employees in the 
better planning of their vacation leave and securing its utilisation, as far as possible. 
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Voluntary Organisations (VOs) 

Further to the issuance of the Expression of Interest and the Call for VOs in December 2011, the 
applications were vetted and processed.  In line with the provisions of the policy governing the release of 
employees with voluntary organisations, the Employee Relationship Management Directorate issued 
another Expression of Interest and Call for VOs in June 2012, the applications of which were also 
processed. 

Additionally, the policy regarding releases of public employees with voluntary organisations has been 
amended to reflect the Gozo dimension of policy in November 2012.  In this regard, when a voluntary 
organisation operates separate offices in Malta and Gozo, the voluntary organisation may benefit from the 
release of a public employee, both for the Malta as well as the Gozo office, provided that the request for 
the additional public employee satisfies the conditions stipulated with regard to the criteria for selection 
and terms of release.  In this view, another call for Expressions of Interest for Public Employees and an 
Expression of Interest for Voluntary Organisations were issued. 

Monitoring and Audit Function & Outreach visits  

During the period under review, preparatory work was conducted in relation to the identification and 
drawing up of necessary documentation to be eventually used by the Directorate when conducting audits 
with respect to disciplinary procedures, family-friendly measures and delegated leaves.  

Additionally, meetings with Corporate Services Directorates within line ministries were sustained.  The 
meetings offered an opportunity to discuss pending HR issues and identify policy areas requiring 
clarification or adjustment.  The scope of this initiative is to strengthen the two-way communication 
between the Directorate and directors responsible for HR matters in the respective line ministries and to 
facilitate the resolution and streamlining of issues and processes as needs arise. 

Codification of Policies  

This Directorate aims to ensure that decisions taken are in conformity with previous similar situations.  In 
view of this, decisions and policy adjustments are continuously recorded and documented to ensure 
continuity, future posterity and that policy updating reflects the contemporary workplace and workforce 
needs. 

Consultative Committee between Government and Trade Unions  

A new Consultative Committee between Government and Trade Unions has been established to meet on a 
regular basis to discuss matters of common interest to Government and the Trade Unions.  The first 
meeting of this committee was convened on 17 January 2013. 

Workplace Mental Health Policy for the Public Administration  

In context of the Mental Health Act, 2012 and following the findings of the Psycho-social and Disability 
Needs Analysis carried out throughout the Public Service during 2011 and 2012 (as part of the Employee 
Support Programme), the ERM Directorate is considering a Workplace Mental Health Policy for the 
Public Administration in a spirit of good governance.  This policy aims at safeguarding the mental health 
of public employees through a strategy that promotes the mental well-being of public employees through 
workplace quality improvement.  

In this view, a proactive approach is promoted through a workplace environment that aims at preventing 
such problems, and a responsive approach to handle such problems, if/when identified.  The policy also 
ensures the rights of persons with mental health problems, in the spirit of social inclusion.  The objectives 
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comprise an awareness exercise that includes training, an induction process, and dissemination of 
information on how assistance can be sought from the Employee Support Unit.  In this respect, the 
proposed policy is underpinned by the values of respect, dignity and inclusion.  

Manuals   

In order to further simplify PSMC policies and to make such policies more user-friendly to readers, a 
number of manuals, such as the Family-Friendly Measures Manual and the Manual of Allowances were 
developed in the past years.  The Directorate is presently in the process of developing new manuals and is 
updating and reviewing existing ones. 

Client Support Unit  

The Client Support Unit was established in December 2010 to review the requests of individual public 
officers who may wish to submit their personal case for reconsideration.  Public officers who wish to 
request the Client Support Unit to review their case or to meet a PAHRO Client Support representative 
may submit an e-mail to the Employee Relationship Management Directorate’s generic e-mail address, or 
a letter (in case a return e-mail address is unavailable).  The claim should include details on the matter 
being submitted for review, and any relevant documentation, including a copy of the ruling issued by the 
respective Corporate Service Directorate, should be attached. 

PAHRO Circular No 235/2012 was issued on the 28 November 2012 reminding the relevant procedures to 
be followed.  A total of 97 requests were handled during 2012. 

HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS DIRECTORATE 

The functions of the Human Resources Management Systems Directorate for the year under review 
included the following:  
• Managing and maintaining Government’s payroll system and ensuring the timely issuing of salaries, 

bonuses, overtime and allowances to all persons present on the Government Payroll system; 
• Analysing and reporting on the data captured through the Skills Profiling Exercise carried out throughout 

the Public Administration and monitoring updates of the captured data; 
• Implementing and monitoring of the Performance Management Programme (PMP) to improve employee 

performance against approved output and pre-determined quality standards, while striving to improve the 
programme; 

• Continuing with the transformation of the Directorate into the Public Administration’s information hub; 
• Organising regular fora for Directors for Corporate Services, Directors for People Management and 

Human Resources Managers to improve their competence in the field and keep them aware of new 
developments and policies; 

• Administering and supporting the new PAHRO website, the Public Service Recruitment Portal and the 
HR Managers’ restricted area on the Public Service Intranet; 

• Managing and maintaining the collation of public service and public sector employees’ data with a view to 
providing regular, accurate, timely and qualitative information for optimal planning and decision taking;  

• Performing the annual sick leave and family-friendly surveys and any ad hoc surveys as may be required; 
• Managing and implementing the EU-funded project entrusted to the Directorate to further enhance the HR 

element of PAHRO and line departments. 
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GOVERNMENT PAYROLL 

New Payroll System for the Public Service 

The year 2012 was the first year of full Dakar implementation across the Public Service.  During the year, 
14 provisional and 14 final payroll runs (13 salaries and one December Bonus run) were performed by the 
Directorate.  In addition, the Directorate kept constant liaison with line departments and the Central 
Salaries Section in Gozo to ensure that all persons paid through the government payroll are given their pay 
on time and with the exact amount.  

During the year the system continued to evolve further and various enhancements were added by the 
contractor. 

Another first for 2012 was the way FS3 details, FSS, NI payments and DAT (deduction after tax) effected 
though payroll for the previous year were passed on to Inland Revenue.  These transactions, which used to 
be captured through a set of printed reports generated by MITA, were now sent electronically via 
automatic reports from Dakar payroll.  This facility, while greatly reducing processing time, is also in line 
with the standard reporting format as required by Inland Revenue. 

Collective Agreement for Public Service Employees 2011 - 2016 

Following the signing of the Collective Agreement for Public Service Employees for the years 2011 – 
2016 in October, all employees on the government payroll were placed on the newly-approved salary 
scales as from November payroll.   All salary adjustments as a result of these new salaries were calculated 
and inputted in the payroll in time for payment during the 12th pay, paid on 2 December. 

This section manually calculated around 9,400 manual adjustments in the salaries of employees who were 
promoted, had a progression or changed their work schedule during the year, and another 18,000 
computerised adjustments in respect of those employees whose salary remained the same between January 
and October 2012. 

Skills Profiling 

This Directorate carries out periodical updates to the skills profiling database.  This office issues lists of 
officers whose skills profiles do not feature in this database, and requests the assistance of Directors 
responsible for Corporate Services within line ministries to contact the listed officers and ensure that the 
missing details are received without delay.  After this data is collected, it is analysed on the basis of 
compliance, highest level of education and work preferences.  All recruits are required to complete their 
skills profile, while all other employees are required to ensure that their skills profile is kept updated. 

This office has performed four such update exercises to ensure that the Directorate’s skills database is kept 
up to date.  

This skills data will eventually be imported into one of the new HR modules which the Directorate will be 
procuring through ESF funds.  

Performance Management Programme (PMP) 

This year’s PMP audits were carried out in all ministries between March and June 2012.  A follow-up to 
this audit was performed in November as a result of which a noticeable improvement in the year’s 
compliance was noticed - from 91% to 94%.  This annual exercise is undertaken in order to ensure that 
PMPs covering the period 1 January to 31 December 2012 have been opened for all eligible employees.   
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Overall PMP compliance for 2012, unfortunately, fell by 2% from the previous year – from 96% to 94%.  
This was mainly due to the poor compliance rate of two ministries.  Four ministries registered 100% 
compliance, while two others registered 99%. 

A report was compiled to establish and show the 2012 PMP Compliance Rate for each ministry. 

Fora organised by the Directorate 

In order to strengthen the communication between the Directorate and the line ministries, and to further 
improve the competence in HR management with the various stakeholders, the Directorate organised five 
fora for Directors (Corporate Services) during the year.  Topics ranged from The Social Security Pension 
Reform to Public Procurement – Principles, Procedures and Departmental Contracts. The Directorate 
also organised a forum for HR Managers and one joint forum for DCSs and HR Managers. 

In order to have quick access to presentations and minutes of past fora, an area was created on the Public 
Service Intranet where DCSs and HR Managers could log into and view required documents. 

Human Resources Working Group (HRWG) 

This Directorate represented the Maltese Public Administration in the HRWG Meetings held during this 
period.  The two meetings were held in Copenhagen (27-28 February; 2-3 May), organised by the Danish 
Presidency.  The themes that were discussed included: Top Executives; The Crisis’ impact on Human 
Resources; Need for new types of HR Units; Informal Social Dialogue; European Year 2012 for active 
ageing, and Public Service Motivation in times of Crisis.  Since the appointment of a new Director in July 
2012, participation in HRWG is now the responsibility of the Employee Relationship Management 
Directorate. 

Data Protection and Freedom of Information 

Data Protection (DP) 

On 27 January, on the occasion of the European Data Protection Day, Mr Espedito Grech, Data Protection 
Officer at PAHRO, was invited to deliver a presentation during the meeting of the Data Protection Officers 
Forum.  The presentation dealt with the proposed amendments to the Retention Policy of HR Documents 
in relation to the Archives Act.  

Several meetings were held with members of the OPM Data Protection Unit on amendments to the present 
Retention Policy for HR Documents.  These amendments were required in view of document retention 
obligations of the National Archives Act, which requires that all public documents of endurance value, 
including HR related data, be retained for archives purposes.  A final amended document was eventually 
approved by the Information and Data Protection Commissioner and the National Archivist, and uploaded 
on the Data Protection area of the Public Service Intranet.  In the meantime, the Directorate answered to 
various DP-related queries and to various Subject Access Requests from individuals who wished to view 
their personal file in terms of the Data Protection Act.  

Freedom of Information (FOI)  

During this period, Mr Espedito Grech, the FOI Officer for PAHRO, attended two hands-on training 
sessions on the backend of the FOI IT System.  This system was designed to enable all FOI Officers to 
keep track of FOI requests and take appropriate action as necessary.  All FOI related letters and 
correspondence with persons making FOI requests are tackled and issued from this site.   
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In the meantime, the necessary FOI documentation, such as complaints forms, and PAHRO’s exemption 
list were prepared and handed over to the FOI Coordinating Unit of MJDF.   An FOI section was also 
included on the PAHRO website. 

European Social Fund (ESF) Project 

The Directorate was successful in obtaining co-financing under the European Social Fund (ESF) for a 
project whose main objective is to enhance the Public Service’s HR management competence.  The ESF 
4.167 project was submitted under Priority Axis IV: Strengthening of Institutional and Administrative 
Capacity.  The Centre for Development, Research and Training is a partner in this project.  The project 
aims at procuring additional HR modules, like skills, qualifications, employee appraisal and discipline to 
complement the present payroll system.  This will further enhance the HR capacity of both PAHRO and 
line departments.  

New PAHRO website 

During 2012, work continued on the development of the new PAHRO website, which is being developed 
on a more modern design and platform.  This website will eventually replace the present site which has 
been in use since 2002.  Apart from an improved and modern appearance, the new PAHRO website is 
faster, more user-friendly and incorporates such new functionalities as a Calendar of Events, an updated 
News Section and an Online Survey.  The website will be updated regularly to include the latest public 
administration developments, as well as current service-wide calls for applications.  

This new website has been fully tested, and is now ready to be put on the live environment.  

Appendices 
 
Appendices I to VII show: 
 
A. Recruitment against Terminations in the Public Service 2002 – 2012 
 Distribution of Public Service employees by Category and Gender as on December 2012 
B. Average age by Grade and Gender in the General Service Class as on December 2012 
 Average Age within the General Service Class by Gender – 2002 - 2012 
C. Comparison report - Public Service Workforce - end December 2011 as against end December 2012 
D. Pie Chart showing comparison between causes of terminations from the Public Service during 2012 
 PMP Compliance by Ministry during 2012 
 

 

DOREEN ELLUL 
Director General (Public Administration HR Office) 
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APPENDIX A 
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APPENDIX B 
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APPENDIX C 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Full-Time Public Service Employees

Administrative & Clerical 3707 3669
Messengerial 193 179
Police Force 1928 1903
Technical 1926 1847
Professional (Other than Medical) 465 486
Nursing/Paramedical 4871 5026
Medical 869 848
Educational 5612 5657
Other Departmental Grades 2531 2588
Industrial 3557 25659 3296 25499

Armed Forces (Uniformed)

Regular 1550 1540
Revenue Security Corps 73 38
Reserve 50 57
Volunteer 25 1698 22 1657

Temporary Employees

Part-Time 381 365
Temporary 1123 894
On definate contract - local & expatriates 807 1097
Trainees 1 2312 1 2357

Public Officers with Authorities/Public Entities 1328 1341

GRAND TOTALS 30997 30854

Public Service Totals
Including AFM uniformed personnel

 and Public Service employees seconded/detailed to authorities/public entities
December 2011/2012

Category Dec 2011 Dec 2012
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Appendix D 
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INTRODUCTION 

2012 saw a record number of public officers being trained, with 7,296 participants attending various 
courses, workshops and other training initiatives, and another 819 receiving help in the form of study 
material to sit for the public service exams.  In all, 8,115 employees received training in one form or 
another with scores more benefiting from a substantial number of sponsorships in different areas.  With a 
schedule of varied training initiatives ranging from basic skills to senior management programmes to 
seminars, 2012 saw the department’s strategy being adapted to suit an ever-changing environment.   

Different training methods and initiatives continued to be implemented this year to ensure more 
effectiveness and suit the different needs.  A new Commonwealth Third Country Programme, as well as a 
competency framework for all our training, were launched.  Another batch of Diploma in Public 
Management students were welcomed into the ranks graduate public officers.  EU funds were also put to 
good use with the launching of a good number of programmes and seminars covering a wide range of 
topics.    

CORE TRAINING 

Management Development 

A major focus of the Management Development Section during 2012 was implementing training funded 
through the project ESF 4.100 – Developing Core Skills in the Public Service.  The Management 
Development Section is responsible for three contracts under this project: Project Management and 
Evaluation, Human Resources and General Management and Leadership and Strategic Thinking. 

Other training offered included courses which are part of the Diploma in Public Management, as well as 
programmes for newly appointed senior managers and officers intending to apply to a senior management 
position. 

A new training programme on Consultation Exercises with Internal and External Stakeholders which 
focuses on Directive No 6 issued in terms of Article 15 of the Public Administration Act was also offered. 
This course is very participative in its approach, combining tutor input, group discussions and practical 
exercises.   

Overall, during 2012, the Management Development Section held 107 training programmes targeting 
2,185 participants. 

As part of ESF 4.100, 52 courses, workshops and teambuilding sessions for 1,371 participants were held 
during the year.  A seminar on Evaluation Techniques of Projects for Senior and Middle Managers was 
held in May 2012.  Over 180 participants attended this seminar. 

One of the new training initiatives forming part of this project is the coaching sessions for senior managers, 
which are being offered on the subjects of Motivation Skills, Effective People Management, Staff 
Development and Leadership.  The response from senior managers for these sessions is very good, in 

Centre for Development, Research and Training 
Training and Development Directorate 
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particular for the Leadership and Effective People Management coaching.  Around 140 senior managers 
are participating in the coaching sessions.  A maximum of ten hours of coaching is offered to each 
participant.  The coaching sessions will continue in 2013. 

Another new initiative is the PRINCE 2 Training in Managing Successful Projects by e-learning which 
started in March 2012.  Out of the 43 officers who are following the PRINCE2 Foundation, 24 participants 
successfully completed this level.  Most of these went on to the Practitioner level.  Up to the end of 2012 
three officers sat for and were successful in the Practitioner examination. 

Ad hoc training 

The Management Development Section also cooperated with a number of departments and entities to 
organise training programmes for their staff, both through the departmental training and the ESF 4.100 
project. 

A course on Personal Coaching at Work was held for staff from the Malta Information Technology 
Agency (MITA).  The objective of this training is to equip managers with people skills to be able to lead, 
direct and assist staff members with achieving goals, develop skills in line with business objectives as well 
as facilitate adaptation to new challenges and changes.  Psychometric testing was held for all participants 
prior to the training in order to ensure that maximum benefit is achieved. 

A Managing Teleworkers workshop was held for officers at the Medicines Authority.  The Authority 
requested this training prior to introducing a teleworking policy for its staff.  The training covered the 
government teleworking policy as well as other topics such as identifying jobs that can be teleworked, 
performance record and monitoring systems. 

Assistance was provided to the Ministry of Finance, the Economy and Investment (MFEI) in organising a 
training programme on Economic Impact Assessment, in view of the Small Business Act requirement for 
the application of the SME Test.  Nominations were requestedfrom departments and entities identified by 
MFEI, and follow-up took place to ensure that all the organisations nominated at least one officer to 
participate in this training. 

Two workshops on Time and Stress Management were held for staff at the Department of Probation and 
Parole.  The workshop was customised to their requirements.   

Following a meeting held with the Karin Grech Rehabilitation Hospital Nursing Manager, a training 
programme on leadership and assertiveness for nurses was designed.  The training included an element of 
action learning to further help the participants to apply the skills learnt at their workplace.  Following the 
courses, two follow-up sessions were held with the Nursing Officers in order to bring the issues raised by 
the nurses during the training to their attention. 

Two Coaching and Mentoring programmes were held, one for Transport Malta managers and another for 
consultants at the Mater Dei Postgraduate training centre. 

As part of ESF 4.100, Effective People Management training and teambuilding sessions were held for staff 
at the Gozo General Hospital.   

Other team-building sessions through ESF 4.100 were also held for a number of directorates and sections 
namely: Ministry for Justice, Dialogue and the Family; Karin Grech Rehabilitation Hospital; Home 
Economics Seminar Centre, Ministry of Education; Ministry for Resources and Rural Affairs; Malta 
Competition and Consumer Affairs Authority; and Ministry for Health and Care of the Elderly. 
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Summary of Training courses held and number of participants trained in 2012 
 

Departmental Training 
No of 
Courses Course Title Participants 

1 Managing Teleworkers Workshop (Medicines Authority) 8 
3 Managing with Leadership Follow up 37 
4 Managing Meetings 62 
4 Managing Meetings Follow up 60 
4 Time and Stress Management 66 
3 Interviewing Skills 35 

1 
Economic Impact Assessment in view of the Small Business Act requirement 
for the application of the SME Test 43 

4 Building your Team 60 
5 Coaching and Mentoring 59 
2 Consultation Exercises with Internal and External Stakeholders 54 
2 Delivering Successful Presentations 21 
3 Developing Personal Influence and Impact 36 
2 Managing with Leadership 33 
1 Personal Coaching at Work (MITA) 13 
2 Time and Stress Management workshop (Department of Probation and Parole) 26 
1 Project Management 13 
1 Stepping up to Senior Management 14 
1 Stepping up to Senior Management follow up 8 
2 DPM Long Essay workshop 53 
4 Leadership and Assertiveness (KGRH) Module 1 52 
4 Leadership and Assertiveness (KGRH) Module 2 52 
1 Leadership and Assertiveness follow up 9 

55 Total 814 
ESF 4.100 Training 

22 Teambuilding Sessions 646 
2 Motivation Skills Breakfast Workshop 64 
2 Managing Team Stress for Middle Managers 19 
1 Staff Development for Middle Managers 35 
3 Motivation Skills for Middle Managers 55 
8 Effective People Management for Middle Managers 96 
3 Managing Team Stress for Senior Managers 55 
2 General Management Principles for the Public Service for Middle Managers 35 
2 Staff Development for Senior Managers 31 
1 Effective People Management  for Senior Managers 32 
2 General Management Principles for the Public Service for Senior Managers 36 
3 Principles of Project Management 54 
1 Seminar on Evaluation Techniques of Projects 185 
 PRINCE 2 – Foundation  25 
 PRINCE 2 – Practitioner 3 

52 Total 1,371 

Policy and Government  

The Policy and Government Training section organised a total of 44 courses throughout this year.  These 
tackled EU issues in their various dimensions, policy making, implementation and evaluation of policies, 
as well as training targeted at staff working closely with Ministers and their secretariats, among other 
programmes.   

Training was based on recent government policies, directives and priorities.  Among these were 
programmes on the Freedom of Information Act, Key Areas in the Maltese Public Administration Reform, 
and the Line Ministry’s Role on Monitoring and Public Procurement, among others.  Other courses on the 
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European Union and its functions were delivered.  A chunk of training was dedicated to EU funding and 
projects with programmes such as Start-up Training for New Beneficiaries, SFD-IT, Cost Benefit Analysis 
of Structural and Cohesion Funds Projects, and others.  Some of these courses were organised in 
collaboration with PPCD.   

Policy and Government also catered for specialised and modular courses in various skills such as Public 
Relations, Effective Briefing and Corresponding, Speech Writing and Speech Making and others. 

Courses organised by the Policy and Government Section 
 

 No of 
courses 

Participants 

Diploma in Public Management   
Government Policies – the making and evaluation process 4 59 
Remodelling the Public Sector 4 60 
Managing Change in the Public Administration 4 61 
Malta in the EU 4 61 
   

Prospectus   
Taħriġ fil-Lingwa Maltija 4 70 
Effective Briefing & Corresponding 1 13 
Speech Writing and Speech Making 1 9 
Public Relations 2 27 
Europe 2020 1 15 
Europe on the Internet 1 10 
Freedom of Information Act 1 16 
   

ESF   
Governance in the Public Service 1 33 
Policy Development in the various fields of the Public Service 3 63 
Strategy Development 3 67 
The EU Institutions and Structures 1 20 
Funding Programmes in the EU 1 15 
EU Treaties 1 19 
EU Programmes Reporting 1 19 
Malta in the EU 3 46 
   

PPCD   
Training for New Recruits 1 62 
   

E-learning Guidelines   
Guidelines for Assistant Principals 1 116 
Guidelines for Clerks 1 25 
   

Total 44 886 

Languages Training 

The Languages section sponsored a number of public officers to follow courses in French, Italian and 
Spanish at various levels.  It also started a series of programmes in the Maltese Language.  

Maltese Language to Foreign Nurses and Doctors 

Following meetings with MHEC, a training programme for foreign nurses and doctors was launched.  
MHEC had felt the need to organise courses in speaking Maltese so that professionals who hail from 
different countries would be able to communicate better with their patients and their relatives, particularly 
those who do not have a good command of English.  This training programme is held between 5.00pm and 
7.00pm twice weekly, and will run till April 2013.  Participants are also assessed. 
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Language Sponsorships 

Refunds amounting to €2,752 have been issued to 10 students who successfully completed training in 
German, French or Spanish languages during the scholastic year 2011-2012.  Meanwhile, another call 
issued attracted 24 new applicants who are now studying one of the three languages during the scholastic 
year 2012-2013. 

Continuous Development 

During the first quarter of the year, meetings were held with various public officers who showed interest in 
delivering training, as well as others who wished to deliver specialist training targeted specifically at a 
number of employees in particular sectors.  

A number of meetings were also held with contractors following the awarding of tenders for training co-
funded through ESF.  Target audiences, procedures and training schedules were discussed to make sure 
that each training programme was as effective as possible. 

Ad hoc training was also delivered.  The VAT Department requested a number of sessions on Ethics which 
were delivered to all public officers within the Department.  Data Protection courses were also held for 
AFM personnel.  Transport Malta also requested CDRT’s collaboration to organise a half day seminar for 
their staff.  The aim of this seminar was to help their staff cope better with their daily pressures of work 
and deadlines.   

Courses organised by the Continuous Development Section 
 

Course Title Courses Participants 
Telephone Call handling Techniques 7 109 
Data Protection Awareness Programme 14 356 
Data Protection sessions for Data Protection Officers 4 56 
Cultivating Self-Development 2 24 
The Art of Being Assertive 4 67 
Minutes: taking & writing effective minutes 5 72 
Registry Procedures 4 82 
Enhancing your PA Skills – Module One 3 32 
Enhancing your PA Skills – Module Two 3 30 
Ethics 5 104 
First-time Supervisor  2 33 
Pre-retirement programme 1 30 
Writing Skills 1 85 
Time and Stress Management Workshop 1 32 
ESF: Customer Service 4 75 
ESF: Policies and Procedures 3 55 
ESF: Handling Work Stress 2 37 
ESF: Personal Effectiveness at Work 3 59 
ESF: Communication dynamics 11 243 
ESF: Communicating effectively using email 3 51 
ESF: Time Management 4 79 
ESF: Presentation Skills 1 9 
ESF: Negotiations Skills 1 47 
ESF: Principles of Equality 1 103 
Total 89 1,870 

Corporate Services Training 

The Corporate Services Training Section has also sought to follow CDRT strategy to plan and coordinate 
training programmes/courses which include courses/modules as part of the CDRT Diploma in Public 
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Management (DPM).  During the first quarter, the Corporate Services Training Section coordinated and 
concluded two courses for DPM students, namely Public Procurement Regulations and Financial 
Management and Control for Public Officers.  Notably, the success rate of the Diploma students’ academic 
achievement was overwhelmingly positive.  

Furthermore, a new training programme was introduced for 2012 namely: Practical Risk Management 
Workshop for senior management grades, which complements the Fundamentals of Risk Management for 
the Public Administration and Enhancing Management Control within the Public Administration courses 
introduced in 2011.  

Courses organised by the Corporate Services Section 
 

No of 
Courses Course Title Participants 

1 Financial Management and Control 14 
2 Public Procurement Regulations 53 
6 Induction Course for Clerks 146 
3 Departmental Accounting System (DAS) 27 
4 Foundation Course in Economics for Public Officers (Diploma) 74 
2 Inventory Management and Control 28 
1 Procurement by Contracting Authorities 19 
1 Financial Services and Relevant Directives 16 
4 Basic Writing Skills (Messenger Grades) 148 

24 Total 525 
ESF 4.100 Training 

4 Principles of Performance 58 
2 Recruitment in the Public Service 33 
7 Introductory Approach to Data Analysis 123 
4 Interpreting and Using Evidence 70 
4 Introduction to Statistical Analysis using SPSS 48 
1 Data Management and Manipulation using SPSS 13 

22 Total 345 

Information and Communication Technology 

This year the departmental tender for ICT courses was not issued and more use of internal trainers was 
made.  Apart from cutting costs, in-house trainers are enculturated into the organisation and can connect 
better with public officers.   

Website 

The ICT section is responsible for the CDRT website which is updated constantly.  All courses available 
for the year are uploaded with information on all programmes including outline of course, target audience 
and duration.  News and Events are also updated regularly.   

Ad hoc training 

As part of CDRT’s upskilling programme, a number of Basic ICT courses for craftsmen were organised.   
These covered Email and Internet, Windows, Word and Excel.   

Given the need for training in European Fund Management and the software that holds all the data, a 
number of courses on the use of the Structural Funds Database have been held in collaboration with the 
Planning and Priorities Coordination Division.  This year was no exception and another six courses were 
organised. 
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Following a request by the Government Property Department, a session on the use of Calendar in Outlook 
for secretaries working at the GPD was held.  Although it was a short training course, it was quite intensive 
covering the advanced features of the Calendar. 

On the Public Procurement side, a number of information sessions on how to fill in e-tenders by third 
parties were held in collaboration with the Department of Contracts.  These sessions are being held 
regularly whenever an electronic tender is published.  Also, during April, training on the use of e-
procurement (EPPS) by government employees was launched.  Till the end of 2012, a total of 32 courses 
had been held, totalling a number of 312 employees.  These courses are being delivered by staff from the 
Contracts Department. 

Other ad hoc courses include, among others, a training course on new photo editing software, which was 
held for 12 users who have this application installed on their workstation and use it in their work; a session 
on Information Security Awareness delivered to Permanent Secretaries and another to Directors General; 
and Train the Trainers sessions, which were planned to help IT Facilitators deliver training on Information 
Security Awareness.  

During April, the section assisted the Economic Policy Department in organising and hosting a training 
programme on EUROMOD.  Two foreign lecturers came to deliver this training which was very specific 
for the audience which hailed from the Economic Policy. 

A series of courses were also held for AFM staff, since ICT training is a requirement for them to sit for 
internal examinations.  Some of the courses were held after office hours to accommodate as many 
participants as possible.   

The ICT section also assisted the Small Businesses and Crafts Directorate within the Commerce 
Department to organise a series of information session on IMIS (Internal Market Information System).  
Sessions were organised in June and others in July with 35 people attending. 

A series of sessions on the use of the Freedom of Information IT system were launched in July.  During the 
year, a total of 228 participants attended. 

Coaching 

One-to-one sessions on the use of Microsoft Excel were delivered to an MRRA employee with special 
needs.  Seven sessions were delivered by an in-house trainer and an assessment was conducted during the 
last session.  Given that substantial progress was registered, another series of one-to-one sessions on the 
use of Microsoft Word was also held.  Other one-to-one sessions were delivered to other employees to 
accommodate their particular needs. 

Specialised Interventions 

Following a request by PAHRO to assist them in building a new database for their records, an in-house 
trainer was assigned to a group of employees.  After assessing the data they already had and what was 
needed for the new database, a series of sessions on the use and development of databases was held.   

An exercise on ICT training needs was carried out in Gozo with the assistance of the Information 
Management Unit at MGOZ.  During this exercise, Gozitan employees forwarded their training needs on 
ICT, following which a series of Basic ICT courses were held in Gozo during June.  Six courses were held 
in Gozo totalling a number of 48 attendees.  More courses are planned to cover the ECDL modules. 

Training Evaluation 

As in previous years, CDRT is implementing Stage 3 of the Kirkpatrick’s evaluation model.   
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At the end of each training programme, participants are asked to fill in an evaluation sheet regarding the 
organisation and content of the programme (Stage 1 of the Kirkpatrick model).  Also, all trainers are 
requested to submit a brief report highlighting the participants’ involvement and concerns identified during 
the course.   

At the learning (Stage 2) level, participants are assessed on their knowledge acquired during the course.  
Assessments vary ranging from multiple choice questions to assignments and group work mostly 
involving case studies. 

This evaluation is followed by a questionnaire which is sent to participants and their line managers 4-6 
weeks after the end of a programme.  In implementing the third stage, that of transfer of learning to the job, 
each section selects a random representative sample of employees who attended their courses and a 
questionnaire is sent to them and their line managers.   

3rd Level Evaluation Forms were mailed to participants who had attended the previous three months’ 
training and to their respective line managers.  However, a lesser response was noted this year when 
compared to previous years, and when this evaluation was introduced.  This is being explored further. 

In-house Trainers 

A call for in-house trainers, which was uploaded on the CDRT website, continued to attract a number of 
public officers.  Officers who are deemed eligible are asked to attend a Train the Trainer course after 
which, if successful, they will be able to deliver training at CDRT. 

At present there are some 50 in-house trainers in various fields including ICT, Management, Finance and 
Procurement, Registry Services and others. 

ESF 4.100 

2011 saw ESF 4.100 Building Core Skills in the Public Service progressing well.  This project is a 
capacity-building project co-funded through EU funds with a total investment of 3.7 million euro.   

Although a substantial number of employees are trained on a regular basis, this project offers the 
opportunity to carry out a scientific training needs assessment across the whole Public Service from which 
a structured training strategy is built.  The project aims to address five different categories of employees 
through its training, imparting learning via various means including e-learning and coaching.  The project 
also includes sponsorships to participate in international conferences and seminars dealing with good 
public administration and management, follow academic courses in various areas which are a priority to 
government as well as identify a number of competent employees who could be trained to provide training 
in the years to come.   

With a comprehensive programme of courses which reaches out across the various strata of the Public 
Service, this project complements the Government’s efforts in the field of administrative reform including 
the furthering of a number of initiatives and sustaining and further improving the role of the Public 
Administration in line with public expectations. 

Deliverables: 
• A TNA across the Public Service including a kit for CDRT to conduct future TNAs 
• A new Training Management Software system. 
• 8,000 employees attending training over two years 
• 300 academic sponsorships for certificates, diplomas, bachelor’s and master’s degrees 
• 100 scholarships to attend seminars and conferences 
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The TNA was finalised in 2010 and its results started to be implemented later on that year.  In 2011 a total 
of 10 tenders for training services were issued.  2012 saw the start of training and a number of 
sponsorships being launched.  Two calls for academic sponsorships were also launched with the following 
results: 
 

Qualification Masters Bachelors Diploma Certificates Total 
Target No of Sponsorships 120 30 110 40 300 

Applications 38 17 63 4 122 
Awards 24 10 47 3 84 
Award Declined 1 0 1 0 2 
Appeals 1 2 0 0 3 
Appeal Accepted 0 1 0 0 1 
Contracts 23 11 46 3 83 
Contracts Breached 0 0 2 0 2 
Training Completed 8 8 10 1 27 
Sponsorship Retained 1 2 0 1 4 
Output Reached 19.17% 36.67% 41.82% 7.50% 27.67% 

C
al

l 1
 

Result Reached 6.67% 26.67% 9.09% 2.50% 9.00% 
Applications 82 15 50 15 162 
Awards 41 3 31 6 81 
Award Declined 6 0 1 0 7 
Appeals 5 1 0 1 7 
Appeal Accepted 1 0 0 0 1 
Contracts 30 3 29 5 67 
Contract Breached 0 1 0 0 1 
Training Completed 2 0 1 0 3 
Sponsorship Retained 0 0 0 0 0 
Output Reached 25.00% 10.00% 26.36% 12.50% 22.33% 

C
al

l 2
 

Result Reached 1.67% 0.00% 0.91% 0.00% 2.58% 
Applications 104 15 61 32 212 
Awards 0 0 0 28 28 
Award Declined 0 0 0 0 0 
Appeals 0 0 0 0 0 
Appeal Accepted 0 0 0 0 0 
Contracts 0 0 0 0 0 
Contract Breached 0 0 0 0 0 
Training Completed 0 0 0 0 0 
Sponsorship Retained 0 0 0 0 0 
Output Reached 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

C
al

l 3
 

Result Reached 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
Total Applications 224 47 174 51 496 
Total Awards 65 13 78 37 193 
Total Award Declined 7 0 2 0 9 
Total Appeals 6 3 0 1 10 
Total Appeal Accepted 1 1 0 0 2 
Total Contracts 53 14 75 8 150 
Total Contracts 
Breached 0 1 2 0 3 
Total Training 
Completed 10 8 11 1 30 
Total Output Reached 44.17% 46.67% 68.18% 20.00% 50.00% 

To
ta

l 

Total Result Reached 8.33% 26.67% 10.00% 2.50% 10.00% 
Target % of Results 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 
Total % of Results Reached 8.33% 26.67% 10.00% 2.50% 10.00% 
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Academic Programmes 

Diploma in Public Management 

2012 was the second year of the Diploma in Public Management, and students were invited to attend a 
workshop to explain how they should go about submitting their proposal for a long essay in fulfillment of 
the course requirements.   Planning the essay and carrying out the necessary research in order to complete 
the essay were also covered during the workshop. 

International Events 2012 
Ref No Event Name Approval  Gozo
S004 European Seminar on Risk Management in the Public Sector 20/3/2012 0

S005 
European Seminar on Calculating the Expenditure of EU funded projects: Making a Greater Use of Flat 
Rates and Lump Sums 30/3/2012 0

S006 
European Seminar on Anti-Fraud – How to Detect & Manage Fraud in EU Funded Projects, Berlin, 
Germany 18/4/2012 0

S007 Public Sector Budget Review and Service Reform in a Cold Economic Climate 24/4/ 2012 0
S008 Business Seminar on Regulatory Impact Assessment 2/5/2012 2
S009 European Seminar on How to Establish Financial Engineering Instruments with EU Funds 14 /5/2012 0
S010 5th European Anti-Fraud Seminar on How to Detect & Manage Fraud in EU Funded Projects 14/5/ 2012 0
S011 Seminar on External Borders Fund – How to meet Public Procurement Obligations 29/5/2012 0
S012 Seminar on the General SOLID Programme – Successful Financial Control and Audit 29 /5/2012 0
S013 European Seminar on Calculating the Expenditures for Revenue Generating Project (Art.55),  15/6/2012 0
S014 International Public Sector Accounting Standards Seminar 3/9/2012 1

S015 
Seminar – Basic Introduction to European Public Procurement for Newcomers to Procurement or Non-
Procurement Person 25/6/2012 0

S016 The Common Assessment Framework (CAF) and the Balanced Score Card (BSC),  30/6/2012 0

S018 
Practical Toolbox for EU Funds Projects Managers, Cost-Benefit Analysis – Project Management, 
Evaluation Techniques 5/9/2012 0

S019 Making You a better Project and Programme Manager 17/9/2012 0
S020 Financial Management of the EU Structural Funds 7/9/2012 0
S021 European State Aid in the Agricultural Sector,  17/9/2012 0
S022 Internal and External Audit of EU Funded Programmes and Projects 22/9/2012 0
S023 How to Advocate, Represent & Negotiate Interests in the European Union 23/10/2012 1
S024 European Public Procurement, Public-Private Partnerships (PPP) and Concessions 7/11/2012 0
S025 Public Procurement for EU Funded Projects 10/11/2012 0
S026 Framing Risks Management 22/11/2012 0
S027 Time for Public Value: How to Better Manage a Public Administration’s Core Function 22/11/2012 0
S028 State Aid Rules for National Funding and EU Funds 4 /12/2012 0
W001 Learning Needs Analysis Workshop 10 /4/2012 0
W002 Using Competencies to Support Organisational Needs Workshop 13/4/2012 0
W003 Workshop on Effective Learning & Development Administrator 23/4/2012 1
W004 The Successful Learning & Development Manager 16 /4/2012 0
W005 Workshop on Measuring the Impact of Training 23/4/2012 1

W006 
High-level Workshop in Strategies & Administrative Capacities: Defining a clear roadmap to be more 
efficient 2 /5/2012 0

W007 
Reinforced Financial Control Requirements of EU Funds Sampling, System Audits & On the Spot 
Checks 14/5/2012 0

W008 Effective external and internal school evaluation 14 /5/2012 0
W009 Council of Europe Leadership ToT Workshop 23 /5/2012 0
W010 Supervision Workshop 17 /6/2012 0
W012 Mainstreaming OSH into Education: Towards a Culture of Prevention 14/11/2012 0
C003 Health & Safety: Changing perceptions Conference 2012,  28/2/2012 0
C004 EU Economic Governance Conference 3 /5/2012 0
C005 Using Frameworks Legally Conference 14 /5/2012 0
C006 3rd Middle East Quality Management in Healthcare Conference 7 /5/2012 0
C007 School Inspections Conference: Self Evaluation under the New Inspection Framework 23/5/2012 0

C008 
Annual SCEPSTA Conference 2012, ‘How Training Organisations can come up with a Fresh 
Approach to facing Global Challenges’ 25/10/2012 0

C009 FHRD National Annual HR Conference 18 /9/2012 1

C010 
Commonwealth International Conference on Non Communicable Disease & the Role of Information & 
Communication Technology E-Health & M-Health 25 /9/2012 0

C011 
30th Annual EAP Conference & Learning Institute on ‘Drugs and Alcohol at Work – Risks, Controls, 
Resources’ 26 /9/2012 0

C012 2012 URBACT Annual Conference 10 /12/2012 0
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The long essays are to focus on at least one of the areas covered by the DPM:  Management and 
Leadership, Government Policy and Legislation and Government Finance.  Submissions received from the 
students were evaluated and some students were asked to resubmit their proposal.  The long essay has to 
be finalised by April 2014. 

The Management Development Section will also be offering training on Research Methodology to all the 
DPM students in 2013. 

Diploma in Public Administration 

During 2012, some 12 public officers were accepted to read for the Diploma in Public Administration, a 
two-year course held at the University of Malta.   

Higher Diploma in Accounting and Finance 

Thirty-one participants are attending this course which is held at the University of Malta.  Officers reading 
for this diploma have been deployed in various accounts sections to gain experience and be able to apply 
what they learn to their workplace.  This would further enable them to assume new responsibilities and 
roles once they complete their studies successfully. 

International Programmes 

Malta Commonwealth Third Country Programme 

The first Commonwealth 3rd Country Training Programme was organised in Malta between 7 and 11 May 
2012.  The topic of the training was Enhancing Performance in the Public Administration, and this was 
held at the Cavalieri Hotel in St Julians.  The Management Development and Policy and Government 
sections were involved in the organisation and coordination of this programme, which included a mixture 
of training and action learning sessions, where participants had the opportunity to present and discuss case 
studies and formulate an action plan to be applied at their workplace.  Eight senior managers, four from 
Swaziland, one from Lesotho, one from Mauritius, one from Trinidad and Tobago and another from 
Uganda participated in the course.  Feedback received was positive and CDRT has been asked to organise 
a longer programme in 2013. 

Internships 

An intern from Germany was hosted by the Central Procurement and Supplies Directorate within MHEC 
for an eight-week period.  He was sponsored through a Leonardo da Vinci Programme. 

Five interns from Hungary spent a two-month internship period in Malta - four were assigned to the Malta 
Resources Authority and one at the Foundation for Social Welfare Services.  The CDRT took care of 
allocating a host department, assisted the interns in finding suitable lodging for their stay and followed up 
their performance with the respective host departments.  All interns were favourably reported upon. 

Estonia Study Visit 

A study visit was organised for 16 students from Tallinn University of Technology, to various offices 
during the week 20–23 March 2012.  These included the University of Malta, the House of 
Representatives, the Valletta Local Council, the Office of the Prime Minister and the Law Courts.  

SCEPSTA Conference 

The SCEPSTA (Standing Conference of European Public Service Training Agencies) Conference was 
held between 17 and 19 June 2012 in Malta, with the title Clear the Hurdles and Lift the Weight: How 
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Training Organisations can come up with a Fresh a Approach to facing Global Challenges.  Prof Edward 
De Bono was keynote speaker.  Eight foreign and 12 Maltese participants attended.  

Familiarisation Visit 

CDRT hosted a Familiarisation Visit for European Commission officials between 12 and 14 November 
2012.  A varied programme was prepared to help the 17 participants familiarise themselves with the 
administrative and political system of Malta within the Maltese historical and cultural context.  Visits were 
paid to St John’s Co-Cathedral, the House of Representatives and the Malta Experience.  Fifteen speakers 
were invited to give a presentation and the feedback received was very positive. 

Sponsorships 

EIPA 

During 2012, 156 invitations for EIPA training programmes were received and processed. 

Chinese Sponsorships 

The Chinese Authorities offered sponsorship to officers within Public Administration to read for a Masters 
in China.  This opportunity was advertised on the Public Service Intranet. 

A number of seminars organised in China were advertised on the CDRT website; one nomination was 
received in 2012. 

Singapore 

Thirty-seven invites were received from Singapore through MFA for public administration officers to 
participate in various courses.  Five participants attended training in the following areas: Civil Aviation 
Management; Leaders in Education; Introduction to Air Law; Strategic Used Water Management; Safety 
Oversight Inspectors (Air Navigation Services). 

NEPT 

A public officer was nominated to participate in an NEPT Programme between 16 March and 15 June 
2012.   

Erasmus 

Two participants attended a 10-day Erasmus Traineeship Programme in 2012.  This proved to be a 
learning experience for both officers.  Following a new call issued in June 2012 through OPM Circular 
19/2012, 15 applications were received, of which five were ineligible.  The ten remaining officers will be 
kept on a list and considered for nomination when further traineeships are offered. 

 

 

JOANNA GENOVESE 
Director (Training and Development) 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Corporate Projects Directorate is a new inclusion in the structure of the Centre for Development 
Research and Training.  The main objective behind the creation of the Corporate Projects Directorate is to 
facilitate the implementation of corporate projects in the fields of HRD, HRM, employee support and 
wellbeing, through the provision of assistance to line ministries/directorates in identifying external funding 
opportunities for the implementation of such projects, and providing the necessary support throughout the 
different phases of the project to secure the highest level possible of acquisition and absorption of funds 
from centralised or decentralised financing programmes.  Through the implementation of such projects, the 
Public Administration shall be better positioned to optimise its human resources capital towards the 
attainment of higher quality public services, through improved performance and increased employee 
competences and skills. 

During the past months, the Directorate focused on the identification of the HR requirements for the 
Directorate to enable it to assume its responsibilities in preparation for the upcoming programming period, 
whilst ensuring that through the proposed organisation structure the Directorate would have the necessary 
flexibility and efficiency to effectively assist line departments in the acquisition and absorption of external 
funds through the development of HR corporate projects.  

The Directorate is also tasked with the implementation of two ESF projects - ESF4.97 Employee Support 
Programme for Public Employees and ESF4.98 Strengthening IMU’s and related functions through 
specialised Training Programmes. 

ESF 4.97 EMPLOYEE SUPPORT PROGRAMME FOR PUBLIC EMPLOYEES 

The Directorate took over the implementation of the Employee Support Programme in August 2012.  With 
a budget of €600,423, the project is co-funded through the European Social Fund, Operational Programme 
II, Cohesion Policy 2007-2013. 

The Employee Support Programme supports Government in its objective to promote the physical and 
psychological wellbeing of its employees.  The Programme is designed to deal, on a short-term basis, with 
a broad range of difficulties such as work related stress, mental health and emotional stress, marital and 
family concerns, bereavement and terminal illness, addictive behaviour and disability issues.  The support 
is provided in partnership with the programme’s six partners, namely, the Foundation for Social Welfare 
Services (FSWS), the Malta Hospice Movement, the National Commission for Persons with Disability 
(NCPD), OASI Foundation, Richmond Foundation, and Cana Movement. 

Another major component of the project is the Situation Needs Analysis (SNA) to analyse and identify the 
psycho-social and disability issues within the Public Administration.   During the current year the SNA 
was concluded.  Further to the research, the training needs in employee support within each ministry were 
identified and subsequently training to a total of 112 HR officers and managers benefited from this training 
during 2012. 

Centre for Development, Research and Training 
Corporate Projects Directorate   
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Moreover, a total of 249 employees at middle management level were trained by the partner organisations, 
which also delivered a total of 128 Awareness Training sessions to a total of 3,115 employees.  These 
sessions were aimed at equipping employees at all levels to be able to better address psycho-social and 
disability issues both at the workplace and in their private lives, thus encouraging a culture of wellbeing 
and employee support across the Public Administration. 

Throughout the current year, a total of 106 public employees (46 males and 60 females) accessed the 
Employee Support Programme Unit (ESP Unit) for individual support.  The majority of employees, 
slightly over 70%, accessed the Unit due to personal issues impacting on their mental and psychological 
health, and were referred to Richmond Foundation.  

When analysing the demographic data of the employees who accessed the ESP Unit during the current 
year, it emerges that 57% of employees accessing the Unit fall within the 40-59 years age bracket with 
60% being married.  Employees accessing the Unit hailed from across the different classes and salary 
scales.  
 

Age Bracket % 
18-29 16 
30-39 26.4 
40-49 36.8 
50-59 20.8 
60+ 0 

The majority of employees accessed the Unit for personal reasons which were affecting both their personal 
and working life.  There were a number of employees however who accessed the Unit due to 
organisational issues, with work-related stress and burnout being the most commonly reported. 

In view of the fact that the ESF co-financing of the project is envisaged to end in September 2013, the 
Directorate, during the last quarter of the current year, initiated an in-depth analysis of the programme with 
a view to identify potential actions to further develop the programme and its operational and financial 
sustainability beyond 2013. 

ESF 4.98 Strengthening IMU’s and related functions through Specialised Training 
Programmes  

The Directorate took over the implementation of the ESF4.98 project in November 2012.  With a budget 
of €1.6m, the project is co-funded through the European Social Fund, Operational Programme II, Cohesion 
Policy 2007-2013. 

The project is aimed at strengthening the Public Administration in the field of specialist ICT training 
through the development of the human resource capacity of its ICT units and beyond.  The training is 
being provided over a number of months allowing for the professional development of public employees 
working in ICT. 

Throughout the current year, a total of  1,165 participants attended a total of 108 specialist ICT training 
courses and seven international ICT conferences. 

 

 

MOIRA ATTARD 
Director (Corporate Projects) 
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INTRODUCTION 

During 2012, MEU continued to support the Public Administration in ensuring delivery of Government’s 
programme of works.  It continued to provide independent and high-quality advice to the Office of the 
Prime Minister and other line ministries to address management issues.  MEU demonstrated leadership 
and facilitated simplification and administrative burden reduction, thus increasing national 
competitiveness, whilst achieving Government’s commitment.  

During 2012, MEU dedicated its efforts towards: 
− Administrative burden reduction, exceeding the set target by Government; 
− Mobilising total quality management programme in the Public Administration; 
− Sustaining its management advisory focus as requested in a number of areas. 

HIGHLIGHTS 2012 

Administrative burden reduction 

Government is committed to reduce administrative burden on businesses.  As part of Malta’s obligations of 
membership of the European Union, Government is obliged to reduce the administrative burden on 
businesses by 15% by 2012.  MEU was tasked with: 
• Measuring the administrative burden on businesses in ten select priority areas in accordance with a pan-

EU methodology, called the Standard Cost Model.  MEU calculated that the total administrative burden in 
accordance with the methodology above amounts to €116 million p.a. 

• Identifying and, jointly with relevant ministries, departments and authorities, agreeing simplifications and 
their associated reductions in accordance with the same methodology.  This process also necessitated 
consultation with relevant affected stakeholders. 

• Driving the implementation of simplifications whilst respecting the independence of and responsibility of 
such ministries, departments and authorities, which ultimately are accountable and need to enact corrective 
regulation (changes) or implementations to administrative processes. 

To date, approximately €18 million per annum administrative burden has been reduced, whilst freeing up 
some 555,000 man-hours in businesses for productive work.  Therefore, the current administrative burden 
on businesses stands at €98 million. 

This means that the administrative burden reduction stands at 15.4%.  The set target has therefore been 
exceeded. 

Present work in progress expected to be completed by beginning of 2013 is anticipated to provide an 
additional 1.7 percentage points, thereby raising the achievement to 17%. 

Furthermore, MEU trained 412 public officials (roughly 1% of the public sector employees) in Better 
Regulation Principles, Practices and the Standard Cost Model.  An additional 60 public officials were 
trained in Consultation practices. 

Management Efficiency Unit 
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MEU also developed a Code of Practice for Regulatory Institutions so that there is a capability maturity 
model in place to raise the quality of our regulatory system.   

During the year, MEU sustained its interfaces with constituted bodies and met MEUSAC in a dedicated 
three-hour session on Better Regulation.   

All the above actions and results have been acknowledged by the EU Commission in its feedback on the 
National Reform Programme and the Euro Plus Pact (Malta) actions: 

‘One exception is the business environment, including the administrative and regulatory burden, which 
was highlighted as a challenge in the 2011 European Semester policy coordination round but which, in 
view of good overall progress, can be dropped  from the list of factors holding back growth.’1  

 ‘In terms of administrative and regulatory burdens, progress has been made in recent years, in 
particular under the leadership of the Better Regulation Unit.’2 

Total quality management 

MEU is partnering with the European Institute of Public Administration, based in The Netherlands, and the 
Dipartimento della Funzione Pubblica, Italy, to develop the capacity of the Public Administration in 
institutionalising total quality management in its mission.  The heart of the model is the Common 
Assessment Framework, an EU methodology developed by public administrations for the public sector.  
MEU will also be implementing an accreditation system to reward effective CAF-based public sector 
organisations.  During this year, MEU: 
• trained 40 senior public officials in the framework, and sent nine public officials for training or study visits 

abroad; 
• published the Malta CAF 2013 Manual (this is the first time that the CAF 2013 Manual is being used in 

the EU); 
• launched a website: www.cafmalta.gov.mt. 

MEU also issued regular reports on the Customer Care System, including a detailed qualitative analysis of 
the cases registered.  The Unit also carried out regular closure validation checks on the Customer Care 
System complaints. 

Management advisory assignments 

These included: 
• Support to Major Government Reforms: the Pitkalija Reform; eForms implementation support; the Public 

Sector PSRC Review; the Creative Industry Strategy; and the integration of Government Revenue 
Departments (WIP) 

• Departmental/Entity Reviews: Manpower review at the MCCAA; Government Property Division review 
(WIP); Commerce Division strategic review; Treasury Financial Reporting manual; Gozo Hospital 
Outpatient Operations Management; MHEC and Mater Dei HRM/D Process reviews (WIP); and the NSO 
Procedures Manual (WIP). 

• Other interventions: Evaluation of four Solidarity Funding Programmes; Open Government Partnership 
Action Plan; ESF application to develop a Public Administration Reform Strategy; Commonwealth 3rd 
Country Training Programme; supporting performance dashboard design for FSWS and CPD; Senior 
Executive Service Annual Performance Report. 

                                                      
1 Source: Economic Developments and Challenges, Section 2.2, p. 5  
2 Source: Modernisation of the Public Administration, Section 3.1, p.21  
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OUTLOOK FOR 2013 

The agenda for the MEU is determined by the strategic objectives set by Government for the delivery of its 
services.  This will most likely be a balanced programme between continuity of current operations and new 
projects.   

Government entities are obliged to safeguard the consumer while at the same time ensure there is a level 
playing field for the business community.  For this to be guaranteed, a level of monitoring and enforcement 
has to be in place and this carries a cost.  Nonetheless, Government is committed to continue addressing 
reducing and eliminating any additional unnecessary costs.  The 15% reduction achieved in 2012 is just the 
start.  MEU has sufficient information to drive further simplification in a rolling manner but subject to 
Government’s priorities. 

In addition, the Common Assessment Framework programme will acquire further impetus in 2013 with 
the development of the accreditation scheme and more CAF implementations.  This programme has great 
leverage particularly to achieve service improvements with cost-efficiency.  

In its advisory function, MEU will continue to further strengthen the management framework of 
Government whether in strategic planning, policy development, programme/projects, operations, and 
corporate support.   

 

 

JOHN AQUILINA 
Chief Executive Officer 
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The Defence Matters Directorate was set up in May 2003 to upgrade, consolidate and formalise the 
defence function of the OPM, a function which has been in existence almost continuously since 1964.  The 
main responsibilities of the Directorate are: 

− to formulate defence policy and provide objective technical and policy advice, as well as timely analysis 
on all aspects of military matters affecting the Government’s defence policy; 

− to monitor and analyse the implementation of Cabinet decision and government policies on defence and 
military matters and to report on the extent to which policy and performing targets are met; 

− the democratic control of the armed forces which includes the development of new policy initiatives and 
concepts on all AFM matters with a view to improving the operational, logistic and administrative 
effectiveness of the AFM; 

− in coordination with other stakeholders within OPM, and in liaison with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
and other ministries and government entities, conduct defence diplomacy, to manage bilateral as well as 
multilateral defence relations with other countries and international organisations; 

− to represent Malta in all national and international defence meetings, fora and conferences. 

Assistance following the Libya Crisis 

The Government Contingency Centre was set up in February 2011 at the onset of the Libya Crisis.  During 
2012, Assistant Director Defence and other members of staff coordinated a programme whereby injured 
Libyans were given medical treatment in Malta. 

Treating Libya Patients in Malta 

At the outbreak of the Libya crisis, Malta took the initiative to develop a humanitarian hub for the safe 
transit of aid into and out of Libya.  Malta was assisted and supported by the Government of the State of 
Qatar where Qatar committed itself by sending a team of military officers to Malta, who together with the 
Defence Matters Directorate, liaised and worked on the safe evacuation of the injured, on their health care 
needs, and on the settling in of patients and their relatives in accommodation close to our hospitals.  To 
date, Malta has provided for the health care needs of around 100 patients. 

Qatar - Malta - Libya Programme for children 

In December 2011, the Defence Directorate proposed a Qatar-Malta-Libya agreement on the care of 
Libyan Children in Malta.  The proposal was well accepted by the Qatar Chief of Staff and by Libyan 
Health Minister HE Dr Fatma Hamroush.  Assistant Director Defence held a number of meetings with HE 
Dr Hamroush in Libya until an agreement on the said programme was concluded. 

The aim of the programme was to provide care for 100 Libyan children across Libya, in need of urgent 
treatment.  During 2012, children travelled from Libya by commercial flights and were accommodated in 
apartments close to Mater Dei Hospital.  Qatar provided accommodation and a per diem allowance, whilst 
Malta, through the Directorate, organised all the logistical requirements.  The idea of this programme was 
to address the needs of children during such a difficult time.   

Defence Matters Directorate 
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The Qatar-Malta-Libya programme was concluded in July 2012, and an official closing ceremony was 
held at the Office of the Prime Minister on 10 July 2012. 

AFM POLICY AND ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES  

• AFM Recruitment: During the course of 2012, there was one recruitment process of Gunner recruits and 
another for Cadets.  The Gunner recruitment process was concluded in 2012 and a passing out parade 
was held at Luqa Barracks on 4 September 2012.  A total of 59 recruits were confirmed in the rank of 
gunner.  The Prime Minister was the guest of honour in this parade, during which he conveyed a 
message of appreciation to the AFM and congratulated the newly appointed Gunners on their successful 
completion of their course.  The Defence Matters Directorate was involved in drafting the Prime 
Minister’s speech.  The Cadetship process is still ongoing. 

• AFM Travel: The Directorate continued to monitor and approve as necessary all requests for AFM travel 
overseas.  Following a recommendation by the Defence Matters Directorate, in May 2012 it was agreed 
that the approval for the granting of Overseas External Training of AFM personnel be derogated to AFM 
Commander and in his absence to the Deputy Commander. 

• AFM Tenders: The Directorate continued to monitor and approve as necessary all requests for the issue 
and/or awarding of AFM tenders. 

• Parliamentary Questions: During the period under review, this Office, in liaison with HQ AFM, processed 
24 parliamentary questions pertaining to AFM matters and forwarded draft replies to the Principal 
Permanent Secretary for necessary approval.  

• Malta Air Show 2012: The Directorate supported the Malta International Air show in the organisers’ 
endeavour to bring to Malta as many participants as possible from all nations friendly to Malta.  The 
Directorate assisted the organisers by contacting the Libyan Air Force and the Qatar Air Force to 
participate in the 2012 Air Show.  Communication by this Directorate proved successful, and for the first-
time ever, the 2012 Air Show exhibited Qatari and Libyan air-military assets. 

• Board of Survey to dispose of AFM assets: Following a request from the AFM, the Directorate made the 
necessary arrangements with OPM DCS for the appointment of three boards of survey in 2012, as follows:  

 
March 2012  – Board of Survey – Vehicles at the Armed Forces of Malta 
July 2012  – Board of Survey – Patrol Boats Engines and Spare Parts 
August 2012  – Board of Disposal –  Aircraft Islander AS-9516 

A Senior Principal at the Directorate was appointed Chairperson for the latter two Board of Surveys.  
Following an on-site inspection, a report was drawn up and the board submitted its recommendations for 
transmission to AFM. 

EU COMMON SECURITY AND DEFENCE POLICY 

Monitoring developments in the CSDP and ensuring that Malta’s rights are safeguarded 

The Directorate continuously monitored developments in the EU Common Security and Defence Policy 
(CSDP).  A number of exchanges were held with other government stakeholders, in particular Malta’s 
Permanent Representation in Brussels, in relation to the position to be adopted by Malta on various formal 
EU documents.  Major exchanges concerned: 
• Crisis Management Concept for possible EU CSDP Action in Libya 
• Extension of mandate for EUTM Somalia 
• EDA initiatives including the Diplomatic Clearances Agreement 
• EU Battle groups 
• Pooling and Sharing 
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The Directorate ensured that Malta’s interests as an EU Member State were properly safeguarded, 
particularly by ensuring appropriate wording in texts defining the relationship between the EU and NATO 
in CSDP matters.   

EU Operations 

EUMM Georgia 

Malta continued its participation with two personnel from the AFM in the EU Monitoring Mission in 
Georgia.  Malta has been supporting this initiative since its inception in 2008.  The mission is tasked to 
contribute to the stabilisation and normalisation of the situation in the areas affected by the recent conflict, 
to oversee the redeployment of Georgian police forces, and to observe compliance of all parties with 
human rights and humanitarian law. 

EUNAVFOR Atalanta 

Malta, through AFM, participated in EUNAVFOR/Operation Atalanta since its inception, and up to 
December 2012, rotated eight officers through the ‘CJ2 Chief Analyst’ post at the Operation Headquarters 
in Northwood, United Kingdom, for a period of six months each.  

Additionally, Malta also deployed two Vessel Protection Detachment (VPD) teams comprising of 12 AFM 
personnel each.  The deployment of these AFM VPDs since 2010 enhanced Malta’s contribution to this 
operation through its active engagements in-theatre with the VPDs carrying out a variety of tasks including 
providing, on request, close protection to World Food Programme (WFP), African Union Mission in 
Somalia (AMISOM) or other vulnerable shipping against pirate attack. 

EUTM Somalia 

Malta is now participating in EUTM Somalia’s second mandate with three AFM Personnel and is also 
providing the Personal Assistant to the Mission Commander for the second training period.  The fourth 
contingent of Maltese instructors was deployed in advance on 19 June 2012 upon request from the Mission 
Commander.  The training of the fourth intake commenced beginning of July 2012. 

On 13 October , Malta changed its contribution to the Mission Headquarters from Personal Assistant to the 
Mission Commander to CJ8 Contracting Officer.  This change was made following a direct request from 
the Mission Commander to support the mission transition from the second to the third mandate which will 
include the closure and signature of new contracts.  

As part of Malta’s continued support to the Mission, Malta will keep its three-man training team 
commitment in Uganda until the current Somali trainers will be repatriated to Somali in mid-January 2013 
together with the Irish three-man training team.  

Integrated Border Monitoring Assessment Mission (IBM Libya) 

During 2012, the EU focused on possibly assisting Libya in the sectors of Border Management and 
Security Sector Reform.   In this context, Malta deployed a Maritime Border Expert in the EU’s Integrated 
Border Monitoring Assessment Mission (IBM) to Libya in early March 2012, from which an Integrated 
Border Management (IBM) Needs Assessment report was drawn up and presented to the Libyan 
Authorities. 

Malta continued to support and is following ongoing work in this area, in the light of its geo-political 
interests.  A stronger relationship between the EU and the new Libyan authorities is important for Malta, 
and through its participation at EU level, Malta pushed for EU action to support Libya in border 
management.  This EU action is expected to be established under the Common Security and Defence 
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Policy (CSDP) and initial efforts have already been made thanks to the deployment of an EU IBM expert 
team from March to May 2012 in Libya, followed by a Fact-Finding Mission in November 2012. 

In connection with these operations, the Defence Matters Directorate monitored closely reports and 
documents received, whilst providing the necessary input where and when requested. 

Participation in EU Defence Fora 

The Director, Assistant Director, and the Senior Principal Officer at the Directorate represented Malta at 
various meetings with a bearing on defence and security.  Items discussed in such meetings included the 
current operations and missions, the development of capability, the European Security Strategy, and EU’s 
cooperation with partners such as NATO, AU and UN and the integrated maritime policy amongst other 
things.  Such meetings included: 
• FAC meetings in Ministers of Defence Format 
• Informal EU Defence Ministers’ Meetings  
• EU Informal Defence Policy Directors Meetings 
• EU Defence Policy Directors Meetings 
• EU Informal Security Policy Directors Meetings 
• EU Security Policy Directors Meetings 
• EDA Steering Boards (SB) and Preparatory Committee Meetings in advance of the SBs. 
• NATO – Individual Partnership Programme Bilateral Meeting. 

In preparation for such meetings, the Directorate compiled appropriate briefs and speaking notes 
accordingly. 

Contributions to EU Agencies and CSDP related expenses 

In 2012, Malta paid its share of common costs of EU institutions as follows:  

• EU Satellite Centre Operational Budget - €5,987.30 + Pensions Budget  -  €410 
• EDA Budget  -  €14,070.66 (paid by AFM) 
• Common costs for CSDP Operations: Athena €8,439.45 and EUTM Somalia €49,567.22 

MALTA’S PARTICIPATION IN THE 5+5 DEFENCE INITIATIVE 

The Defence Matters Directorate liaised with the AFM’s CSDP and International Relations Branch and 
5+5 Defence Point of Contacts (PoCs) to ensure the best participation by Malta in the 5+5 Defence 
Initiative.  During 2012, Morocco held the 5+5 Defence Initiative Presidency. 

Malta participated in a number of related activities including the Centre for Strategic Researches and 
Studies (CEMRES) Piloting Committee held in Tunisia in October, Steering Committee Meeting in 
November  and the Ministerial Meeting held in December 2012.  The latter two meetings were held in 
Morocco. 

MALTA’S DEFENCE BILATERAL RELATIONS 

Ministerial and Ambassadorial Meetings 

A number of briefs were prepared in preparation for bilateral meetings which the President of Malta, the 
Prime Minister, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, the Permanent Representative to the EU and/or Maltese 
ambassadors to third countries had with their counterparts and which had a bearing on/relevance for 
defence and border control issues. 
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The Directorate also held meetings with ambassadors, resident and visiting defence attachés to discuss 
bilateral defence matters and to enhance the AFM’s international cooperation as well as to seek military 
assistance and training opportunities for the AFM.  

Landing and Overflights of Foreign State Aircraft 

Following the direction imparted in November 2005, this Directorate continued to make recommendations 
to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs about requests from foreign countries who ask for permission to use 
Maltese airspace for their aircraft, either for landing or over flights.  Around 486 requests were processed 
by the Directorate during 2012.   

Military Vessels 

The Directorate continued to make recommendations to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs about requests 
from foreign countries, for military vessels to use Maltese territorial waters.  Recommendations are based 
on the guidelines issued in 1996 and updates issued later. 

OSCE 

OSCE Communications Network 

During the period under review, this Office, through AFM SOII Liaison Officer Capt James Grech, 
ensured the effective monitoring of the OSCE Communications Network and the timely return of 
documents which OSCE Member States are obliged to compile and submit to OSCE from time to time.   

Participation in OSCE Missions 

During 2012, the Directorate facilitated the participation of AFM personnel in two OSCE missions.   

PARTICIPATION IN INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION PROJECTS 

BlueMassMed (BMM) Project 

In April 2009, Malta joined five other EU Mediterranean countries (France, Italy, Spain, Portugal, and 
Greece) in a pilot project on the integration of maritime surveillance in the Mediterranean Sea and its 
Atlantic approaches, codenamed Blue Maritime Surveillance System Mediterranean (BLUEMASS – 
MED or simply BMM).  The project aims to create a demonstrator which brings together different pictures 
from different technologies to create a continuous ‘near-real-time’ Shared Basic Common Maritime 
Picture (SBCMP).  OPM, via the Defence Matters Directorate, was the Maltese partner in this project.   

The final report of this project was presented to the European Commission in October 2012. 

PARTICIPATION IN NATIONAL BOARDS/COMMITTEES 

Sanctions Monitoring Board 

The Director (Defence Matters) sits on the Sanctions Monitoring Board.  During the absence of a Director 
for part of the year, this office did not participate in the Board meetings between April and December 
2012, but received regular correspondence from the Board.  
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Integrated Maritime Policy – Inter-Ministerial Committee (IMP-IMC) 

The Defence Matters Directorate is part of the IMP-IMC.  The Senior Principal Officer attends regular 
meetings organised by the Office of the Prime Minister.  The officer also participated in a number of 
Maritime Security Seminars and meetings organised by the European Defence Agency (EDA) and the EU 
Cypriot Presidency, in relation to the Integrated Maritime Policy. 

Galileo Public Regulated Service (PRS) Workshop 

As from 2012, the Defence Matters Directorate forms part of the Galileo PRS Workshop Steering 
Committee.  The AFM’ Staff Officer at OPM, Capt James T Grech attends the regular meetings organised 
by the Office of the Prime Minister.  The tasks of the Steering Committee are to: 
• identify the appropriate entity to own and coordinate the local implementation of the Galileo programme, 
• commission a feasibility study on the Galileo services to be tapped by Malta, 
• identify the right level of participation at the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) and European 

Commission. 

OFFICE MANAGEMENT 

Training of Defence Matters Directorate Staff 

The Directorate recognises that staff training is vital to be productive and efficient.  To this extent, during 
2012, personnel from the Defence Matters Directorate attended a number of courses in Malta and abroad. 

Freedom of Information (FOI) 

The Freedom of Information Officer within the Directorate attended a number of meetings organised by 
Ministry for Justice and Home Affairs on the Freedom of Information Act (Cap.496).  During 2012, the 
FOI officer and the alternate FOI officer, both attended a CDRT training programme on the FOI IT 
System.  

Data Protection 

The Data Protection Officer ensured that all personal data was protected against any breach and violation 
of privacy according the Data Protection Act.  Data Protection activities reports were also submitted twice 
yearly.  The Data Protection Officer and his alternate both attended regular meetings throughout the year 
on the subject.  

Environmental Issues 

Throughout 2012, this Directorate continued putting emphasis on the need to implement environment-
related (as well as cost-saving) initiatives including waste (paper, plastic) separation at origin, re-use of 
paper and envelopes, the use of degradable bags for disposal of waste and using a freeware software 
ensuring that two pages fit on each folio, printing was done on both sides of the page with a resultant 
saving on paper consumption. 

 

 

JOSIANNE GIUSTI 
A/Director (Defence Matters Directorate) 
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INTRODUCTION 

The duties performed by the Operations and Programme Implementation Directorate (OPI) mainly cover 
the coordination and monitoring of the implementation of ministry projects, as well as the management of 
certain corporate initiatives, focusing primarily on ensuring compliance with the Data Protection Act, by 
government departments.  A major part of OPI’s ministry responsibilities is the line ministry function in 
relation to EU-funded projects undertaken within OPM during the 2007-2013 programming period.  The 
Directorate is also responsible for monitoring and facilitating the implementation of OPM’s change 
management programmes and activities, including customer care and green initiatives. 

OPERATIONAL ISSUES 

Annual Reports of Government Departments 

Early in 2012, the OPI undertook its now yearly task of compiling, vetting and editing the reports 
submitted by government departments concerning their activities during the previous year.  The 
consolidated publication 2011 Annual Report of Government Departments was published in CD format in 
June 2012 and posted on the Public Service Intranet.  The Ministry’s 2011 report was subsequently put 
online on the OPM website. 

Boards and Committees 

This directorate processes appointments on constitutional bodies and on OPM boards and committees, and 
maintains the relative database.   

Following the reassignment of ministerial portfolios in January 2012, responsibility for boards previously 
falling under the Parliamentary Secretary, Consumers, Fair Competition, Local Councils and Public 
Dialogue was transferred to the Ministry for Justice, Dialogue and the Family MJDF, with the exception of 
appointments to MCESD which continue to be processed by OPI.  All appointments to constitutional 
boards and OPM boards were duly processed by OPI in a timely manner.  Appointments were made to 
seven constitutional/OPM boards during the year, in respect of which 23 letters of appointment were 
drawn up. 

This office continued to liaise with MJDF regarding the nomination of members on MCESD council and 
committees.   Guidelines were drawn up in respect of the procedure to be followed, clearly outlining the 
responsibilities of the respective parties in relation to the appointment of members to MCESD Gozo 
Regional Committee and Civil Society Committee as well as the MCESD itself.  The procedure for the 
appointment of the latter was carried out by this office in December 2012. 

Broadcasting 

One of the responsibilities of the Office of the Prime Minister involves the regulatory aspect of 
Broadcasting.  This signifies liaising with the Broadcasting Authority on issues relating to legal and 

 Operations and Programme Implementation 
Directorate 
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procedural matters, which require reference to the Prime Minister in terms of the Constitution and the 
Broadcasting Act (Cap 350).   

Since 1991, Government has offered an annual bursary with the aim of improving journalistic standards in 
the broadcasting field.  The Harold Scorey Scholarship in Broadcast Journalism is open to journalists 
already working in the broadcasting media or aspiring journalists interested in developing their skills in 
broadcast journalism.  The 2012 scholarship was awarded to Mr Keith Demicoli, who attended an 
Editorial Leadership Programme at the BBC Academy between 14 and 19 October 2012. 

DATA PROTECTION 

Data Protection compliance in the Public Service is the primary corporate initiative under the responsibility 
of the Directorate.  The OPM Data Protection Team offers advice and assistance to ministries and 
departments in the field of data protection.   

In the course of the year, extensive assistance on a wide variety of issues was extended to line ministries 
and departments, offering best practice data protection advice.  Cooperation with the Information and Data 
Protection Commissioner (IDPC) continued extensively on a number of issues.   It is also pertinent to note 
that 2012 laid the foundation for further capacity building in data protection in the Public Service. 

Data protection issues dealt with during the last year were both of a corporate nature, as well as sector 
specific.  

Schengen Evaluation 

Malta was subject to strict evaluation of rules and procedures applied by Maltese Authorities to comply 
with the Schengen Convention.  In this regard, the Data Protection Unit assisted the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs and the Police department in the Schengen Evaluation process.  The Malta Embassies in Moscow 
and Cairo were evaluated and all assistance was extended to make representations on data protection issues 
that emerged during the whole process.  Presentations were prepared and delivered to the evaluators.  
Procedures and processes were assessed in the processing of personal data in the issuance of visas.  In the 
case of the Police, evaluations took place at border control at the Malta International Airport, where the 
processing of personal data of third country nationals was examined, and at the Sirene Office at the Police 
General Headquarters so as to evaluate processes and procedures in relation to the police cooperation 
framework, in particular the exchange of personal details with other police forces under a number of 
international legal instruments, such as Europol, Interpol, PRUM, etc and the use of the Schengen 
Information System.  Assistance was also extended during the evaluation of DP requirements when the 
Office of IDPC as Supervisory Authority was inspected by a Schengen Evaluation Delegation.  In this 
respect, DPU officers attended the meetings held both at the Office of the IDPC accompanying MFA 
officers, as well as at the Police Department, giving an overview of DP implementation in the Public 
Service, and also assisting them with any DP related queries. 

Retention Schedules 

Guidance on retention of personal data was given to a number of departments, and retention schedules 
were reviewed.  During 2012, OPI continued to review the corporate retention schedule concerning HR 
documents, working closely with the Public Administration HR Office (PAHRO), the Information and 
Data Protection Commissioner, and the National Archives, leading to an agreement and approval for such 
retention schedule by the latter two authorities in accordance with both the Data Protection Act as well as 
the National Archives Act.  OPI also continued to facilitate discussions between the Police and the IDPC, 
with the aim of to determining criteria for the retention of personal data in the Police sector with regard to 
data related to the Schengen Information System and the Police Cooperation Framework.  In this regard, 
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the DPU assisted the Police in drafting the retention schedule for the Police Cooperation Framework, 
which schedule was subsequently approved by the IDPC. 

Re-use of Public Sector Information   

The DPU also evaluated the impact of proposed amendments to the Directive 2003/98/EC on re-use of 
public sector information and provided the necessary feedback to a position paper to be presented to the 
Working Party on Telecommunications and Information Society in a meeting held on 8 March 2012, 
where member states started discussing the actual proposed amendments.  A suggestion was made to build 
an Enterprise Information Management System (EIMS) to facilitate the management of re-use of public 
sector information. 

Prior Checking Exercises by the IDPC 

One of the most important functions of the DPU is to assist line ministries and departments in the carrying 
out of prior checking exercises by the IDPC when processing of personal data may involve particular risks.  
A request was submitted to the IDPC for prior checking and endorsement of processing operations of 
public employees’ disability details by PAHRO.  Discussions were also held with PAHRO with regard to 
the revision of the GP47 and the Declaration prior to Appointment in the Public Service.  After the 
documents in question were reviewed, the legal basis was also identified for this processing operation.  
Further consultations are required prior to submitting a prior checking application to the IDPC in this 
regard.    Another prior checking exercise carried out by the IDPC concerned the e-Forms Project with 
regard to the processing of conduct certificate details, involving MITC, MITA and the Police.   Following 
a request that had been submitted to the IDPC a way back in February 2011, thereby obtaining approval on 
the way forward, the necessary software was finalised and the system was inspected by the IDPC in 
October 2102.  The IDPC approved the processing operations and drew attention that a supplementary 
prior checking exercise would subsequently be required with regard to the Complete Criminal Record 
module. 

Proposed new DP Framework for the EU 

The EU has proposed a new legal framework to replace Directive 95/46 and meet the challenges and new 
requirements being imposed by the advancement in information technologies, especially in the field of 
online processing on the web.  In this regard, the EC proposed a new General Data Protection Regulation, 
as well as a new directive for the processing of personal data in the police sector.  In this regard, the DPU 
provided feedback to MJDF vis-à-vis position papers on proposed amendments to the EU Regulation 
under discussion.  It was also satisfactorily noted that feedback provided by this office on previous 
occasions had been included in EU draft documents. 

Data Protection Audits 

Data protection auditing continued throughout the year.  These audits delve into all aspects of a 
department’s data processing activities and conduct a review of the extent of compliance with the Data 
Protection Act.  In 2012, five data protection full audits were concluded in one specific ministry (the 
Ministry for Resources and Rural Affairs). 

Other Support 

Apart from providing necessary guidance and direction to queries received from a number of ministries 
and departments, support was also afforded in case of queries received from the IDPC), where OPI acted 
as intermediary between the IDPC and the relevant departments, to discuss and settle any data protection 
issue.  
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Capacity Building 

There were a number of initiatives aimed in this direction, consisting of building the internal capacity 
within OPI, extending to enhancing DP structures across the Public Service, and also providing training to 
public officers to increase DP awareness. 

Data Protection Unit 

A call for applications was issued for the engagement of two DP analysts.  Interviews were held to select 
the appropriate officers.  Exchange of correspondence and views continued with MITA concerning the 
secondment with OPI of MITA employees working in this field. 

ESF Project 

An application for EU funding under Cohesion Policy 2007–2013 – Operational Programme II to be 
financed by the European Social Fund was submitted to the Planning and Priorities Coordination Division 
in February.  The proposed EU General DP Regulation requires public authorities to have qualified Data 
Protection Officers (DPOs).  Apart from providing training leading to certification in a relatively new area, 
in preparation for the proposed DP Regulation, the project Enhancing Data Protection Compliance in the 
Public Service aims to hone the data protection competencies of DPOs through theoretical and practical 
training under the personal mentoring of an expert.  Having officials certified in DP capable of carrying out 
DP audits is also a principal objective.  The IDPC and CDRT are partnering OPI in this project.  A service 
tender for the Provision of Specialised Training and Certification for Data Protection Officers in the Malta 
Public Service - CT3112/2012 was published on 23 November 2012 with a closing date of 15 January 
2013.  In the meantime, the process for the recruitment of a Project Administrator (PA) was launched with 
the issue on 7 December of a call for applications which closed on 24 December.  By closing date, 15 
applications had been received.  It is expected that the selection board set up to assess applications for the 
position will conclude its selection process in the first quarter of 2013.   

DP Training and Awareness 

The DP Team continued to facilitate data protection training aimed at improving data protection awareness 
in the Public Service.  Twenty  half-day sessions were organised in conjunction with CDRT, including 
seven sessions specifically targeted towards AFM personnel and three two-hour sessions given as part of 
the Diploma in Public Management.  A total of 542 officers attended the training sessions.  Furthermore, a 
session of the Data Protection Officers Forum was organised for the commemoration of the Data 
Protection Day in January, for which 75 DPOs were present.    

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION 

During 2012, this directorate also ensured full observance of its legal obligations in regard to the Freedom 
of Information Act.  The Assistant Director was appointed FOIO representing the Operations and 
Programme Implementation Directorate as well as the OPM EU Affairs Directorate and Information 
Management Unit.  

Activities carried out in connection with this role included: 
• attending training on the FOI portal and a workshop on FOI; 
• compilation of OPI’s FOI datasheet and information about the documents held in the OPI directorate in 

line with Article 17; 
• making arrangements for uploading of all related data on the OPI webpage; 
• compiling the FOI datasheets and submitting to the Principal FOI Officer and the FOI Coordinating Unit; 
• facilitating submissions of FOI requests through the creation of a generic FOI e-mail account and checking 

the FOI portal and FOI e-mail folder on a daily basis for requests for information. 
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GENDER MAINSTREAMING 

Family-friendly measures are availed of by both male and female members of staff and staff members are 
informed of the measures available in the public administration.  Information packs from NCPE were 
distributed to all staff to inform them about gender mainstreaming and gender equality practices. 

Statistics concerning boards and committees falling under OPM and constitutional boards are gender-
disaggregated.  These statistics are used to assess and improve gender-balance of members appointed on 
these bodies.  The senders of customer care queries and complaints are also gender-disaggregated for 
information purposes. 

In order to enhance accessibility by both genders to the training services offered under project ESF 4.180 
Enhancing Data Protection Compliance in the Public Service which is being implemented by OPI, it was 
decided to include a provision for child-care services for staff participating in the project when the training 
takes place after the normal office hours of the participant.  

In OPI there is a culture of equality and awareness of the family-friendly measures available in the public 
administration.  Following a SWOT analysis it was decided to take advantage of training opportunities to 
train staff and inform them on gender mainstreaming and gender equality in order to continue cultivating 
gender mainstreaming and gender equality in all aspects of the directorate’s work.  The Assistant Director 
attended an information session on OPM Circular 15/2012 Gender Mainstreaming in Practice and also 
attended training on Gender Mainstreaming while another member of staff attended training on Principles 
of Equality. 

PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION 

Implementation of Eco-friendly Initiatives  

Throughout the year, OPI continued to monitor the implementation of environment practices across the 
Office of the Prime Minister and to extend assistance and support to the Green Focal Points (GFPs) in 
OPM departments and entities.   

The projects launched in the previous years to promote eco-friendly practices in the workplace were 
sustained and further extended in 2012, through the application of such measures as: 
• compiling ‘green’ statistics, through the Green Focal Points, intended to monitor electricity and water 

consumption, the procurement of paper and envelopes, number of cartridges and toners procured  and 
returned to suppliers and collection of waste separation; 

• holding the OPM Tree Planting Event on 29 April, where 170 trees were planted at Xrobb l-Għaġin, 
Delimara.  OPM employees participated in the event which was officiated by the Principal Permanent 
Secretary. 

• distributing more than 450 plug-in time switches and socket box time switches for installation in OPM 
departments. 

• distributing around 2,250 new environmental affairs green stickers to OPM departments/entities which 
have now been affixed to switches, water taps and air conditioning systems accordingly. 

• coordinating a timetable with WasteServ for the collection of separated waste from OPM offices and a 
training session to MCST employees in Bighi. 

Coordination of 2007-2013 Cohesion Funds  

As one of its line ministry functions in relation to 2007-2013 EU projects, the Directorate provides 
ongoing support to project leaders implementing projects in departments/entities falling within the remit of 
the Office of the Prime Minister.  Assistance is provided from the pre-application stage right through to 
project closure stage. 
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Daily searches are carried out on related websites for new calls, funding programmes, information sessions 
and conferences.  Besides ensuring that timely information on issues related to EU funding was relayed to 
OPM departments and entities, the Directorate was also involved in the vetting and endorsement of project 
proposals.  With the issue of the 8th call for project proposals under ESF and call 15 for ERDF, a total of 
nine applications were vetted prior to submission to the Managing Authority.  SFD training was given to 
two new project leaders and continuous SFD support was given to project leaders, NGOs and local 
councils. 

Notwithstanding the re-assignment of ministerial responsibilities early in 2012, OPI continued to exercise 
a line ministry function in respect of projects being implemented by not only OPM entities, but also by 
organisations now falling under other two different ministries.  During the year, four other new projects (1 
ERDF, 3 ESF) were selected for EU funding.  As at end year, OPI was consequently responsible for the 
overall monitoring of 20 ERDF/ESF projects and three EAFRD projects under the remit of 
OPM/MTCE/MFCC.  These projects are the following: 
 

Operational Programme I Cohesion Policy 2007-2013 
European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) 

ERDF 032 Heritage Malta Archaeological Heritage Conservation Project: Embellishment and 
conservation of Ġgantija and Tarxien Temples, both inscribed on the 
UNESCO World Heritage List, as well as St Paul's Catacombs which are on 
the Tentative List for future inscription as a World Heritage Site. Total budget: 
€9,163,521 

ERDF 033 Malta Tourism 
Authority  

Tourism Zone Upgrade with landscaped urban spaces and other facilities: 
Provides landscaped urban space with seating and sea views in three tourism 
zones; Qawra, Pembroke and St Paul’s Bay.  Additional facilities include 
public aquarium (including marine visitor attraction, ancillary facilities such as 
restaurants, souvenir outlets and parking spaces), a diving institute and car 
parking facilities in the Qawra and a cycle track and Garigue Heritage Park in 
Pembroke.  Total budget: €14,547,546 

ERDF 083 Malta Council for 
Science and 
Technology 

Manufacturing Research Platform: Establishes a research platform in the area 
of manufacturing to facilitate and accelerate the transformation of local 
industry to higher value added activity; also undertake three research projects 
in areas of general interest to a number of local enterprises to demonstrate the 
benefits of research and innovation, thus encouraging increased industry 
involvement in such activities.  Total budget: €709,181 

ERDF 087 Malta Competition 
and Consumer Affairs 
Authority 

Developing National Metrology Capacity in Support of Industry: Setting up of 
new national measurement standards in the areas of: pressure; electricity; time 
and frequency; as part of the national measurement system.  These new 
metrology standards will satisfy a market gap in measurement capability 
currently afflicting Maltese SMEs.  Total budget: €898,530 

ERDF 135 Tourism & 
Sustainable 
Development Unit 

Grant Scheme for Sustainable Tourism Projects by Enterprise: Provides 
financial aid towards Malta’s tourism sector.  Total budget: €10,000,000 

ERDF 156 
 
 

Malta Environment 
and Planning 
Authority 

Developing Environmental Monitoring: Development of national 
environmental monitoring of Air, Water, Noise, Soil and radiation.  Total 
budget: €4,657,760 

ERDF 245 Heritage Malta Restoration and renovation of Fort St Angelo.  Total Budget €13,390,000 
Operational Programme II Cohesion Policy 2007-2013 

European Social Fund (ESF) 
ESF 2.11 Malta Tourism 

Authority 
Developing Leaders for Change and Innovation in Tourism: Designed to up-
skill and certify owners, managers and supervisors as well as job-seekers and 
unemployed persons in the tourism sector.  Total budget:  €4,120,396 

ESF 2.78 Malta Tourism 
Authority 

Retaining and Attracting People within Tourism through Diversity 
Management: This research project is aimed at identifying recommendable 
actions/training to retain employees in the tourism industries and attract new 
ones.  Total budget: €423,715 
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ESF 4.87 Management 
Efficiency Unit 

Developing the Maltese Public Sector's Capacity to Implement Better 
Regulation: Focuses on Better Regulation in line with EU and national 
obligations and is intended to look at procedures/processes that are causing 
significant burdens on businesses and citizens.  Total budget: €1,433,013 

ESF 4.94 Malta Council for 
Economic and Social 
Development  

Closer to Europe: Promotes an effective process for social and civil dialogue 
through the active participation of social and civil partners. The realisation of 
general and specialised publications, the development of a communication and 
awareness campaign and the support for networking will improve the 
beneficiaries' capacity on EU and local related matters, thus enhancing 
participation in the active social debate.  Total budget: €467,323 

ESF 4.97 Centre for 
Development, 
Research and Training 
(CDRT) 

Employee Support Programme (ESP) for Public Employees: A workplace-
focused programme which aims to assist in the identification and resolution of 
problems preventing public employees from rendering peak performance. This 
project offers information, consultation, assessment and short-term counselling 
to public officers experiencing psycho-social/disability problems with the aim 
of achieving a more productive and efficient workforce throughout the whole 
Public Administration, and a better work-life balance of public employees.  
Total budget: €598,215 

ESF 4.98 CDRT Strengthening IMUs and other related functions through Specialist Training 
Programmes: Strengthening the public administration in the field of specialist 
ICT training through the development of the human resource capacity of its 
ICT units. The project also aims at providing a resourceful knowledge sharing 
setup allowing for cross-Ministry research, interaction and joint project 
undertaking.  Total budget: €1,613,983 

ESF 4.100 CDRT Developing Core Skills in the Public Service: Strengthening the institutional 
and administrative capacity of the Public Service by identifying the needs of 
public officers as regards skills and competencies and addressing those needs 
via training.  Total budget: €3,369,862 

ESF 4.163 MCCAA Training of Consumer and Competition Officials and Awareness Campaign 
Strengthening the administrative capacity of the public sector by identifying 
the needs of the public officers through a study relating to codes of conduct 
and an awareness campaign to inform people about the new authority and 
legislation. Total Budget: €542,884 

ESF 4.152 MCST Capacity Building for MCST  Improving current skills and competences as 
well as increasing the Knowledge base and expertise in a number of fields 
related to MCST Total Budget: €293,279 

ESF 4.159 MEU Developing Quality Management in the Public Administration through CAF 
Developing Skills and competences of public officers in the application of the 
Common Assessment Framework and central competencies within MEU to 
lead CAF implementation in the Public Administration Total Budget: 
€313,370 

ESF 4.167 Human Resources 
Management Systems 
Directorate - PAHRO 

Enhancing the Public Service’s HR Management Competence - The project 
entails procurement of HR-modules for the enhancement of the payroll system 
and training of HR Sections’ staff members on how to make the best use of 
these modules. This project’s aim is to enable management to obtain valuable 
information for the better management of staff, thus increasing efficiency. 
Total Budget: €1,056,495 

ESF 4.180 Operations & 
Programme 
Implementation 
Directorate 

Enhancing Data Protection Compliance in the Public Service - This project 
will enhance competencies in the Public Service by providing Data Protection 
Officers with theoretical specialised training to be followed by practical 
sessions under the guidance of experts, leading to certification which varies 
from participation to a recognised qualification by the Information and Data 
Protection Commissioner. Total Budget: €328,838 

ESF 4.182 Malta Competition 
and Consumer Affairs 
Authority - MCCAA 

Strengthening the office for Competition for Better Functioning Markets – The 
Project is intended to train economists and lawyers working at the office for 
Competition (OC).  The training will focus on economic principles and the 
econometric tools used in investigating antitrust cases, in controlling mergers 
and in conducting inquiries and on legal substantive and procedural issues in 
relation thereto.  Total Budget: €117,447 
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EAFRD 

EAFRD  8/313 MTA Malta Goes Rural Creation of a number of rural walks in Malta. 
EAFRD12/ 323 HM REBACA Rehabilitation of Għajn Tuffieha Roman Baths and Ta’ Bistra 

Catacombs 
EAFRD 12/323 MEPA Natura 2000 Management Planning for Malta and Gozo.  The establishment 

of Management Plans for Natura 2000 sites in the Maltese Islands. 

Heritage Malta also benefitted from a project co-financed under the EEA/Norway Financial Mechanism 
with a budget of €450,987, which closed in the first quarter of the year. 

Meetings with entities whose projects have been selected for EU funding were held on a monthly basis 
with a view to monitor project progress, deal with emerging issues and facilitate project management.  The 
two MPSC committees, each overseeing a number of projects in distinct areas within OPI’s line ministry 
remit between them, held six MPSC meetings in the course of the year, involving the beneficiary 
organisations managing the projects.  Other activities included two bilateral meetings regarding NGOs and 
local councils which were organised by the Managing Authority.  Moreover, continuous liaison vis-à-vis 
project proposals, procedures and the structural funds database was maintained with a number of 
horizontal stakeholders namely the Treasury, PPCD, Department of Contracts, MEUSAC, various NGOs 
and local councils.  

OPI also exercises a line ministry function in regard to the payment process relating to projects approved 
for implementation by NGOs and local councils.  This function includes processing payments (Invoice 
Status Certificates) on the Structural Fund Database related to all approved ESF/ERDF projects 
implemented by OPM departments/entities, 30 projects implemented by NGOs and local councils, as well 
as the Technical Assistance programmes of the Managing Authority.  The number of ISCs that OPI 
processed through the SDF system in 2012 reached a total of 1,812, a 42% increase over the previous year. 

During 2012, one EU Fund Manager attended Training for New Recruits organised by the Managing 
Authority.  The course covered administrative structures, financial management and national procurement 
regulations. 

Customer Care Function 

The OPI Directorate handles the Customer Care issues that fall under the remit of the Office of the Prime 
Minister.   Complaints/requests are received both from the local general public as well as from abroad, 
mostly through the OPM website or by e-mail.   During the year, 758 customer care requests were received 
through the OPM customer care website, 516 complaints were sent by locals and 242 complaints emanated 
from foreigners.  18 complaints were received through the customer care website servizz.gov, mainly about 
issues concerning MEPA.  All were dealt with expeditiously and settled within 10 days or referred to the 
relevant ministry/department for appropriate action.  

OPM Website 

This Directorate is responsible for the content management of the ‘Office of the Prime Minister’ section of 
the website.  The latter was reviewed on a regular basis, so as to ensure that website information was 
maintained accurate and up to date.  Furthermore, Microsoft Office Suite 2007 rights were given to two 
OPI staff members, who aided by IMU, started to construct and prepare a new way forward in order to 
better improve the updating of the OPM organigram, in order for this to start to be updated directly by OPI, 
with the aim of reducing costs and enhancing timeliness of updates. 

 

MARIE-LOURDES GRECH 
Director (Operations and Programme Implementation) 
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BACKGROUND 

The core function of the EU Affairs Directorate, OPM is to coordinate all EU related processes and 
procedures for all the areas within the portfolio of the Office of the Prime Minister.  

Its responsibility includes the monitoring of draft EU legislation to be adopted, and that of EU acquis to be 
transposed into Maltese law and implemented in line with the agreed timeframes.  The Directorate is 
responsible for the drawing up of positions related to EU legislation, which may have a direct or indirect 
effect on Malta, and to ensure that these positions are in line with government policy as discussed during 
the Inter-Ministerial Committee for EU Affairs.  

The EU Affairs Directorate is to ensure that a response is provided to any requests for policy decisions 
required by EU institutions through the Permanent Representation of Malta to the EU, including the 
provision of appropriate instructions and briefings for Malta’s effective participation in meetings of the 
Council of Ministers, the Committee of Permanent Representatives, Council Working Parties, as well as 
other committees of other EU institutions.  The EU Affairs Directorate is to ensure that there is consistent 
participation in all priority council working parties and commission working groups by the relevant 
government experts. 

The role of the EUAD also includes the circulation of information to key stakeholders and facilitating a 
flow of information between the Permanent Representation of Malta to the EU and the entities which fall 
under the remit of OPM.  The Directorate provides support to the OPM’s line departments in areas relating 
to the European Union and also contributes to positions on proposals within the remit of other ministries.  

The EU Affairs Directorate also provides feedback and support on EU related matters for the Prime 
Minister’s meetings as required, in particular, for Malta’s effective participation during the European 
Council by means of accurate and comprehensive briefings as necessary. 

Main Activities     

During 2012, the EU Affairs Directorate (OPM) coordinated the feedback required for Malta’s effective 
participation in the following working parties: 

− Ad Hoc Group JHA Financial Instruments (Home Formation) Working Group 
− Budget Committee  
− Combating Fraud Working Party 
− Enlargement/Countries Negotiating Accession to the EU Working Party 
− Information Working Party 
− Joint Research/Atomic Questions Working Party 
− Research Working Party 
− Social Questions Working Party - European Globalisation Adjustment Fund (EGF)  
− Space Working Party 
− Staff Regulations Working Party 
− Structural Measures Working Party 
− Telecommunications and Information Society Working Party - PSI and ENISA Regulations 

EU Affairs Directorate  
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− Technical Harmonisation Working Party 
− Internal and External Fisheries Policy Working Party – European Maritime and Fisheries Fund (EMFF). 

The coordination of feedback was done in consultation with the relevant entities within OPM and with 
other ministries and by working in constant liaison with the EU Secretariat and the Permanent 
Representation of Malta to the EU.  

During 2012, the EUAD submitted 322 Instruction Notes for Working Party, COREPER and Committee 
meetings. In addition, the Directorate provided the required contributions in the form of Briefing/ 
Background Notes and Speaking Notes for Malta’s effective participation at the General Affairs Council 
and the Competitiveness Council, as well as feedback for the Transport, Telecommunications and Energy 
Council, the Employment, Social Policy, Health and Consumer Affairs Council (EPSCO), the Economic 
and Financial Affairs Council and the Justice and Home Affairs Council depending on the subject matter 
being discussed.  

The Director (EU Affairs) regularly represents OPM in the meetings of the Inter-Ministerial Committee for 
EU Affairs and in the MEUSAC Core Group.  During 2012, the Directorate presented a total of 40 
Explanatory Memoranda outlining Malta’s position on EU Proposals, Communications and Reports in 
relation to issues for which the Office of the Prime Minister is the implementing ministry.  In addition, the 
Directorate also provided feedback in relation to numerous other Explanatory Memoranda for which OPM 
is a participating ministry. 

The Directorate also participates in the Integrated Maritime Policy Inter-Ministerial Committee and acts as 
the Contact Point for OPM on matters in relation with the Future Programming Period 2014-2020.  The 
Directorate works in consultation with the respective entities responsible for the areas of funds and the 
Integrated Maritime Policy to ensure that timely feedback is provided in respect of any requests received 
from EU institutions requesting Malta’s input and position.  

Priority Dossiers    

During 2012, the EU Affairs Directorate (OPM) was active in the coordination of the positions and 
feedback for the discussions on a number of priority areas which fall under the remit of OPM.  A number 
of priority dossiers under discussion dealt with issues in relation to the public sector and public access to 
information namely: 

• Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council amending Directive 2003/98/EC 
on re-use of public sector information; 

• Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council amending the Staff Regulations 
of Officials and the Conditions of Employment of Other Servants of the European Union; 

• Proposal for a Council Regulation adjusting the correction coefficients applicable to the remuneration and 
pensions of officials and other servants of the European Union; 

• Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council amending Regulation (EC) No 
1049/2001 regarding public access to European Parliament, Council and Commission documents. 

In line with the mandate of OPM to manage EU Funds, the EUAD (OPM) facilitates the provision of the 
necessary contributions at a European level with regard to the main issues for Malta in relation to EU 
Funds and Financial Instruments.  The coordination is done in close consultation with the entities which 
are directly responsible for the management of Funds and Financial Instruments, and which provide the 
position of Malta on the various funds.  

The Directorate supported the necessary procedures for Malta to present its position at a technical and 
political level for the Cohesion Fund, the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development and the 
European Maritime and Fisheries Fund covered by the Common Strategic Framework, the European 
Regional Development Fund, the European Social Fund, the European Globalisation Adjustment Fund 
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(EGF) and the JHA Financial Instruments including the Asylum and Migration Fund, the instrument for 
financial support for police cooperation, preventing and combating crime, and crisis management 
(ISF/Police), and the Internal Security Fund, the instrument for financial support for external borders and 
visa (ISF/Borders). 

Research and Innovation 

During 2012, the Directorate was active in the coordination of two dossiers of high importance to Malta, 
namely Research and Innovation, and Science and Technology.  In close collaboration with the Malta 
Council for Science and Technology, the Directorate supported and facilitated the commitment to uphold 
research as one of the priority sectors for Malta.  Discussions at a European level mainly focused on the 
Horizon 2020 Legislative Package, which consists of the: 

• Proposal for Horizon 2020, laying down the general objectives, rationale and EU added value, the 
financial envelope and provisions on control, monitoring and evaluation; 

• Proposal for a single specific programme to implement Horizon 2020, laying down the implementation 
modalities and the content in terms of the broad lines of activities; 

• Proposal for a single set of Rules for Participation and Dissemination, laying down the modes of funding 
and reimbursement of costs, conditions for participation, selection and award criteria and the rules on 
ownership, exploitation and dissemination of results; and 

• Proposal for the part of Horizon 2020 corresponding to the Treaty establishing the European Atomic 
Energy Community (EURATOM). 

The Horizon 2020 Legislative Package was mainly the most important issue in the field of Research and 
Innovation to be discussed at a European level during 2012.  Malta actively participated in the discussions 
within council meetings in relation to the proposed Horizon 2020 Framework Programme for Research 
and Innovation.  The EU Affairs Directorate ensured that all relevant input was consistently provided for 
Malta’s effective participation on the discussion in relation to research and innovation. 

Important interventions which Malta made during the discussions on the Proposal for a Regulation 
establishing the Horizon 2020 Framework Programme for Research and Innovation (2014-2020) were in 
relation to Malta’s opposition to the funding of research activities which involve the destruction of human 
embryos.  The Directorate ensured that Malta consistently made interventions at European level to uphold 
its position in relation to the necessary ethical approvals in research, in particular research which involves 
the use of human embryonic stem cells which should not be included in the scope of EU publicly funded 
research programmes. 

Portfolio Changes 

Following the Cabinet reshuffle in 2012 and the appointment of the Minister responsible for Lands, Small 
Business and Consumer and Competition Affairs, the EU dossiers in relation to the Malta Competition and 
Consumer Affairs Authority (MCCAA) which were being coordinated by OPM were to move to the 
Ministry for Fair Competition and Consumers. The priority dossiers which were being discussed in this 
area are the following: 

• Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the approval and market 
surveillance of two- or three-wheel vehicles and quadricycles; 

• Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on European Standardisation; 
• Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on Alternative Dispute Resolution 

for Consumer Disputes and amending Regulation (EC) 2006/2004 and Directive 2009/22/EC (Directive 
on consumer ADR); 

• Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on Online Dispute Resolution for 
Consumer Disputes (Regulation on consumer ODR); 
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• Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on medical devices, and 
amending Directive 2001/83/EC, Regulation (EC) No 178/2002 and Regulation (EC) No 
1223/2009. 

The EU Affairs Directorate (OPM) continued to coordinate these dossiers until November 2012, when the 
EU Affairs Directorate within MFCC was set up and a gradual handover of these dossiers was effected 
between OPM and MFCC.  

Staff Development  

During 2012, the EU Affairs Directorate experienced a number of staff movements.  Nonetheless, the staff 
continued with their training and development courses on various areas in relation to management, the 
public service and EU Affairs.  The staff at the Directorate was trained to make use of the necessary EU 
online tools and to use such tools in line with the Directorate’s green initiatives plan.  

A member of staff at the EU Affairs Directorate was nominated as the Alternate Freedom of Information 
Officer (FOI) for the Office of the Prime Minister. 

 

 

CLAUDINE DALMAS 
Director (EU Affairs) 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Information Management Unit (IMU) is the primary ICT business driver at the Office of the Prime 
Minister, responsible for the development and management of the Ministry’s ICT.   The function is headed 
by the Chief Information Officer, whose role is to ensure alignment of information and IT with business 
objectives and priorities as well as the integration of ICT with the overall mission and vision embedded in 
the National ICT Strategy for Government.  Subsequently, the aim of attaining this goal is to endorse a 
mechanism of best practice to enable the achievement of governance requirements and to induce 
compliance in the management of ICT processes.  All governance initiatives are backed by international 
standards and frameworks including CObIT, ITIL, ISM3, ISO and PRINCE2. 

IMU is split into two functions, namely, Core and Support Services.  Both functions adhere to a consistent 
management approach to establish a degree of accountability and responsibilities and to manage 
continuous improvement in the processes through assessing, planning and executing progress.  The 
fiduciary element strengthens oversight on ICT Services provided to deliver on time, without allowing a 
possible trace of delivering ineffectively.  The scope of adopting the aforementioned is to exercise value 
management principles and practices which enable optimal value realisation.  

In order to ensure that IT initiatives lead to the realisation of tangible, specific and value added benefits in 
terms of governance and the management and maintenance of services, IMU took the initiative of slowly 
addressing the need to communicate awareness on information management and security.  In so doing, the 
formulation and design of a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) manual is currently under way, not only 
to streamline procedures and establish the use of metrics but to maintain a high level of control in areas 
that require priority and attention.  This addresses the need to implement a consistent approach in the 
provision of services and to ensure an integrated and aligned methodology of governance streamlined with 
GMICT policies and government regulation. 

MAIN ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT DURING 2012 

Core functions carried out by the IMU include the drawing up of the Ministry ICT Plans, including 
financial budgeting with the assistance of the Operations Directorate, procurement of hardware and other 
services, management of ICT project design, the management of hardware inventories, provision of 
information services, liaising with the Malta Information Technology Agency, management of data centre 
facilities and providing ongoing support in ICT matters. 

Data Centre Redesign Project     

Following the delivery of six new rack mountable servers, the installation process commenced.  

Virtualisation of the Access Control Systems and PABX System 

The two servers hosting the Cabinet Access Control and the Castille Access Control software were 
virtualised and installed on the new servers’ setup.  The PABX server could not be virtualised and thus a 
reinstallation was required.  GO plc assisted during the system configuration. 

Information Management Unit 
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Backup Procedure – A backup solution that takes a snapshot of the hard drive was installed on two 
dedicated backup servers.  The latter will be completely invisible to users and thus will not interfere with 
the daily business.  Two backup tape autoloaders were installed. 

EU Forum Servers 

A way forward regarding the utilisation of these servers was requested to EU Secretariat.  Discussions are 
underway with the EU Secretariat to decommission these servers. 

EU Secretariat Office Automation Servers 

Following the delivery of the new servers for the data centre in March 2012, the project to replace the EU 
Secretariat server (which was running very low on disk space) commenced.  Subsequently the platform 
was installed, a virtual OA server was created and all data was migrated from the old server to the new 
one. The following were reviewed during the migration: 
• Folders’ structure 
• User rights 
• Capping of folders  
• Drives were renamed according to MITA’s naming convention 
• Mapping of home/project folders 

An Archiving folder was also created.  Users were assisted in setting up the link to the new server since 
this could not be completed automatically. 

Replacement of the Cabinet Office Server 

Given the hardware issues that were encountered with the old Cabinet server, a snapshot of the old server 
was taken and run as a virtual server on the newly procured hardware.  Every effort was made to reduce 
the downtime during the migration and users were fully supported during the migration.  A proper 
contingency plan was in place before the actual migration commenced to make sure that no data is lost. 
Process was smooth and there was no need to revert to the contingency plan.  The old server was 
eventually decommissioned. 

Relocation of the ESP Unit IT Cabinet 

The Government handed over part of the Employee Support Programme Unit offices to the Midwives 
Association (MA).  Thus, the main IT cabinet had to be relocated from the Association’s offices to the ESP 
offices.  This entailed the re-laying and re-termination of LAN points and transfer of the WAN 
connectivity. 

Relocation of the MEU Offices 

The Management Efficiency Unit moved from Blata l-Bajda to new offices in Qormi.  Consultancy 
services were provided at very early stages during the laying and termination of a new LAN within the 
new premises.  MEU was fully supported during the provisioning and setup of the networking active 
equipment and remote shelf for telephony.  A new 50MB cable connection for Magnet connectivity was 
also installed. 

Relocation of the PPCD Offices 

PPCD moved from Valletta to new premises at Santa Venera.  The new offices went through a total 
refurbishment.  Consultancy services were provided during this process.  Once the LAN design was 
completed and the tender awarded, the new LAN was laid, terminated and tested.  This office also assisted 
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PPCD in procuring and setting up a new remote shelf that is connected to the PABX at Castille.  The 
existing Fibre WAN connection was shifted from the ground floor to the main switching cabinet in the first 
floor.  User support was also provided during the shifting from Valletta to Santa Venera.  The access 
control system was extended to these premises.  This entailed the installation of access control readers and 
controller together with the configuration of the access control server and network configuration. 
 
New Green Travel Offices 

The new office has been set up at Bugeja Institute Santa Venera, mainly to service PPCD.  This office 
liaised with IMU MJDF in order to set up the services required.  An IP Phone that is connected to Castille 
PAPX was installed.  Thus, the internal call facility was extended to these offices.  A leased PC was 
provided and connected to Magnet. 

Relocation of the Information Management Unit Offices 

The ex PPCD premises (12 St Paul’s Street) were transferred to the Ombudsman’s office.   The WAN 
fibre connection in these offices was terminated.  Given that number 13, St Paul’s Street was directly 
connected to number 12 St Paul’s street, a new 50Mbps connection was installed at number 13 St Paul’s 
Street.   Telephony services are being provided via a structured cable from number 12 to number 13.  GO 
plc provided this office with a quote to re-terminate this cable and thus remove it from the Ombudsman 
office but works have not yet been effected pending conclusion of discussions with the Office of the 
Ombudsman. 

Assistance was also provided during the actual move and general setting up of these offices.  This was 
done in liaison with Operations Directorate staff. 

Casa Scaglia LAN Infrastructural Works 

An invitation to tender for the turnkey solution for the finishing works at Casa Scaglia was issued in the 
third quarter of 2012, in view of the planned relocation of MTCE offices from Auberge d’Italie to Casa 
Scaglia. 

Since the OPM IMU also had oversight of the MTCE, the Unit was involved in a number of meetings and 
on-site visits with MTCE personnel and also drafted the terms of reference for the LAN infrastructural 
works.  The IMU was also present in the clarification on-site visit held to interested bidders and at a later 
stage was involved in a clarification meeting with the supplier being awarded the tender. 

AFM Data Centre 

This office was involved in the preliminary studies for the setup of a new data centre at AFM Luqa 
Barracks.  Consultation and financial assistance were provided.  The setup of the EUROSUR hardware 
setup was also taken into consideration.  A capital project (2013) has been submitted for the setup of this 
data centre. 

MCST/NISC 

MSCT was presented with a report listing the pros and cons of joining MITA.  Following this report, 
discussions with MITA and the IMU kicked off and funds were sought to join MCST to Magnet.  The 
Magnet connection was extended to MCST offices from Heritage Malta and active equipment was 
replaced in order to meet MTA standards.  All workstations were upgraded to Windows 7 Enterprise 
edition which eventually will also allow data drive encryption through the BitLocker integral security 
feature. 
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NISC (National Interactive Science Centre) will not be connected to Magnet and will have a separate 
network.  Consultancy regarding the LAN setup for this project was given.  This included various site 
visits and meetings with the engineers. 

GPP/EO CCTV 

The Palace strong room was moved from Valletta Palace to the Government Printing Press.  As a 
consequence, Electoral Office requested the installation of CCTV at GPP that could be viewed from Evans 
Building.  Following a security and technical assessment, the CCTV system was installed and connected to 
Magnet.  The network was configured accordingly.  Installation was completed within the expected 
timeframes. 

188 Budget Call Centre 

As done in previous years, the 188 Budget call centre was setup at Castille.  This entailed the temporary 
lease of five desktops and setting up of telephony and TV facilities. 

Strategic Policy Secretariat 

Following the refurbishment of the second floor offices, SPS requested assistance in setting up a new 
boardroom.   Third party WIFI connection was installed in the boardroom and technical advice was given 
on the purchase of an interactive whiteboard and/or overhead projector. 

Recruitment Portal 

Towards the end of 2011, this website had been defaced following an SQL injection attack.  In 2012, the 
site was disabled and a copy of the database was sent to the website contractor so that all vulnerabilities in 
the site would be addressed. URL: http://www.recruitment.gov.mt 

Integration of GOV.MT and DOI.GOV.MT 

Requirements analysis, meetings took place with different stakeholders, including the supplier in question 
and MITA, in order to completely revamp the government portal, and integrate the Department of 
Information’s website using Microsoft SharePoint Portal 2010.  URL: http://www.gov.mt 

Online Surveys for the Strategic Policy Secretariat 

The Unit liaised with MITA to create and upload two surveys – Lessons Learnt Libya Survey and a 
Scholarship Survey on the mygov.mt platform.  A link to these surveys was distributed by e-mail and 
results were collated on a comma-separated value (csv) file. 

EFORMS 

Forms within OPM had to be digitised and transferred to MITA’s eForms Platform.  A total of 19 eForms 
were digitised.  The departments in question included the Electoral Commission, the Department of 
Information and PPCD. 

MTCE eForms 

In the second quarter of 2012, MITA requested the IMU to provide them with an updated inventory of all 
administrative forms within its Ministry.  In this exercise, the following areas were assessed and amended 
as appropriate: 
• the quality of the scanned application form 
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• naming convention of the forms – given that all government forms will be consolidated in the eForms 
platform, generic names such as ‘registration form’ had to be avoided.  To address this, all form names had 
to follow a simple naming convention: name of service or activity followed by the type of service; 

• language versions availability; 
• description of the form; 
• validity of the form. 

Setup of the Palace Regeneration Unit at the Palace in Valletta 

The Grandmaster’s Palace Regeneration Unit was set up in the second quarter of 2012.  Setup consisted of: 
• LAN and telephony works carried out by a third party supplier 
• testing of LAN in accordance with MITA’s standards 
• leasing of laptops 
• procurement of printers 
• set up of IP phones (linked to Auberge d’Italie’s PABX) in liaison with MITA and GO.   

All administrative forms verified by the IMU are being assessed by MITA so that they will be eventually 
developed as an online form (eForm) on the eForm Government platform.  As an interim solution, all 
application forms are being made available to the general public as a downloadable pdf version on the new 
Gov Portal. 

Sir Anthony Mamo Project 

His Excellency Dr George Abela requested an online digital archive to host a number of memorabilia 
pertaining to Sir Anthony Mamo so that these will be accessible online by the general public.  The online 
archive is available as part of the President’s website.   
URL: http://president.gov.mt/sir_anthony_mamo_digital_archive?l=1 

Investing in your Future Website – Terms of Reference 

In the second quarter of 2012, PPCD required an innovative and interactive website in addition to their 
corporate existing one, to provide information on projects completed or currently under implementation 
and which are co-financed by the ERDF/ESF/Cohesion Funds. URL: https://investinginyourfuture.gov.mt 

AFM Website 

During the third quarter of 2012, the Chief Information Officer worked in liaison with AFM, MITA and 
the website contractor.  Today the website is linked to OPM central modules (news, events and photo 
gallery).  

CIIP (Critical Information Infrastructure Protection) Subsite 

The Critical Information Infrastructure Protection Unit was set up within the Cabinet Office in 2011, 
following an EU initiative to set out a plan that strengthens the security of critical information 
infrastructure.   A subsite within OPM’s Central framework was developed and training on how to manage 
the CMS was provided by the IMU.  A logo for this Unit was also developed by the website contractor as 
part of the subsite.  http://www.ciipmalta.gov.mt 

FPD (Funds and Programme Division) Subsite 

The Funds and Programme Division, which previously shared the PPCD website, requested the need to 
have a separate presence online and thus a subsite within OPM’s Central framework was developed. 
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PAHRO Website 

A new site for PAHRO was developed by the website contractor to replace the existing www.mpo.gov.mt 
website, which was developed with MS Frontpage.  The website was linked to OPM Central and will use 
the following modules – News & Events, Photo Gallery and Survey Module.  http://www.fpd.gov.mt 

5 + 5 Dialogue, Malta Summit 2012 

The IMU assisted in the consultation process and the setting up of the 5+5 Conference Committee Centre 
at Sa Maison, the Verdala Palace Summit Venue, and the Delegates/Media Holding and Corinthia Media 
Centre.  The tasks consisted in the laying and termination of a temporary Local Area Network complete 
with active equipment installation in the delegates’ area, provision of a third party Wide Area connection 
and the setting up of a Call Centre at the Committee Centre.  The IMU personnel also administered the 
5+5 Dialogue Facebook Page with regular updates during the Dialogue meetings held in Malta. 

Board of Survey 2012 

A board of survey was set up in September 2012 to write off any IT equipment judged as beyond 
economical repair within all OPM departments.  Following a diagnostic review of the hardware and data 
wiping of hard drives, a temporary licence from WasteServ was obtained so that faulty hardware could be 
disposed of accordingly.  A final report with recommendations to the Operations Directorate was drafted 
and hardware is expected to be disposed of in the first quarter of 2013. 

Preparation of the Ministry OPEX/CAPEX submission 

The Unit requested OPM departments, directorates and entities to provide the IT requirements for 2013.  
After collating the data and evaluating the progress of projects and other commitments set for 2012, the 
2013 OPEX/CAPEX submission was forwarded to MITA’s Budget Office.  This submission was followed 
by several clarification meetings with MITA.  The budget provided for 2013 has been allocated (on a 
prorata basis) to a prioritised list of projects. 

Invitation to Tender – ESF 4.98 Training Courses 

Tenders were opened for ICT Training and Certification in Office Productivity and Multimedia and Open 
Source Training.   IMU was involvemed in the adjudication board committee to evaluate tender proposals 
for both courses as part of the ESF4.98 Programme. 

Selection Boards 

The IMU participated in various selection boards processes, namely those for ICT Support Officers at the 
OPM and MRRA, SFD Systems Administrator at PPCD and Manager Electronic Media at DOI. 

Access Control Management 

The Unit was involved in administering and maintaining users on the Auberge de Castille’s Access 
Control system, issuing access control cards and managing Time and Attendance reports. 

IT Training Programme ESF 4.98 

The IMU staff participated actively in a number for ESF 4.98 courses achieving a high pass rate.  
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Other Ongoing Operational Tasks 
 
• Electronic request for service (ERFS): vetting, approving or rejecting the Ministry’s electronic requests for 

service raised through the MITA ERFS portal by various loggers around OPM.  Some of the services 
provided through this system are:  

− Creation/deletion of e-mail/internet/corporate accounts 
− Creation/deletion of shared folders  
− Provide/revoke access to shared folders 
− Creation of SFD accounts 
− Creation/deletion of generic e-mail accounts 
− Provision of fast remote connections 
− Exemptions Management System (EMS): vetting, approving or rejecting exemptions relating to services 

provided by MITA which require an enhancement or a modification not covered by the standard.  
Exemptions included: Software Installation of Skype Services; Extensions of Mailbox Quotas exceeding 
thresholds set by GMICT Policy; Increasing the threshold limit for e-mail attachments; Increasing quota of 
recipients; Port openings and/or Unlocking 

• Service Management System (SMS): monitoring of services being delivered to various government 
departments in line with APO 09 – Managing Service Agreements, CObIT 5.0 and ITIL Service Support 
practices.  Services currently active are identified through calls triggered by users including the progress of 
implementation and management of service requests and incidents as inscribed in DSS 02 by managing 
IT-related services for use and to monitor the resolution of incidents at agreed-on service levels. 

• OA Servers’ Cleanup: The consolidated environment provides a shared working space for the Ministry.  
Cleanup exercises of the shared drives are completed regularly to make sure that no irrelevant data is kept 
on these shares and also reduce operational costs.  Regular cleanups are also completed on the other OA 
servers hosted at the Castille Data Centre.  

• VIP User Support: supporting VIPs with IT related issues. 
• Scheduling Data Centre Downtime: Scheduling Data Centre shutdown and supporting MITA and third 

party suppliers when maintenance at the data centre is required. 
• Network Support: supporting MITA during network downtime which occurred mainly due to faulty active 

equipment, damaged infrastructure or wrongly configured networking hardware.  In another exercise, all 
network hubs were removed and replaced with network switches. 

• Procurement of Multifunction copiers: Provided technical assistance to various sections during the 
procurement/leasing of Multifunction Printer/Copiers.  

• MITA Change management approvals: Approving MITA’s change requests after informing all 
stakeholders. 

 

 

MASSIMO VELLA 
Chief Information Officer 
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The role of the Support Services Division is that of providing support and advice to the Office of the 
Principal Permanent Secretary and Permanent Secretaries at the Office of the Prime Minister.  
Furthermore, it also has a number of objectives that are necessary for the administration of the 
departments, directorates, units and entities within the Ministry.   

The main responsibilities included: 

− actively participating and taking the key role in the drafting of the Ministry’s Annual financial estimates, 
entailing consultations with Heads in view of presenting a consolidated financial request to the MFEI; 

− taking an active role in the Ministry’s Human Resources Capacity Building after discussing and 
consulting with the departments, directorates, units and entities and meeting with representatives from 
PAHRO and MFEI; 

− holding meetings on a regular basis with Heads to discuss issues related to financial, human resources or 
of an operational nature; 

− providing advice and direction to Heads in the preparation of operational plans to support the Ministry 
in effectively carrying out the policy directives; 

− providing support and advice to the directorates and units directly under the Support Services Division, 
namely the Operations Directorate, Government Printing Press, Department of Information, Information 
Management Unit, and the Environmental Affairs Unit; 

− through delegated authority, considered and, where necessary, approved requests, to departments, 
directorates, units and entities as required in the Public Procurement Regulations 2010, the PSMC and 
MFEI circulars; 

− chairing the Departmental Contracts Committee; 
− taking an active role in the issue and finalising of the process related to the calls for applications for 

Assistant Director posts within the Ministry; and 
− supporting the holding of the Employee Support Programme Information Seminars for senior officers 

within the Ministry. 

ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS UNIT 

Introduction 

This Unit within OPM was set up in 2011 to sustain the introduction and implementation of green 
initiatives and corporate environmental responsibility into the Public Administration.  It is assisted by a 
number of Green Leaders who are appointed by each ministry and who are coordinated from the OPM.  
Green Leaders themselves are assisted by Green Focal Points strategically situated in various areas 
covered by line ministries.   

Functions 

The functions of this Office are to ascertain that Government Environmental Policy is being effectively 
implemented in all areas of the Public Administration, in order to: 

− ensure the implementation and management of the Public Administration’s environmental initiatives; 
− provide all the necessary support with regard to initiatives dealing with the administration’s 

environmental issues; and 

 Support Services Division 
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− liaise between the Principal Permanent Secretary and the relevant ministries, departments and entities in 
order to achieve this. 

Training 

Sessions were organised in Green Public Procurement for Green Leaders, Directors of Financial 
Management, Directors of Operations and Directors for Corporate Services and local councils.  A special 
session was given in Gozo to senior management.  Training of staff in Green Initiatives was carried out in 
collaboration with CDRT.  Newly-appointed clerks attended this session.  Two courses were discussed and 
planned for 2013.  These were aimed at both senior and line staff of the Public Administration and will be 
dealing with Corporate Environmental Responsibility and Green Initiatives.  Professional development 
included attendance at several senior management courses and/or workshops and in ISO 14001 internal 
auditing.  Internal environmental advice and consultancy was provided to departments and sections when 
requested throughout the year.    

Green Network 

The system of Green Leaders was developed into the Green Network.  Efforts were made to ensure that 
new Green Leaders were appointed in those ministries which were newly set up or where the Green 
Leader moved on.    

Efforts were made at strengthening the Green Network through the appointment of Green Focal Points in 
departments, sections and entities within ministries that had not yet set up an appropriate structure.  Five 
regular meetings of Green Leaders were held to check on progress and implement green initiatives. 

Green Initiatives 

Energy-saving plug-in switches and box-socket timers were purchased and distributed to the various 
ministries.  A set of green stickers were re-printed and distributed to the Green Leaders.  These stickers 
deal with water conservation, diligent use of water and electricity and include instructions on the minimal 
use of air-conditioning systems.  

During the year under review, data began to be collected for a proposed ‘Green Directive’ and/or ‘Green 
Circulars’.  It is felt that standard operating procedures for waste management, efficient use of water and 
energy and other green aspects could one day form the basis of such a directive that would help guide 
public administration staff as to the best way forward. 

Corporate Environment Responsibility (CER) 

The year saw the gradual introduction of the concept of CER.  This modern management function 
examines both the environmental impact of normal office procedures but also the greater environmental 
impact of policy in general. 

Corporate Waste Management System 

A joint effort was carried out with MRRA and WasteServ to organise waste separation and collection from 
the Floriana Area.  Further to this used batteries are to have centrally located areas in each ministry for 
onward collection by WasteServ. 

 

ALEXANDER MAGRO 
Director General (Support Services)                          
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INTRODUCTION  

In 2012, the Operations Directorate took over the roles previously carried out by the Corporate Services 
Directorate.  The main objective of the Operations Directorate is to provide continuous support to 
secretariats, departments, divisions and authorities under the portfolio of the Office of the Prime Minister. 
Although 2012 brought about appointments of new ministers and re-allocation of ministerial portfolios, 
this Directorate retained its responsibility to support new ministries.  Hence, the Operations Directorate 
was in continuous contact during the handing-over of areas which now are under the responsibility of:  
− the Ministry for Fair Competition, Small Business and Consumers;  
− the Ministry for Justice, Dialogue and the Family; and  
− the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and the Environment. 

The services provided by the Operations Directorate are in the fields of finance, office management, 
human resources and tendering procedures.  Four branches are responsible to provide an efficient and 
effective service. 

FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION  

During 2012, the Finance and Administration Branch continued to provide financial and administrative 
services to various OPM departments and directorates, as well as processed payments relating to events 
organised by OPM, for instance the 5+5 Summit Malta and Notte Bianca 2012.  It also worked closely 
with the Information Management Unit when handling the financing element of enhancing the Ministry’s 
IT projects. 

The Branch was responsible for the administration of funds provided under the Revenue, Recurrent and 
Capital Votes of the Office of the Prime Minister.  It did not only procure office stationery, materials and 
services required by OPM, but also managed allocated funds on a daily basis.  The number of transactions 
which were raised through the Departmental Accounting System for the supply of goods and services in 
2012 amounted to 16,116 – an increase of 1,831 transactions, equivalent to an approximate 12% increase 
over the previous year’s transactions which totalled 14,285.   

Monthly revised estimates and coordination of funds allocated under the 11 Cost Centres of Vote 5 were 
also carried out throughout 2012.  Another important element of 2012 duties carried out by this Branch 
was the drafting of the Ministry’s Financial Plan for 2013 which subsequently led to the 2013 Annual 
Budgetary Estimates.   

Another essential task carried out by this Branch related to overseas travel by government officials.  
During 2012, the number of advances issued totalled 429. 

The Finance and Administration Branch also drafted replies to 30 parliamentary questions during 2012. 

Other duties carried out by the Branch in 2012 entailed the following: 
• submitting to the Treasury Department, Accrual Accounting Reports on a quarterly basis; 
• raising of claims for reimbursement of EU-funded projects; 

Operations Directorate 
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• raising of requests for reimbursement of salaries of officials whose emoluments are eligible for refund 
from Technical Assistance; 

• raising of requests for refund of travel of council and commission meetings; 
• raising of structural funds purchase orders on DAS; 
• raising of financial returns as requested by the Ministry of Finance, the Economy and Investment and 

the Treasury Department; 
• submitting a list of suppliers to the VAT Department who failed to furnish a fiscal receipt in respect of 

payment made; 
• recording newly-acquired moveable and immovable assets and informing departments to update the 

respective asset inventory records. 

HR BRANCH 

Throughout the period under review, the Human Resources Branch continued to provide the various OPM 
offices, and their respective employees, with a wide range of HR services, which included, amongst other 
responsibilities, the drafting of employment contracts, the day-to-day administration of the OPM payroll 
and the provision of advice with regard to employment conditions. 

In addition, based on the submissions of the various departments, divisions, directorates and entities within 
OPM, the HR Branch consolidated a capacity building exercise for the entire Ministry and subsequently it 
also provided assistance with regard to the issue of 16 calls for applications.  Following the issue of the 
Public Service Commission (Amendment) Regulations, 2012 and the Delegation of Issue of Calls for 
Applications in the Public Service, the HR Branch also assumed responsibility for drafting and finalising 
calls for applications to be issued under delegated authority. 

The HR Branch also contributed towards the preparation of the OPM annual budgetary estimates, 
specifically where personal emoluments are concerned and it also collaborated closely with the Finance 
and Administration Branch, and the Office of EU Funds in order to raise claims for the reimbursement of 
co-financed salaries. 

Other duties carried out by the HR Branch included: 
• providing advice and maintaining records regarding family-friendly measures; 
• maintaining and monitoring leave and attendance records; 
• maintaining records related to the Performance Management Programme; 
• updating the ministry’s staff list; 
• processing of promotion/progression of staff at ministry level; 
• administrating the OPM payroll at line ministry level. 

OFFICE MANAGEMENT 

Maintenance of buildings within OPM, transport and assisting in activities held by the Prime Minister at 
the Auberge de Castille were the main responsibilities carried out by the OM Branch.   

Maintenance/Service Agreements 

Maintenance and upkeep by OPM industrial personnel, especially at the Auberge de Castille, was provided 
throughout 2012.  The new PPCD premises at Sta Venera were also being maintained by OPM staff.  
Service agreements were kept renewed as required.  Extension of services without additional costs for 
most agreements were finalised.  During 2012, various meetings were held regarding a new A/C system at 
the OPM Conference Room and a tender was issued by MRRA and subsequently awarded.  A new CCTV 
system for Castille is expected to be issued imminently, while discussions are currently being held with 
MRRA as regards a new A/C system for 3 Castille Place.  
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Transport 

Almost 60 vehicles fall under the responsibility of this section.  Continuous support for servicing, repairs, 
etc, was given throughout the whole year.  Vehicles that are assigned with the Green Travel were given 
priority, thus helping in the introduction and enhancement of this measure aimed at helping to reduce the 
carbon footprint while also increasing efficiency.  Fuel requisition according to established limits and 
regulations were also issued throughout the year.  The Branch also assisted in the smooth transition of 
documents, and updating of the Government Fleet System, while consultation meetings with the Attorney 
General’s office were held as required. 

Other Activities 

Assistance was provided during official activities held at Castille, such as press conferences, dinners, state 
visits and various other events, including the traditional Notte Bianca 2012.  Reception services were also 
satisfactorily provided with no incidents reported throughout the year.  The OM Branch provided support 
in the issue of tenders and obtained quotes for the procurement of various items.  Procurement based on 
environmental protection was continuously supported.  The Branch also provided assistance during the 
5+5 Summit.  The Branch assisted in the relocations of various departments and units within OPM, 
particularly in the relocation of the PPCD offices from Valletta to Sta Venera.  Significant assistance 
during the refurbishment of the new premises was provided by the maintenance team of the Branch that 
contributed to the completion of the project on time.  The annual Board of Survey was carried out, and 
after  various meetings the Branch facilitated the recommended disposal of various items by OPM 
departments. 

OPERATIONS 

Set up during 2011, the Operations Branch is mainly responsible for tendering procedures, the 
coordination of the process of drafting of parliamentary questions and the administration of the OPM 
Registry.  Other work carried out by the Branch includes matters relating to Occupational Health and 
Safety and Freedom of Information. 

During 2012, eight departmental tenders and seven calls for quotations were issued by the Branch.  The 
calls included the drafting of the tenders and call for quotations documents, the issuing of the tenders and 
quotations and adjudication of subsequent bids.   

During the year, the Departmental Contracts Committee held 47 sittings, during which a number of issues 
were considered such as approval of clarification to tenderers, cancellation of tenders and fresh tenders.  
The DCC evaluated reports and recommendations for 51 tenders submitted by 13 different Contracting 
Authorities. 

The Registry section continued to provide service to the secretariats and departments at OPM.  During the 
year, the Registry handled the following: 

Letters registered on DOCREG system 4,772 
New OPM Confidential files 7 
New OPM files 1,698 
New PAHRO files                    395 
New Personal files                 1,990 
New Parliamentary Questions files                    387 
Distribution of OPM/PAHRO Circulars    287 

Parliamentary questions which are of an urgent nature are given priority, and replies are drafted prior to 
their specific deadline.  During 2012, the PQ Unit dealt with 387 PQs addressed to the Prime Minister, 72 
of which were directly related to the Operations Directorate.  In most cases, replies to PQs were submitted 
on time. 
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An Occupational Health and Safety assessment of the premises housing the Directorate was carried out 
during the year.  Where necessary, minor adjustments were carried out so as to ensure proper adherence to 
regulations, and a safer environment for staff.  Monitoring is carried out on a continuous basis to ensure 
that safety standards are maintained. 

 

 

ALEXANDER MAGRO 
Director General (Support Services)
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During 2012, the Government Press continued to provide an efficient printing service to ministries, 
government departments and other agencies.  All demands were met even though there were various 
instances where the Press was given very short lead times. 

PRINTING OF GOVERNMENT GAZETTE AND SUPPLEMENTS 
 

 Issues Pages 
Government Gazette 162 14,460 
Legal Notices 492 5,008 
Bills 25 740 
Acts 26 766 
KLBL Bye Laws 7 38 

All Supplements are published together with the Government Gazette which is our main publication.  
Apart from the twice weekly (Tuesdays & Fridays) publications, other extraordinary editions of the 
Gazette are printed according to exigencies.   

OTHER JOBS  

Other jobs undertaken during the year included: 
• Electoral Registers for General, Local Council and European Parliament Elections (April & October 

2012); 
• Ballot papers and other related material for Local Council Elections held in March; 
• Annual Reports of various departments including Parliamentary Standing Committee, Ombudsman, 

House of Representative, Auditor General, etc; 
• NSO Statistical Publications and questionnaires; 
• Education Department books for primary and secondary schools; 
• Budget publications (Financial Estimates, Budget Speech, Economic Survey); 
• Pre-Budget Document;  
• All printing in connection with Notte Bianca and L-Istrina 2012. 

LOCAL COUNCIL ELECTIONS 

The Local Council Elections were held during March.  The Government Press undertook all the printing 
requirements connected with these elections.  The preparations start early with the printing of all the 
stationery requested by Electoral Office and Counting Hall, followed by the printing, counting and sealing 
of the Ballot Papers.  Voluminous extraordinary Government Gazettes were published re the Voting 
Document accounts.  The Results were published in an extraordinary edition of the Government Gazette. 

BUDGET 2012 

The usual publications in connection with the presentation of the Budget, i.e. the Financial Estimates, 
Economic Survey, Budget Speech and Diskors tal-Budget were delivered on time with very tight schedule.  
The Pre-Budget Document was printed in August. 

Government Printing Press 
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ADMINISTRATION 

• Three internal calls for promotions were issued and concluded during 2012, to fill the post of Chief Printer, 
Assistant Chief Printer and Principal Security Officer. 

• Ongoing stock-taking exercises of existing paper in store to avoid unnecessary expenditure on idle and 
slow moving stock.  

• General maintenance of the premises, including substation, water pumps, generator and re-sealing of metal 
roof. 

• During 2012, the Press successfully continued to reduce arrears of revenue due to the GPP by other 
government departments and entities. 

ADDITIONAL MACHINERY 

A numbering, perforating and scoring machine was installed in the Letterpress Section, an investment of 
€24,000.  Training of staff was carried out at the Press. 

ENVIRONMENT 

• The ongoing promotion of the use of Recycled/Ecological Paper to government departments and 
ministries.  Since January 2009, the Government Gazette and Supplements are being printed on recycled 
paper.  

• Paper and plastic waste is being separated at the Press and sent for recycling.  
• Used aluminium printing plates are being sold by tender to be recycled.  

HEALTH AND SAFETY 

• Complete maintenance of the fire-fighting equipment was carried out during 2012. 
• Continue to increase the number of battery operated palletizers to minimise the risk of back injuries. 
• All staff in the shop floor are kitted equipped with safety shoes. 
• In-house clinic at the premises is regularly maintained and kept fully functional to treat minor incidents. 

TENDERS AWARDED IN 2012 
 

Registration No.  Description Advert No. Supplier 

GPP259/11 Supply of Imagesetter Films and Developer 9/11 Sado Co Ltd 
GPP260/11/B Supply of Positive Offset Plates and Developer 1/12 Arrowswift Contacts Ltd 
GPP265/12 Supply of Recycled Paper 80gsm 2/12 Fortuna Enterprises Ltd 
GPP270/12 Numbering, Perforating and Scoring Machine 4/12 Papyrus Trading Ltd 

PRODUCTION REPORT BY CATEGORY 
 

Category 
No. of Jobs 
Delivered Total (€) 

Letterheads 46 11,819 
Complimentary Cards 32 2,577 
Visiting Cards 212 15,506 
File Cover/Jackets 114 26,621 
Forms 589 155,195 
Credentials 29 637.20 
Envelopes 57 9,594 
Invitations 126 6,977 
Books/booklets 170 149,552 
Multiple Sets 75 56,678 
Magazines 4 27,543 
Leaflets/Brochures 35 13,950 
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Government Gazette 162 778,107 
Act 26 46,690 
Legal Notices 492 263,383 
Bill 25 17,652 
KLBL Bye Laws 7 1,263 
Publications Extra 36 1,435 
Stock Items 90 11,050 
Miscellaneous  85 13,721 
Outwork 4 1,264 
Blank Paper 56 544.10 

Jobs listed above were ordered by 225 different departments, schools and other entities. 

 

 

CARMELO SAMMUT 
Director (Government Printing Press) 
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MEDIA RELATIONS      

During 2012, a total of 2,824 Press Releases were issued on behalf of the various ministries and 
departments of the Government.  All of these were uploaded on the same day onto the Department’s 
website.  In addition, 272 Press Notices were also issued to the media.  

A total of 707 Press Cards were issued to local and foreign media. 

During 2012, the Department’s Communication Centre was responsible for the organisation and 
coordination of coverages made by local media organisations’ representatives assigned to cover the 
Maltese authorities’ participation in overseas events, namely: 

• the Prime Minister’s participation in six European Council meetings in Brussels 
• two visits by the Prime Minister to London 
• one visit by the Prime Minister to Brussels and Dublin 
• one visit by the Prime Minister to Libya 
• the President’s State Visit to Italy, Lithuania and Estonia 
• a Ministerial visit to Libya. 

This included the assignment of a DOI photographer to cover the individual events and the distribution of 
related video footage of each individual event to local TV stations and online news portals. 

Numerous foreign media organisations also touched base with the Department when sending their 
representatives to compile a report about the island or a specific issue.  Foreign media organisations aided 
by this Department included France 3, ARD and Times of Earth. 

The Department was also involved in the coordination of local and foreign media and provision of 
logistical support during the following state/official visits to Malta: 
 

April Official Visit by His Royal Highness Prince Richard, Duke of Gloucester 
Official Visit by the President of the German Parliament, Prof Dr Norbert Lammert 
State Visit by His Highness Sheik Hamad Bin Khalifa Al Thani, Amir of the State of Qatar and Her 

Highness Sheikha Moza Bint Nasser 
Visit by Senator the Hon Bob Carr, Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Commonwealth of Australia 
State Visit by HE Heinz Fischer, Federal President of the Republic of Austria and Mrs Margit Fischer 

May Visit by the Hon Cleso Luiz Nunes Amorim, Minister of Defence of the Federal Republic of Brazil 
June Working visit by HE Demetris Christofias, President of the Republic of Cyprus 

State Visit by HE Filip Vujanovic, President of Montenegro and Mrs Svetlana Vujanovic 
July Visit by HE Herman Van Rompuy, President of the European Council 
Sept Visit by the Hon Giulio Terzi, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Italy 

Logistical support to the media was also provided during national events like the State Funerals of 
President Emeritus Censu Tabone and former Prime Minister Dom Mintoff; the George Cross Anniversary 
celebrations; Republic Day etc.  

Department of Information 
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ONLINE MEDIA 

As from June 2012, the Department became responsible for the management of content on the newly 
MITA-developed official gov.mt portal.  The portal is also kept updated with latest ministerial information 
by providing updated links to ministerial and departmental websites. 

The Department’s website (www.doi.gov.mt) migrated to this new portal, and as from June 2012, the 
Department’s Communications Unit started the transfer of a large amount of data available on the archived 
version of the DOI website to the new Gov.mt portal.  This process is still ongoing.   

This portal is also updated regularly with all press releases issued by the Department, events, photos of 
events; government notices, employment opportunities and tenders.  Various banners were also posted on 
the website’s home page. 

The Department’s Communications Unit has kept the DOI Facebook profile and Twitter account updated 
with information of public interest such as notices regarding food safety, blood donation, governmental 
activities, etc.  

As an active member of the Your Europe Board, Malta, the Department of Information has continued its 
endeavours in providing the necessary national information to be published on this Portal.  

The DOI continued to manage the Public Service Intranet - a repository of government-related information 
and other information of general interest.  Through its use, public officials are kept informed about various 
events, notices and news.  To ensure that public officers are aware of any new updates, a daily e-mail is 
disseminated to all public officials (who have a government e-mail address) with information of new 
uploads.  During the year, a total of 1,450 items (including circulars, scholarship notices, news items etc) 
were uploaded on to the site, while an average of more than three million monthly hits to the Intranet have 
been recorded.  

Three induction courses, in collaboration with CDRT, were organised for new recruits coming from 
different ministries and departments.  These courses were important for these recruits in order to make 
them aware of the potential that this site has for their new position with their ministry or department.   

PHOTOGRAPHY 

The Photography Section covered 2,550 events.  It also provided additional stock photography as required 
by various departments and ministries, such as, identity photos of staff within various departments, 
progress of works of various government projects and images which are regularly used for government 
publications.   

During 2012, the Photography Section covered the official overseas visits by Maltese dignitaries, visits to 
Malta by foreign dignitaries, the 5+5 Malta summit, as well as the two State Funerals. 

Two members of this section attended specialised photography courses.  The technical aspect of the 
section was enhanced by the acquisition of new equipment, including a Nikon d3s camera. 

DOI photos were often published on the pages of national  newspapers, with a good number ending up on 
the front pages.  

PHOTO LIBRARY 

The time-consuming, ongoing process of cleaning and digitising of photographic negatives in the DOI 
photo library continued.  The material treated so far includes aerial views of Malta, official/states visits, 
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historical events, photos of Maltese Prime Ministers and Ministers, photos of Maltese personalities, and 
old photos of Malta. 

During the past year, the photo library team processed and uploaded photographic images depicting 
various government activities on the Malta Government official website.  

VIDEO PRODUCTION 

On the occasion of the George Cross 70th Anniversary, the local broadcasting media made use of the DVD 
containing original footage of the event, which was produced by the section in 2011.  Video footage of the 
actual 70th anniversary celebrations was also filmed and archived. 

The Department produced a video clip about the Government Gazette which was screened at the opening 
of the 9th Meeting of the European Forum of Official Gazettes, which was held in Gozo.  Another 
production was filmed during the conference.  A copy of these productions was distributed to all 
participants who came from several European official organisations involved in official publications.  

Video footage was filmed of the two State Funerals, in March that of President Emeritus Dr Censu Tabone 
and in August that of former Prime Minister Mr Dom Mintoff. 

Other video footage was produced and edited for Notte Bianca.  This included the Maltese Flag being 
raised during the Malta Independence Ceremony in 1964.  

PUBLICATIONS 

During 2012, the Department was responsible for the compilation and publication of 161 editions of the 
Government Gazette as well as 26 Acts, 25 Bills, 492 Legal Notices and seven Bye-Laws.  

The Department of Information was also responsible for the publication of the official programmes and 
other printed material in connection with the state visits by the Federal President of the Republic of Austria 
HE Mr Heinz Fischer, His Highness Sheikh Hamad Bin Khalifa Al-Thani, Amir of the State of Qatar and 
HE Mr Filip Vujanovic, President of Montenegro, together with the publication of one Investiture (Ġieh ir-
Repubblika) programme, programmes and speeches for visits abroad by the President of Malta, reports of 
the government ministries (Rapporti Sena ta’ Ħidma 2012), and various speeches, invitation cards, and 
other material as requested by the Office of the Prime Minister. 

The Department also produced commemorative booklets and other material on the occasion of the State 
Funerals of President Emeritus Censu Tabone and ex Prime Minister of Malta Dom Mintoff. 

DOI  was involved in the publication of some of the printed material used for the 5+5 Dialogue – Malta 
Summit 2012, the publication of the catalogue for the auction in aid of the Malta Community Chest Fund 
and the publication of the official programme of the 9th Meeting of the European Forum of Official 
Gazettes organised by the DOI in Gozo. 

CUSTOMER CARE 

During 2012, the Customer Care Section answered 2,256 queries received by e-mail or through the Gov.mt 
portal feedback feature.  It has also assisted people who visited the Department personally, with queries on 
public administration.  

The section also received 538 new requests for the Direct Mailing Service. 
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MEDIA MONITORING AND ARCHIVING 

During the year, the Media Monitoring Unit continued to fine-tune its newspaper monitoring service 
whereby public officers receive a daily report of the content of articles appearing in local newspapers 
concerning public administration issues.  The aim of this exercise continues to be to alert public officers 
about articles, editorials, commentaries and letters regarding subjects falling under their remit, urging them 
to take action and correcting any deficiencies and misconceptions that the general public may have.  The 
new simpler format of the report has proved to be more user-friendly and has been well received by its 
recipients. 

In 2012, the Archiving Unit continued to update its library records and publications, which have been 
catalogued, and a basic database was created for easy reference.  The Archiving Unit also provided 
assistance to public officers from various government departments who wished to consult documents 
which were not in their possession. 

PRESS REGISTRY 

The DOI houses the Press Registry where the register of newspapers, radio and television stations is kept 
and updated in terms of the Press Act.  In 2012, there were 27 certificates requesting confirmation of 
editorships to be deposited as evidence in libel cases brought before the Courts of Law; and nine new 
registrations with the Press Registry.  

SALES OFFICE 

During 2012, the general public continued to refer to our offices to purchase copies of educational, cultural 
publications, official statistics, the Government Gazette, legal acts and notices, copies of the electoral 
register and local councils, tender documents and other government official publications amongst which 
the budget speech and the financial estimates and DVDs of documentaries produced by DOI.  The public 
also come to the Sales Office to order copies of photos taken by DOI photographers during official 
government events.  

OTHER INITIATIVES 

DOI Photography Competition   

The DOI organised a photography competition with the theme Impressions of the Maltese Islands.  The 
competition, with total prize money of €11,500, consisted of two categories: professional and amateur.  
Through this initiative, the Department acted as a spur to get Maltese photographers, professionals and 
amateurs alike, to capture the beauty of whatever is Maltese.  

Photographs were to portray images of the Maltese Islands and whatever is identifiably Maltese, including 
but not restricted to cultural and historical heritage, natural resources, folklore and tradition, food and 
drink, arts and crafts, and popular culture.  There were 91 entries in the professional category and 345 
entries in the amateur category.   

The photographs were judged by a competent panel made up of the eight DOI photographers and chaired 
by the Acting Director.  Judging of the professional category was based on technical and artistic aspects in 
the first phase.  The amateur category also included an online public vote, which amounted to 30% of the 
total vote in the first phase.  In the second phase, the winning photographs in both categories were chosen 
according to their conveyance of the theme. 
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Participation in International Fora 

Officers from the Department of Information attended eight fora organised by various EU institutions. 
These included Club of Venice, OPOCE Forum of Official Gazettes, Your Europe, Communicating 
Europe in Partnership and Linked Open Data.  The subjects under discussion in these fora were all 
intrinsically linked to the Department’s role in communications.  

Participation in Trade Fair 

The Department was yet again responsible for the administration of the Government’s Pavilion at the 
Malta International.  The year’s theme was Ix-Xogħol u t-Taħriġ.  The DOI was involved in the tendering 
procedure of the works regarding the construction of the pavilion, the supervision of the child carers and in 
the manning of the stand. 

Local Council Elections 

The Department was also responsible in the setting up and management of a Media Centre at the Naxxar 
Counting Complex during the March Local Council elections.  The Press Centre provided a user-friendly 
environment for media representatives to work in.  The Department was widely complimented on its 
prompt updates of the electoral results, which it made both on its website and on social media platforms. 

European Forum of Official Gazettes 

The DOI organised and hosted the 9th Meeting of the European Forum of Official Gazettes in Gozo in 
early September.  The Forum brings together organisations responsible for publishing the official gazettes 
of the European Union Member States and the Office for Official Publications of the European 
Communities.  EU candidate countries were also invited to attend and participate.  The Gozo meeting, 
which was hailed as extremely successful and well organised by participants all round, was chaired by the 
Department.  Twenty-eight countries participated in the forum, together with the EU institutions. 

5+5 Dialogue Meeting 

This year’s milestone of events was undoubtedly the 5+5 Dialogue meeting held in October.  The DOI’s 
role in the event was multifaceted - from the setting up and management of a specially-designated Media 
Centre, the Media Pool allocation of events (which saw that every accredited media organisation in Malta 
was individually guaranteed a placement in each and every event), to video and photographic coverage.  
Apart from the organisational run-up, the Department was deeply involved in the media logistical 
management to the main venues, which all featured specially designated photo-shoot platforms.  Close 
liaison with foreign leading media organisations, namely EBU, RAI, RAI24, Mediaset, LA7, Reuters, 
Oberon TV, TF1, France2, el Jazeera, al Arabiya, Associated Press, European Photo Agency, and others 
led to an extremely successful media-friendly environment which contributed to a comprehensive positive 
end result. 

Gender Mainstreaming 

In terms of the Equality Policy for the Public Service, the Department of Information maintained its 
practice of implementing non-discriminatory measures in all its operations.  In this respect, it was ensured 
that  all stages (vacancy advertisements, job descriptions, and selection procedures) in the processes for the 
filling of vacancies within the Department were in line with current gender mainstreaming policies.  

While always taking into account the exigencies of the service, the Department has also maintained the 
practice of facilitating requests for the uptake of family-friendly measures submitted by employees of the 
Department.  As a result, a number of employees availed themselves of paid leave for family-friendly 
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reasons.  Besides, a number of employees availed themselves of other family-friendly measures for work-
family balance, such as working on reduced hours, teleworking or having flexible working schedules. 

 

 

DIANE OSWALD 
Director (Information) 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Permanent Secretary (EU Funds) is responsible for the overall coordination of EU Funds (and other 
related bilateral funding) in Malta.  The Office coordinates Malta’s overall position with regard to policy 
issues related to EU funding, and ensures that processes and procedures are in place to manage Malta’s 
funds effectively, efficiently and in line with EU, as well as national rules and regulations.  

The Office is responsible for two main divisions which together function as the management structures for 
most of Malta’s EU and related bilateral funding.  These include Cohesion Policy resources (including 
territorial cooperation), Funds related to the Solidarity and Management of Migration Flows Programme, 
the European Fisheries Fund, and overseeing the functioning of a number of organisations managing EU 
funds in other government ministries, including the Paying Agency within MRRA and the European 
Union Programmes Unit within the former MEEF (now MEDE).  In addition, the Office provides support 
to other public and non-public organisations to promote a better understanding of the opportunities (as well 
as obligations) related to the management of EU Funds, with a view to increasing Malta’s participation in 
Programmes and Initiatives managed centrally by the European Commission.  An additional directorate 
has been set up to coordinate Malta’s position on the policy dimension of EU funding.  

The Offices falling within the remit of the Permanent Secretary (EU Funds) are the: 
− Planning and Priorities Coordination Division (PPCD); 
− Funds and Programmes Division (FPD); and  
− EU Funds - Policy Coordination Directorate. 

This Office ensures that all the three above-mentioned structures are attentive to the gender perspective, as 
and when applicable, such as in the use of gender neutral terminology or inclusive language in all its 
official documents and interventions. 

Planning and Priorities Coordination Division 

The Planning and Priorities Coordination Division’s remit is to: 
− act as Managing Authority for the Structural Funds and Cohesion Fund 2004-2006; 
− act as Managing Authority for the Community Initiative EQUAL; 
− act as Managing Authority for the Cohesion Policy Funds 2007-2013; 
− coordinate national positions on Cohesion Policy (current and future) and provide input to the national 

position on other sectors where EU funding is proposed; 
− steer the project selection process for Operational Programmes I and II (2007-2013); 
− strengthen the Department’s administrative capacity in view of the stage of implementation of the 2007-

2013 Cohesion Policy Programmes; 
− coordinate EU Affairs activities falling under the mandate of the PPCD. 

The Director General heading this Division is assisted by two Operational Heads, managing Operational 
Programme I (OP I), i.e. the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) and the Cohesion Fund (CF) 
and Operational Programme II (OP II), i.e. the European Social Fund (ESF) respectively. 

Office of the Permanent Secretary (EU Funds) 
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Funds and Programmes Division 

June 2011 saw the setting up of the Funds and Programmes Division (FPD) under the Permanent Secretary 
(EU Funds).  The Funds and Programmes Division was established with the remit to handle the 
management of EU and other Funds (with the exception of Cohesion Policy Funds) allocated to Malta and 
to provide guidance to the focal points of the EU and other Programmes that are managed by the 
Commission/other institutions.  

The FPD comprises two Directors who report to the Director General (Funds and Programmes), namely 
Director (Programmes and Projects) and Director (Funds).  The Director (Programmes and Projects) 
previously reporting to DG PPCD has in the main retained the same responsibilities and is now also 
responsible for coordinating the focal points of the various EU and other Funds and Programmes. The 
Director (Funds) is a newly established post mainly taking over responsibilities which previously resided 
within other ministries. 

The main functions of the Funds and Programmes Division are the: 
− National Coordination Authority for INTERREG 2004-06 (MEDOCC, ARCHIMED, INTERACT, IIIC); 
− National Coordination Authority for the Territorial Cooperation 2007 – 13 (IT-MT, MED, IVC, ENPI, 

INTERACT II); 
− National Focal Point for the EEA and the Norwegian Financial Mechanisms; 
− National Coordination Unit for the Swiss-Maltese Cooperation Programme; 
− National Contact Point for EU Globalisation Adjustment Fund; 
− National Contact Point for NER300; 
− National Contact Point for EU Twinning and TAIEX; 
− Coordination of the EU centralised Funds and Programmes within the government structure; 
− Responsible Authority for the four Funds under the General Programme Solidarity and Management of 

Migration Flows, namely the European Refugee Fund, the European Return Fund and the European 
Borders Fund which previously resided at MJHA, and the European Integration Fund for Third Country 
Nationals previously under the responsibility of the then MEEF (today MEDE);  

− National Authority for the EU education programmes, mainly the Lifelong Learning and the Youth in 
Action Programme;  

− Managing Authority for the European Fisheries Fund; and 
− Competent Authority for the EAGF and EAFRD (Rural and Agricultural Funds). 

EU Funds – Policy Coordination Directorate 

The Directorate for EU Funds – Policy Coordination is a new office falling within the remit of the 
Permanent Secretary (EU Funds) – Office of the Prime Minister.  The Office was set up in November 
2011 in response to the need to monitor EU developments and provide relevant policy direction in the 
following areas:  
− EU funding and Cohesion Policy and programmes,  
− ‘other’ EU sectoral policies where EU Funding has a direct role to play, and  
− programming of the 2014-2020 Programmes in terms of  approaches and/or strategies.  

The Office was also set up with a view to ensuring increased consistency in the Malta Positions taken in 
EU fora or related meetings in the area of EU Funds. 

The Directorate for EU Funds – Policy Coordination is responsible for policy work relating to EU Funding 
Policy (to cover the current programming but also future programming periods), Territorial Cohesion (as 
emanating from the Treaty of Lisbon), as well as the implementation of the Territorial Agenda (the revised 
Territorial Agenda 2020 was approved at ministerial level in May 2011).  The Directorate also carries out 
work relating to the regulatory and administrative activities, to include legislative proposals, discussed in 
the Structural Measures Working Party and other Council Working Groups relevant to EU Funding.  The 
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Directorate is also supporting the programming process of the new Cohesion Policy programmes and other 
EU Funding programmes as necessary. 

The work of the Directorate is coordinated by the Director who is supported by a team of five officers: a 
senior manager, who is responsible for the general management of the office, a projects manager, who is 
assigned specific tasks/projects, two EU fund officers supporting the management, and one clerk for 
administrative support.  

The main functions of the EU Funds – Policy Coordination Directorate are as follows: 
− Compilation of Malta’s Positions with respect to the ongoing negotiations in the Council of the European 

Union of the 2014-2020 proposed regulations relating to the EU Funds made available for Fisheries 
(European Maritime and Fisheries Fund), Migration (EU Support for Cooperation in Migration, Asylum 
and Borders) and the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF); 

− Compilation of Malta’s Positions with respect to the ongoing negotiations in the Council of the European 
Union of the 2014-2020 Cohesion Policy Legislative Package to cover the General Provisions, the 
Cohesion Fund, the European Regional & Development Fund, the European Social Fund, the European 
Territorial Cooperation, and the European Grouping of Territorial Cooperation; 

− Providing input in the drafting of the Malta Position relating to other EU Funding programmes (more 
generally), as well as providing input in the drafting of the Malta Position relating to other EU policy areas 
where EU Funding is an important component such as the Multi-Annual Financial Framework 2014-2020; 

− Assisting the Permanent Secretary (EU Funds) in coordinating the programming process of the 2014-2020 
Cohesion Policy Programming, as well as other EU Funds as necessary, with a view to submitting the 
required programming documents to the European Commission; 

− Supporting the Managing Authority for the Cohesion Fund 2004-2006; 
− Acting as National Contact Point for the ESPON 2013-2020 Programme.  

OVERVIEW OF ACTIVITIES 

Planning and Priorities Coordination Division 

Structural Funds and Cohesion Fund 2004-06 

During the year under review, the Managing Authority undertook the necessary process to close the 
Environment Project following the disbursement of payments by the final eligibility date of 31 December 
2011.  As part of the formal closure procedures and final claim, the final SOE was processed for a total of 
€2,989,446.10.  The final Monitoring Committee meeting was held in May and the Final Report for the 
Environment Project was compiled and submitted to the European Commission in July.  In 2013, the 
Audit Authority will be responsible for the preparation of the final audit and the final winding down 
declaration.  

EU Cohesion Policy 2007-13 

In 2012, the main activities in this area were still project selection and the signing of Grant Agreements, 
the simplification and strengthening of the implementation system (including implementing procedures for 
projects and aid schemes, updating of the Manual of Procedures and the continued development of the 
electronic database system), management verification checks (documentary and on-the-spot), the 
monitoring of ongoing projects, and the supervision of the management of aid schemes, organising and 
steering Monitoring Committee meetings, capacity building, and the launch and evaluation of thematic 
evaluations of both Operational Programmes.  In 2012, most projects were still in implementation phase 
with a number of projects implementing all activities and closing in 2012. 
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Operational Programme I 
In terms of Operational Programme I (OP I), the Managing Authority continued with the evaluation of 
submissions received following calls for proposals during the year.  In 2012, four new calls were issued – 
three under ERDF and one under the Cohesion Fund, as outlined in the table below: 
 

 Call Priority Axis Indicative Call Budget Proposals 
submitted

ERDF Call 14 PA 4 - Climate Change and Resource Efficiency €40,000,000 19 
ERDF Call 15 PA 1 – RTDi and RTDi Related infrastructure €12,000,000 7 

ERDF Call 16 PA 6 - Education, Social and Health-related 
Infrastructure €12,000,000 14 

CF Non-Major Call 4 PA 5- Safeguarding the Environment Not applicable 1 

During 2012, a total of 22 new projects were approved.  In addition to the launch of the above-mentioned 
calls, the PSC reviewed and concluded Call 10, 12 and 13.  Up to 31 December 2012, an overall total of 
one hundred projects had been selected under OP I, for a total commitment value of €691,172,175.  In 
addition, the Intermediate Bodies continued with the implementation of the nine aid schemes which 
together amount to a committed value of €51,445,208.  Together with the commitment under Priority Axis 
7 (Technical Assistance), the total commitment under OP I up to December 2012 was of €754,944,478, 
representing 88% of the OP’s budget.  Furthermore, a total of 10 projects completed the activities planned 
under the project during the year under review.  Work related to the closure of these operations 
(preparation of the closure report) is still ongoing and is expected to be completed in 2013.   

The implementation of JEREMIE (Joint European Resources for Micro and Medium Enterprises) initiative 
(offering a First Loss Portfolio Guarantee Fund) continued in 2012.  The response from SMEs to this 
initiative was encouraging and exceeded the expectations of the EIF.  During the course of 2012, 
JASPERS (Joint Assistance in Supporting Projects in European Regions) continued providing its 
assistance in relation to projects in the fields of environment, energy, and transport but the focus also 
shifted to the preparation of projects for the next programming period. 

In terms of participation at international fora, the Managing Authority participated in the Coordination 
Committee of the Funds (COCOF) meetings, the European Network of Environmental and Managing 
Authorities (ENEA) Working Groups, and the JASPERS Stakeholder’s Meeting.  

Operational Programme II 

In 2012, the Managing Authority continued with the evaluation of project proposals received following the 
calls launched in the previous year under OP II.  In addition, the following calls were launched in 2012: 
 

Call Priority Axis Indicative Call Budget Proposals 
submitted 

OPII Call 8 
PA 1 (Improving Education and Skills) 
& 4 (Strengthening of Administrative 
and Institutional Capacity) 

€11,500,000 27 

OPII Call 9 PA 3 (Promoting an Equal and Inclusive 
Labour Market) €5,000,000 11 

OPII Call 10 
PA 1 (Improving Education and Skills) 
& 2 (Investing in the Employability and 
Adaptability of the Workforce) 

€7,500,000 12 

OPII Call 11 
PA 1 (Improving Education and Skills) 
& 4 (Strengthening of Administrative 
and Institutional Capacity) 

€9,500,000 12 

During the year under review, approvals were given to 11 new projects in response to calls evaluated.  Up 
to the end of 2011, a total of 72 projects were being implemented under OP II, having a combined value of 
€ 91,962,492.  In 2012, the Managing Authority continued to work with the Intermediary Body as well as 
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other stakeholders, including the private sector representatives, with a view to continue strengthening the 
process of simplification.  This process resulted in the adoption of concrete measures, such as changes to 
the eligibility criteria, simplified application forms, as well as revised implementation and guidance notes.  
Such simplification exercises continued to have a positive impact on the processing of payments.  In the 
year under review, the allocation to the Employment Aid Programme (EAP) was increased by €4 million, 
bringing the combined total of both aid schemes being implemented under the Operational Programme to 
€21,052,620.  

Together with the two schemes3 being supported by the ESF and the commitment under Priority Axis 5 – 
Technical Assistance, the total allocation committed under OP II (as at end 2012) stood at €118,284,702, 
representing 90% of the total OP budget.   Furthermore, a total of 27 projects have completed the activities 
planned under the approved project and are in the process or have prepared the closure report.4 

Monitoring 

Monitoring continued to be a priority in 2012 for both Operational Programmes.  A substantial number of 
meetings were held between the Managing Authority and the respective beneficiaries, and the Intermediate 
Body.  Given that a large number of projects were well into implementation stage with a significant 
increase in the disbursements, the activity related to monitoring and first level control remained a priority 
during 2012 for both Operational Programmes, in order to ensure a timely verification of expenditure 
incurred.  Project Progress Reports submitted in January 2012 (covering the period Sept – Dec 2011) and 
July 2012 (covering period January – June 2012) were complemented by monthly bilateral monitoring 
meetings chaired by the Principal Permanent Secretary to discuss issues that might have been hindering the 
projects’ progress.  Bilateral monitoring meetings were also held with civil society and local councils 
benefitting from Cohesion Policy Funds. 

For Operational Programme I, two Monitoring Committee meetings were held, one in May and another in 
November.  In the case of OP II, three Monitoring Committee meetings were held (March, May and 
October 2012).  The findings of the Annual Implementation Reports for both OPs were presented to the 
Monitoring Committee in May and were subsequently approved by the European Commission in Quarter 
3, 2012. 

Apart from the Monitoring Committee, the OPs foresee the establishment of a number of structures aimed 
at ensuring coordination and/or monitoring of different aspects of the Programme.  These include IB 
Network meetings; Inter-ministerial Coordination Meetings, Ministerial Steering Committees, and the 
Environment Committee5.   

Following 219 on-the-spot checks, seven requests for reimbursement of eligible expenditure under OP I 
(four ERDF, three CF) and four requests under OP II were sent to the European Commission during 2012.  
The following table indicates the total public share (EU + Malta) that was verified by the Managing 
Authority and the amount received from the EC during the year: 
 

Verified by MA in 2012 (€) Received from EC in 2012 (€)  
(Public Share) (EU Share) 

European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) 55,684,739.62 49,445,259.40 
Cohesion Fund (CF) 29,404,875.26 24,929,371.90 
European Social Fund (ESF) 15,320,205.59 8,925,604.79 
Total 100,409,820.47 83,300,236.09

                                                      
3 Two covenants were signed in 2009 with the Employment and Training Corporation, having a total value of €17,051,620. 
4 10 projects have completed activities but not all payments have been paid; seven projects had all payments made but some of the 
expenditure still needs to be certified  (including Indirect Cost as at end Dec 2012). Seven projects are still pending closure report, whilst 
three projects were officially closed, including the preparation of the closure report. 
5 During 2011, two IB Network Meetings, two Inter-ministerial Coordination Meetings, 28 Ministerial Committees and  three Environment 
Committee meetings were organised. 
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Audits  

Pursuant to Article 62 of Council Regulation (EC) Regulation 1083/2006, the Audit Authority undertook 
the review of five ESF projects, 22 ERDF projects (including the Technical Assistance Priority Axis), four 
Cohesion Fund projects, and six Aid Schemes (two ESF and four ERDF).  This was represented by the 
review of 44 payment claims under OP I and seven payment claims under OP II. 

The Managing Authority coordinated closely with the Audit Authority on ongoing review (audits) on 
operations, in order to ensure that there was timely feedback from the beneficiary and address any 
outstanding issue.  In addition to the audits undertaken by the Audit Authority, the Managing Authority 
also worked with the Audit Authority during the systems audit on the Audit Authority itself, undertaken by 
the Commission in June, and a similar review undertaken by the European Court of Auditors (ECA) in 
December and expected to continue in February 2013.  

Finally during the year under review, OLAF were in Malta in July to investigate a claim by an aggrieved 
bidder on one operation being implemented by MCAST.  

Whilst the result of the Commission Audit was communicated to the authorities in 2012, the outcome of 
the Audit by the European Court of Auditors and the OLAF investigation were not known as at December 
2012.   

Website 

In 2012, the Managing Authority launched a new website Investing in Your Future, 
www.investinginyourfuture.gov.mt that complements the official Managing Authority’s website 
(www.ppcd.gov.mt).  The new website was launched through a press conference on 18 December 2012.  
The new website features brief non-technical information about the projects currently being funded under 
the Cohesion Policy 2007 - 2013 Programme, together with images about each of the projects.   

The projects are grouped into themes that are representative of the priorities found in the Operational 
Programmes.  The themes under which the projects are grouped are as follows:  
• Heritage & tourism  
• Equal opportunities  
• Health  
• Research, science & technology  
• Education  
• Life-long learning & employment  
• Environment, climate change & renewable energy sources  
• Waste management & risk prevention  
• Public infrastructure  
• Public administration 
• Private sector.  

The new website was promoted through online adverts (which linked directly to the new website) that 
featured on a number of leading local electronic news portals.  The website is envisaged to remain updated 
and ‘live’ until the end of the programming period.  

In 2012, the PPCD website also continued to be updated with news about the pre-announcements and 
launch of calls for project proposals under both OPs.  Information related to the programme 
implementation, the new website Investing in Your Future, information sessions, press releases, and news 
items issued by the Division, together with the list of project beneficiaries (in line with EC/1828/2006 Art 
7(2) (d)) is also available on the website and is updated as necessary.  
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Training 

Furthermore, training continued in 2012 with 4476 officials receiving training in the implementation of the 
projects financed under the two operational programmes during 2012. 

Evaluation 

In Q2 2012, the Thematic Evaluations for Operational Programmes I and II were launched on the market. 
In the case of the Thematic Evaluation for the Operational Programme I, the tender was awarded to the 
cheapest technically and administratively compliant tender and the contract was awarded in Q4 2012.  On 
the other hand, although the bids received for the Thematic Evaluation of Operational Programme II were 
technically and administratively compliant, the Managing Authority availed itself of Article 33 of the 
Instructions to Tenderers in order to cancel the tenders.  The Managing Authority revised the tender 
dossier and it was re-launched on the market in Q4 2012.  

In 2012, the Cohort Study started gradually being undertaken.  In Q2 2012, the Inception Report was 
finalised and approved.  The report of the first wave was also concluded.  By the end of this reporting year, 
the second wave was still being prepared; however the first draft report is expected to be submitted in Q1 
2013. 

During 2012, the Managing Authority also launched on the market two evaluation studies concerning the 
next programming period 2014-2020.  These are the Ex Ante Evaluation of Structural Funds (European 
Regional Development Fund, European Social Fund and Cohesion Fund) for the programming period 
2014-2020, and the Strategic Environmental Assessment 2014-2020.  The contract of the Ex Ante 
Evaluation 2014-2020 was awarded in Q4 2012, while by the end of 2012 the evaluation process of the 
Strategic Environmental Assessment was still ongoing.  

Further to this, the Managing Authority also participated in a number of external evaluations 
commissioned by various European institutions.  These included studies mainly from the Regional Policy 
Directorate General and the Employment, Social Affairs and Inclusion Directorate General and concerned, 
inter alia, an ex post evaluation of Cohesion Fund 2004-2006, climate change adaptation in the current and 
future Cohesion Fund, the implementation of financial engineering instruments in Member States, and the 
implementation of the youth opportunities initiative and further steps to combat youth unemployment. 

New Regulations Package 2014-2020 

This Division continued to assist the Policy Unit within the Office of the Permanent Secretary EU Funds in 
preparing the Malta position regarding the different aspects of the regulation that were being discussed in 
Council in 2012.  

Administrative Capacity 

Despite the recruiting process in 2012, a number of positions remained unfilled by the end of the year.  
These vacancies arose mainly due to the restructuring of the division, staff progression as well as staff 
turnover.  In view of the number of new programmes managed, the new projects approved and the 
exponential increase in controls that are a result of the implementation status of the programmes, an 
increase in workload is envisaged.   In this regard, capacity building and training will continue in 2013.  

                                                      
6 This number of participants includes repeats and also training, which incurred no cost to the Managing Authority (for example SFD 
Training, In-house training for new recruits etc). If, on the other hand, this refers only to the training financed under OPI and / or OPII, only 
334 participants attended (including repeats). 
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Furthermore, as indicated above, training continued in 2012.  Participation came from beneficiaries, 
including NGOs, as well as officials involved in the management and implementation of the Cohesion 
Policy funds from both the Public Service and the wider Public Sector. 

In 2012, this Division, together with the Funds and Programmes Division, moved to new premises.  

Funds and Programmes Division 

General Programme Solidarity and Management of Migration Flows 

In 2012, the FPD closed off the 2009 Annual Programmes for the four Funds for which an EU contribution 
of €9.1million was obtained.  

2012 saw also the continued implementation of 16 projects submitted under the 2010 Annual Programme, 
whose implementation period closed on 30 June 2012.  FPD is now processing the last payments with 
respect to these projects in order to be able to submit a final closure report on all the four Funds in March 
2013.  

Four calls for applications were issued in 2012 in relation to the 2011 Annual Programmes, which 
contributed to the approval of 13 projects.  2012 will therefore end the year with a total of 28 projects, 
currently being implemented under the 2011 Annual Programmes for the four Funds, including three 
projects which were granted as part of a request for emergency measures submitted at the end of 2011 
under the European Refugee Fund. 

In 2012, FPD saw also the approval of the 2012 Annual Programmes which were submitted in November 
of 2011.  A call for application for all the four Funds was issued, making available all the EU contribution 
allocated under the Programme which amounts to €17.5million.  Following these first calls for 
applications, 26 projects were submitted and 21 projects were approved by the Project Selection 
Committee, including two which are on the reserve list.  A pre-announcement was also issued to announce 
the launching of a second call for applications for projects to be financed under the Annual Programme 
2012, with the actual call being launched early in 2013.   

In November 2012, the Annual Programmes for 2013 under the Solidarity and Management of Migration 
Flows were submitted to the Commission amounting to over €22.9 million.   

Furthermore, an application for emergency funds for another €1.1 million under the European Refugee 
Fund (2012), together with the revision of the EBF 2011, EBF 2012 and RF 2011 annual programmes, 
were submitted to the European Commission in November 2012.  The Emergency Fund application was 
approved by the EC. 

FPD also actively contributed towards the discussion process on the Commission proposals for the new 
regulatory package for 2014-2020 for the Justice and Home Affairs area. 

Education Programmes - Life Long Learning Programme and Youth in Action 

On 1 January 2012 FPD took the role of the National Authority for the education programmes.  The 
Annual Declaration of Assurance was submitted in April 2012 and feedback from EC was received in July 
2012.  Further information requested by EC was submitted in September and in November we were 
informed that the European Commission accepted the reports submitted and only one observation is left 
open.  Preparations are currently underway for setting in motion the process leading to the 2012 
Declarations of Assurance for both programmes which need to be submitted by 30 April 2013. 

The FPD also contributed actively towards the discussion process on the Commission’s proposals for the 
new EU regulatory package (education programmes) for the new programming period 2014-2020. 
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European Fisheries Fund and European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD) 

The FPD took over the role of Managing Authority for the European Fisheries Fund 2007 – 2013 
Programme on 1 January 2012.  Since then, the FPD amended all documentation of the Programme, 
including the Operational Programme, the Selection Criteria, the Description of the Management and 
Control System, the Manual of Procedures and the Covenant between the Managing Authority, and the 
Intermediate Body.  The FPD also recruited three officers to assist in the management of the fund, held its 
first Monitoring Committee in April, penned the 2011 Annual Implementation Report, and launched a 
restricted call for the implementation of the fish market project and another restricted call in relation to the 
landing sites in designated ports.  Both projects were evaluated by the Managing Authority’s Project 
Selection Committee.  The Grant Agreement of the fish market project was signed by the Managing 
Authority and the Beneficiary, which is the Ministry for Resources and Rural Affairs, and the project was 
already in its implementation phase by December 2012.  As of the end of 2012, a total of €1,036,677 
(Public Eligible funds) was certified to the European Commission under this project.  As at end year, the 
Grant Agreement of the Landing Sites project was about to be signed.  The Managing Authority also 
launched an open call for the organisation of a promotional campaign aimed at increasing the national per 
capita consumption of fish, which remained open until 14 December 2012.  The only application lodged 
was that submitted by the Ministry for Resources and Rural Affairs.  It is envisaged that the 
implementation of the campaign will commence in March 2013.  

Furthermore, an aid scheme targeting productive investments in aquaculture, another one targeting aqua-
environmental measures, and another scheme on investments in processing and marketing were launched, 
and the two applications submitted under these aid schemes are currently being evaluated by the Project 
Selection Committee of the Intermediate Body.  A call for the permanent cessation of vessels with a Blue 
Fin Tuna licence was also launched in November.  A total of five fishing vessels were scrapped under this 
scheme and the funds certified to the European Commission under the said scheme totalled €607,170 
(Public Eligible Funds).  The FPD is also preparing the groundwork for a training course aimed at 
upgrading fishers’ professional skills and an investment on board fishing vessels and selectivity aid 
scheme, for which there is a demand from fishers.  

The FPD has also represented the Fund in European Union Committees and Expert Groups and constantly 
provided feedback about the proposed European Maritime Fisheries Fund 2014 – 2020 Regulation, which 
is the successor of the European Fisheries Fund.  It was also ensured that the European Fisheries Fund was 
promoted amongst the general public and FPD publicised the achievements of the Fund in two fish fairs; 
the Lampukifest in St Julians and the Festa Ħut in Żurrieq.  

A total of €1,335,859.22 (EFF funds) was certified in Statements of Expenditure to the Commission by the 
end of 2012, thus exceeding the de-commitment target for 2012 by €125,492.94.  

The FPD has taken over the responsibilities of Competent Authority for the EAGF and EAFRD (Rural and 
Agricultural Funds).  It has closely monitored the recommendations of the audit carried out by the Internal 
Audit and Investigations Department in 2011, and it has set up the system to enable it to carry out the 
necessary checks so as to decide on the accreditation of the Paying Agency (the Ministry for Resources 
and Rural Affairs).  This check has to be carried out in 2013 and will be based on criteria set by the 
European Union.    

Interreg 2004-2006 and European Territorial Co-Operation (ETC) 2007-2013 

In terms of the 2004-2006 INTERREG Programmes, the FPD pursued the monitoring of the closure of the 
programmes in which Malta participated.   In this regard, Malta received substantial funds in connection 
with claims submitted under the Italy-Malta Programme, the Medocc Programme and the Archimed 
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Programme.  The total amount of funds received to date under such programmes, which is equivalent to 
98% of the amount claimed by Malta, is €4.1 million, i.e. almost twice its contribution7. 

With regard to the 2007-2013 Territorial Cooperation Programmes and the ENPI CBC Med Programme, 
the FPD was involved in different stages of the implementation process.  Further to the submission of a 
number of project proposals in 2011, 27 new projects which include Maltese partners were selected for 
funding in 2012.  These projects, which have a budgetary allocation of €8.69 million, include eight projects 
under the Italy-Malta Programme, four under the MED Programme and 15 projects under the INTERREG 
IVC Programme.  A further three projects, which include Maltese partners and which have a total 
budgetary allocation of €1 million, were selected under the ENPI CBC Med Programme.  By means of 
such projects, the total budgetary allocation for Malta exceeds Malta's contribution to such programmes by 
over six million. 

In addition to the above-mentioned projects, the call for capitalisation projects under the MED programme 
generated considerable interest as well - 14 Maltese partners have expressed their interest in participating 
in such projects.  Similarly, the selection process in connection with the third call of the ENPI CBC Med 
Programme, which closed in 2012, is also underway. 

As the Maltese national coordinator for European Territorial Cooperation Programmes, the FPD was also 
involved in the monitoring of the projects under implementation.  These include 83 projects which are 
being funded as follows: 25 projects under the Italy-Malta Programme, 28 projects under the MED 
Programme, 23 under the INTERREG IVC Programme and seven under the ENPI CBC Med Programme.  
To this end, the FPD ensured regular liaison with the Maltese project partners and took action as required 
so as to facilitate the efficient implementation of the projects. 

Furthermore, the FPD participated in the Territorial Cooperation Day.  In connection with this event, 
which was celebrated in September 2012 across Europe, six articles, promoting some of the projects 
mentioned above, were featured in the national press.  In an effort to reach a wider audience, the FPD also 
participated in two television programmes and in a radio programme. 

With regard to its role vis-à-vis the monitoring of the above-mentioned programmes, the FPD reviewed 
and contributed towards several written procedures and participated actively in various Monitoring 
Committees, putting forward Malta's position as deemed necessary.  The Monitoring Committee meeting 
in connection with the Italy-Malta Programme, which was held in May 2012, took place in Malta.  An 
information seminar under this programme was also held in Malta in collaboration with the Italian 
authorities. 

Meanwhile, as first level controller, the FPD reviewed and verified several claims for reimbursement.  The 
amount €4.4 million (ERDF share) has been verified in connection with the Territorial Cooperation 
projects to date.  No de-commitment of funds is envisaged under any of the Programmes in which Malta is 
participating. 

Also in connection with first level control, the FPD organised and participated in a training seminar which 
was funded under the Interact II Programme and which enhanced the FPD’s institutional knowledge in this 
area. 

The FPD also participated in an extensive audit which was held by the Internal Audit and Investigations 
Department on the Italia-Malta Programme.  This was concluded positively. 

The FPD is also involved in the elaboration of the Programmes that will succeed the current ones as from 
2014. 

                                                      
7 Malta’s contribution to such Programmes amounted to €2.2 million 
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Transition Facility Programmes, Twinning, TAIEX and IPA  

The FPD continued to act as the National Contact Point for the ‘Twinning’, TAIEX Institution Building 
instruments as well as the implementation of pre-accession assistance to Accession Countries (through 
IPA). 

EEA and Norwegian Financial Mechanisms and the Swiss Maltese Cooperation Programme 

The last two projects that had been approved for co-financing under the EEA and Norwegian Financial 
Mechanisms 2004-2009 were concluded by 30 April 2012.  A total of €5.2 million was disbursed under 
this Programme, out of which €3.3 million was the EEA/Norway share. 

Following signature of the Memoranda of Understanding in September and October 2011, the two 
programme proposals for 2009-2014 were submitted to the Donor States in May 2012.  Donor State 
requests for additional information received in July 2012 were answered by September.  The Donor States 
requested further clarifications and replies were provided in October and November and subsequently the 
programmes were approved in early December 2012.  The launching event will be held in the first quarter 
of 2013. 

The projects to be implemented have been identified and shall target areas such as correctional services, 
capacity building and training for local councils, renewable energy, adaptation to climate change and 
conservation and revitalisation of cultural heritage.  Funds have also been set aside for non-governmental 
organisations (being managed by the Financial Mechanisms Office in Brussels) and for a global fund for 
decent work and tripartite dialogue (being managed by Innovation Norway).  The call for proposals under 
this global fund was launched in October 2011 and it closed at the end of March 2012.  Of the two 
proposals submitted by Malta, the one by the Department for Industrial and Employment Relations has 
been selected for funding8. 

The final meeting of the Monitoring Committee for the 2004-09 programme period took place in February 
2012, whereas the first meeting of the Monitoring Committee for the 2009-14 programme period was held 
in March 2012.  The Annual meeting for both Financial Mechanism periods with the Donors was also held 
in March 2012. 

Swiss-Maltese Cooperation Programme 

Implementation of the Swiss-Maltese project to set up a Positron Emission Tomography (PET)/Computed 
Tomography (C)] scanner at Mater Dei Hospital continued in 2012.  The amount of Swiss funding 
committed to the PET/CT scanner is CHF2.794 million and the project is currently in the final stages of the 
implementation phase, with the inauguration foreseen for February 2013.  In addition, a Swiss Grant of 
CHF 1.9 million is being utilised to support the Mediterranean Academy of Mediterranean Studies 
(MEDAC) over four academic years that started in September 2010.  The fourth Annual Meeting of the 
Swiss-Maltese Cooperation Programme was held in May 2012. 

Coordination of the EU centralised funds and programmes within the government structure 

A new sub-unit was established in October 2011 within FPD to coordinate Malta’s participation in and 
promote centralised EU funds and programmes particularly within the public sector.  The objective of this 
new set-up is to build up capacity by gaining an overview of the various conditions which need to be 
fulfilled to participate successfully in EU programmes.  The first task undertaken by this sub-unit was the 
creation of a database containing information on the EU programmes under centralised management.  
Another task carried out by the Coordination Point is the on-the-spot checks, which are being carried out 

                                                      
8 The other proposal was submitted by the General Workers’ Union. 
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on all recently approved projects.  This will ensure that the approved projects receive the necessary support 
in order to maximise the absorption of funds in respect to the implementation of projects.  Collaboration 
with key stakeholders like MEUSAC, the European Commission Representation and all the Directors 
(Programme Implementation) in all line ministries has been established. 

Administrative Capacity 

Despite the recruiting process in 2012, a number of positions remained unfilled by the end of the year.  
These vacancies arose mainly due to the restructuring of the division, staff progression as well as staff 
turnover.  In view of the number of new programmes managed, the new projects approved and the 
exponential increase in controls that are a result of the implementation status of the programmes, an 
increase in workload is envisaged.  In this regard, capacity building and training will continue in 2013.  

In addition the Division continued representing Malta on all meetings, committees, conferences (local and 
abroad) relating to several funding instruments.  Moreover FPD coordinated Malta’s positions vis-à-vis the 
EU with respect to issues falling under the Office of the Prime Minister. 

In June 2012, the Funds and Programmes Division moved to its new premises at Santa Venera.  Moreover, 
a new website www.fpd.gov.mt containing all the information about the various funding programmes was 
launched. 

EU Funds – Policy Coordination Directorate 

Compilation of Malta’s Positions with respect to negotiations of the 2014-2020 regulations relating to EU Funds 

The EU Funds – Policy Coordination Directorate is responsible for coordinating and drafting Malta’s 
Positions with respect to the 2014-2020 proposed regulations relating to the EU funds made available for 
Fisheries (European Maritime and Fisheries Fund), Migration (EU Support for Cooperation in Migration, 
Asylum and Borders), and the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF), as well as the 2014-2020 Cohesion 
Policy Legislative Package (to cover the General Provisions, the Cohesion Fund, the European Regional & 
Development Fund, the European Social Fund, the European Territorial Cooperation and the European 
Grouping of Territorial Cooperation). This proposed legislation was published by the European 
Commission between October and December 2011. 

During 2011/2012 the Directorate carried out a thorough assessment of these proposals consulting relevant 
stakeholders with a view to obtaining a consolidated Malta position on these proposed regulations, and to 
be used in discussions in the Council of the European, both at the level of the Working Group (WG) but 
also at the level of COREPER9 and the Council of Ministers.  During 2012, the Directorate drafted just 
over 150 Instruction Notes for this purpose as illustrated in the table hereunder: 
 

Table illustrating the number of Instruction Notes compiled in 2012 
Working Group Working Group 

Meetings held 
Instruction 
Notes issued 

Structural Actions WG 52 69 
Ad Hoc WG on Justice & Home Affairs 32 28 
Budget WG, FOP-CEF 20 20 
Fisheries WG 27 23 
COREPER/Council 18 20 
Total 149 160 

                                                      
9 COREPER: Committee of Permanent Representatives. It oversees and coordinates the work of some 250 committees and working parties 
made up of civil servants from the member states who work on issues at the technical level to be discussed later by COREPER and the 
Council. It is chaired by the Presidency of the Council of the European Union. 
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In 2013, the Directorate will continue to be actively engaged in the drafting of the Malta Positions required 
for Council as this legislation will continue to be discussed with the European Parliament as part of the 
ordinary legislative procedure10. 

In 2012, the EU Funds – Policy Coordination Directorate also provided input in the drafting of Instruction 
Notes relating to other EU funding programmes (more generally), as well as in the drafting of Instruction 
Notes relating to other EU policy areas where EU funding was an important component, such as the Multi 
Annual Financial Framework 2014-2020, LIFE + or Horizon 2020. 

Coordination of the 2014-2020 Cohesion Policy Programming process and ‘other’ EU Funds 

The Directorate is assisting the Office of the Permanent Secretary EU Funds (OPM) in coordinating the 
programming process of the 2014-2020 Cohesion Policy Programming, as well as ‘other’ EU Funds as 
necessary, with a view to submitting the required programming documents to the European Commission.  

During 2011/2012, the Directorate was actively engaged in assessing whether the ex ante conditionalities 
requirement emanating from the Cohesion Policy Legislative Package is being fulfilled.  This involved an 
extensive exercise whereby line ministries were consulted and also advised on the criteria for fulfillment.  
The Directorate also provided extensive support on the regulatory aspects of the Cohesion Policy 
legislative package notably relating to articles 14 and 87 of the General Provisions Regulation11 
concerning the drafting of the Partnership Agreement and the Operational Programmes, but also more 
widely in the context of bilateral consultations that were held with line ministries in the last quarter of 
2012.  Advice was also provided on the requirements of the partnership principle as well as thematic 
concentration.  

Supporting the Managing Authority for the Cohesion Fund 2004-2006 

The EU Funds - Policy Coordination Directorate supports the Planning & Priorities Coordination Division, 
as the Managing Authority responsible for the Cohesion Fund 2004-2006, in the management of the 
Cohesion Fund 2004-2006.  During 2012, the Directorate was actively engaged in carrying out the 
procedures required to close the Environment Project12 following the disbursement of payments by the 
final eligibility date of 31 December 2011. 

During 2012, as part of the formal closure procedures and final claim, the Directorate carried out a final 
on-the-spot check on the project and also verified a total of € 2,989,446.10.  No irregularities resulted from 
these verifications.  The final Monitoring Committee meeting was organised in May and the Final Report 
for the Environment Project was compiled and submitted to the European Commission in July.  

Acting as National Contact Point for the ESPON 2013-2020 Programme 

The EU Funds – Policy Coordination Directorate is responsible for managing Malta’s participation in the 
ESPON 2013 Programme including Malta’s representation on the ESPON Monitoring Committee, and the 
First Level Control function where local project partners are involved.  At present, Malta is involved in the 
following two projects: ESPONTrain and GEOSPECS.  

                                                      
10 The ordinary legislative procedure is the main legislative procedure by which directives and regulations are adopted. It was formerly 
known as the codecision procedure, and is sometimes referred to as the community method as a contrast to the intergovernmental methods 
which can variously refer to the consultation procedure or to the open method of coordination.[ 
11 Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council laying down Common Provisions on the European Regional 
Development Fund, the European Social Fund, The Cohesion Fund, the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development and the 
European Maritime and Fisheries Fund covered by the Common Strategic Framework and laying down general provisions on the European 
Regional Development Fund, the European Social Fund and the Cohesion Fund and repealing Council Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006. 
12 It is to be noted that from an implementation point of view all three projects under the Cohesion Fund 2004-2006 have now been closed 
off. The Restoration and Upgrading of Sections of the TEN-T Network and the Technical Assistance (Preparation of Projects in the 
Environment Sector) Projects were closed on 31 December 2010 and the Upgrading of the Sant'Antnin Waste Treatment Plant and Material 
Recycling and Recovery Facility Project was closed on 31 December 2011. 
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During 2012, the Directorate disseminated ESPON related information including newsletters, press 
releases, information about future ESPON events, ESPON project reports, calls for tender and traineeships. 
Information was also disseminated about the tenth and last call for project proposals under the ESPON 
2013 programme.  The Directorate also participated in four Monitoring Committee meetings and provided 
feedback to several written procedures and ESPON studies.  In 2012, two financial claims under the 
ESPONTrain project (for a total of €8,097.74) and, another two financial claims under the GEOSPECS 
project (for a total of € 48,794.42) were verified by the First Level Controller.  In addition, two on-the-spot 
checks were also carried out on the EUROISLANDS13 and ESPONTrain projects. 

The Directorate is also responsible for representing Malta on the Joint Working Group (JWG) on the 
ESPON Programme post-2013 which was established in March 2012.  The JWG is tasked with preparing 
the new Operational Programme for the future ESPON Programme to cover issues relating to the 
institutional set-up, budgetary and project issues.  The Directorate participated actively in three meetings of 
the JWG in 2012, also following up through written comments. 

CONCLUSION 

The period under review was extremely hectic and, in particular, 2012 was a year of change and challenges 
for this office and all its supporting structures.  On behalf of my colleague Director Generals, Directors and 
all officials, who have been of great assistance and continuous support over the last months, I must 
acknowledge the outstanding contribution played by my predecessor HE Ms Marlene Bonnici in setting up 
the structures/systems/controls for the proper management of European Union Funds in Malta.  She has 
also been a source of wise counsel to us all during the past transition months.  If one just considers that we 
are actually winding up most of the activities under the current 2007-2013 programming period, whilst 
simultaneously initiating technical negotiations with the European Commission in preparation for the 
forthcoming 2014-2020 programming period, surely the path forward is even more challenging, but based 
on my first-hand experience of the progress achievable when one combines a focused vision, a lot of heart 
and a pool of dedicated people, I firmly believe that continued success is guaranteed for the months and 
years to come.   

 

 

ANTHONY CAMILLERI 
Permanent Secretary (EU Funds) 
 

                                                      
13 The claim periods for the EUROISLANDS project ran from 1 December 2008 to 1 May 2011. 


